The post-war situation of the Roma in Hungarian society has been marked by dramatic alterations, due to regime changes, transformations in the structure of the social division of labor and the place of the Roma in (and outside of) it, shifts in the mutual perception of the majority and minority populations, oscillations in government policies, and much else. But continuous through all these changes is the fact of social exclusion. The authors, Balázs and György Majtényi, are uniquely qualified to deal with the complexities of this history and to explain why the exclusion remained constant over it. A Contemporary History of Exclusion is a must read.

János Kis, Professor of Political Science and of Philosophy, Central European University

This important book examines the history of the Roma in Hungary after WWII. Theoretically engaged and historically sensitive, this account of the Roma’s position in Hungary through multiple regime changes shows how and why efforts to deal with the “Roma question” repeatedly reinforced inequality despite official pronouncements to the contrary. The authors add their own broader theoretical engagement to set Rome history against a broader landscape of revolution and intolerance. This is crucial scholarship for all those who are engaged in the study of Central Europe or in the examination of minority cultures around the world.

Kim Lane Scheppele, Laurance S. Rockefeller Professor of Sociology and International Affairs, Princeton University

This is a well-written, carefully researched and beautifully illustrated book on the history of Hungarian-Gypsy especially of governmental regulations or Roma-majority relations between 1945 and 2015. The authors call it a “counter history.” And it is. Some of us had a somewhat rosy picture of the situation of the Roma during socialism (near full employment, less racial prejudice) and a darker view of post-communism (more poverty, more unemployment and racial violence). The book presents a somewhat nostalgic view of the “radiant future of liberalism” written in the current darkness of “illiberalism.”

István Szelényi, William Graham Sumner Emeritus Professor of Sociology and Political Science, Yale University
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Introduction

Contexts of Gypsy/Roma identity and history

“Do not ask me who I am and do not ask me to remain the same”—this is what the French philosopher and cultural historian Michel Foucault thought concerning the relationship we develop with our own image and the image of us formed by others.¹ In the 1950s a Gypsy nail-maker bitterly explained what people in Hungary generally thought about Gypsies: “The gadje [non-Roma] don’t even know that the Roma work for them, so they can have fancy houses. Who makes staples? The Roma. Who makes Rabitz mesh? The Roma. Who makes thumbnails? The Roma. Who makes steel clasps? The Roma. Who makes corner pins? The Roma. And who knows that the Roma make all these things? The Roma. No one knows, all they know about is lice and theft.”² These two quotes illustrate the difference between social science theory and the real relativism of a citizen living as a member of a minority group. What we say and what is said about us are equally relative. The important question is whether we have a real influence on what is said and written about us: on the discourse.

Historians largely treat the view that the past endures in various texts and interpretations as an axiom. Writings that analyze discourses (texts that have come to life) are largely characterized by the relationship between power and knowledge. Powers-that-be oversee and take ownership of discourses through institutions: historical individuals and groups can lose their voice this way.³ A fundamental question is how various discourses—political, policy or scientific—influence the opportunity to express identity.

There exists a substantive interpretation, according to which the historical determination of identity is not significant in the case of Roma. This approach
holds that Roma are a people “without history,” who did not preserve and share with one another the memories of the past, and do not even conceptualize such memories for the sake of the future.⁴ As such, the source of Roma identity is primarily everyday life. According to such authors, Roma remember the past differently than do members of modern societies. Memory in its textual form exists to a lesser degree in their case. As such, memory is neither reflexive nor discursive, but implicit: current experiences define their social lives.⁵

A related interpretation holds that in the case of Roma, the nature of relations to the non-Roma world and the unity within Roma communities taken together define current group identity (many emphasize the former factor).⁶ This approach reflects Fredrik Barth’s anthropological theory, according to which the changing nature of borders separating social and ethnic groups is what determines group identity and—as an extension—its cultural content. It is worth noting that Barth described the social situation of Roma exclusively in terms of marginality, and characterized them as pariahs in the eyes of “majority” society.⁷ With one or two exceptions, writers who analyze Roma identity pay scant attention to the historical determination of such marginality.⁸

Many connect the identity of Roma to a common past and certain traditional elements, that is, to the practice of certain traditional Gypsy trades or a nomadic lifestyle. However, as is rather evident in modern times, old customs have lost much of their ability to provide solidarity. As Jean-Pierre Liégeois—one of the proponents of this thesis—stated when examining the fate of Gypsy communities after the war: “It is at this point that tradition—having lost its dynamism—turns into ritual: it is transformed from a pillar of identity and lifestyle into a rigid identity in itself, a sort of last refuge.”⁹ In the life of Roma communities, the role of traditions fading into obscurity, disappearing lifestyles and community cultures based on oral tradition is being taken over by commonly written history and a national past.

Recent decades have seen the publication of several Roma history books that describe the history of Roma communities from ethnogenesis to the present in the framework of a unified narrative. Eighteenth-century “majority”-led science established that Roma originated in India, and today this is treated as fact. The historian Ian Hancock connects the discovery of Indian origin to a Hungarian theology student’s career, who was discussing the Sanskrit language in a salon at university in Leiden with three fellow students from India. He thought Sanskrit words were similar to the speech used by Gypsy day laborers on his land. Through intermediaries, this observation was conveyed to György Pray, who sixteen years later wrote about it in the pages of the Wiener Gazette.¹⁰ The myth about Roma origin—which purportedly should be questioned as much as the unifying histories of any other people or nation’s origin—was discovered by Roma communities themselves in
various countries. (In the case of Roma, this myth resembles mostly that of the history of the Jewish diaspora, given its formation in conditions of scattering and exclusion.) In 1971, in the spirit of unification attempts, various Roma communities and churches, with the cooperation of the government of India, organized the first World Romani Congress, where delegates declared that the peoples of various Gypsy groups were members of one Roma nation, and went on to proclaim the symbols of national unity: a flag and an anthem.\textsuperscript{11}

Hancock generally emphasizes the significance of positive historical discourses that strengthened unity, for example that of discovering a common Indian origin.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, there arose a need for history writers to form the conceptual Romani language of this history (and the writing thereof).\textsuperscript{13} Characteristically, many authors claimed that the genocide committed against Roma during the Holocaust (the murder of half a million people) was late in becoming a topic of scientific research and public discourse because of the implicit nature of Roma memory. Others, conversely, drew attention to the fact that the story-telling of collective traumas had already partially taken place, or was partially under way. The suffering of Roma was not documented, which is related to their marginal social position, and thus we must ask whether communities stayed silent or were silenced,\textsuperscript{14} or whether their voices went unheard because of their marginal situation. In any case, Roma history is being written now, independent of other histories. This is signified by arguments over what to call the Holocaust\textsuperscript{15} in Romani\textsuperscript{16} (the need for a unique name arose so that Roma could tell their own stories of the genocide). Not only the story of the origin, but further discussions and working through collective traumas have a role in the strengthening—i.e., the creation—of Roma national identity. From the point of view of identity politics, we feel that the integrative processing of Roma history within national history is just as important a task, and that this history should be rethought from the perspective of the minority itself.

Laying out Roma history has helped us formulate three general questions. The first is about opportunities, the second is about the modes of such, while the third concerns the role of the researcher.

(1) Through depicting Roma history we can question the borders of and difficulties associated with acquiring historical knowledge. Writing on common Roma history, which as a first step often deals with the issue of Roma origin, sees historians rely primarily on linguistic and archeological evidence. Even genetic research has become a largely cited source. These written resources are penned by outside observers about Roma. Due to the marginal historical situation of Roma groups, there are few sources about Roma and even fewer written by Roma themselves. This entails a number of research methodology issues.\textsuperscript{17}
The exploration of such “realities” of the past necessitated the analysis of new kinds of sources—diaries, letters, recollections, oral history interviews, artistic creations—and a further rereading of archival documents that had previously been examined with “traditional” methods of history writing. Historical sources should be seen as “period-documents,” given that they are characterized by the official discourse and linguistic rule system of the given period. Such an approach makes a critical study possible and allows reinterpretation of state policy, providing a close-at-hand opportunity to reconceptualize the national histories of given countries. One of the pioneering works in this field is by Zoltan Barany, who analyzed the issue in various periods in the East-Central European context. (His starting point was that various political systems and country-specific situations determined state policies, and as a result explain historical changes in the situations of marginalized groups.) This book makes use of similar sources, examining primarily official discourses and revealing state policies, in order to shed light on the situation of Roma.

(2) Roma history can be illustrated within the context of the history of given countries and—breaking somewhat from national histories—in the context of a unified Roma nation. These two approaches might be called the “integrationist” and the “separatist” depictions of Roma history. We can picture a combination of these approaches where the multiple identities of Roma communities would serve as a basis. We don’t feel the need to argue over the legitimacy of any of these approaches. The goal in this book is to examine the history of Roma in Hungary in the context of Hungarian national history. We make use of a critical and reflexive mode of integrative (or “integrationist”) discussion, which can be described as exploring events known in the country’s national history differently, from the point of view of the minority.

New directions in writing history—micro-histories that intersect at multiple points, historical anthropology, history of everyday life and new cultural history—aim at both examining other dimensions of the past and portraying unknown fields of meaning. The introduction of new topics, such as social gender, everyday life, or the study of ethnic minorities, serve to shake the earlier monolithic view of reality in historiography. Approaches we call “counter histories” (following in the footsteps of Foucault) have appeared as critiques of traditional history-writing discourses. Their fundamental goal has been to uncover the memories of oppressed and excluded groups and to criticize state power. The validation of this critical standpoint—in line with the values of the universality of human rights and equality—provides an opportunity for moral reflection on past and current issues of human social existence.

(3) A recurring question in Gypsy or Roma Studies is that of researcher activism. We do not believe that there are only two research positions in exis-
tence—that of the distant “outsider,” on the one hand, and the committed activist, on the other—not that these can be sharply distinguished from one another. All authors approach their research topic based on some choice of value. This can be discovered in the researcher’s self-reflection during writing and in the text. A frequently emerging question in Roma research today is the role of Roma researchers. In a similar vein, the issue of the necessity of research on non-Roma by Roma has come up (Tidrick has humorously named this approach “Gadzology”). This is the case because for Roma, it is often the non-Roma “majority” or the state itself, which categorizes and thus wishes to define the question of ethnic belonging. We characterize our own role as follows: we present ourselves to the reader as non-Roma who seek to depict and equalize national history through the universal values of human rights. One of the goals of this book is to make the points of view of a minority that has been pushed to the periphery of society a fully integrated part of our shared history. For readers who are not well-versed in Hungarian and Roma history, this book offers insight into the history of the struggles of identity politics, as well as being an example of the reevaluation of Roma history in a national context.

Historical writing that considers itself objective and factual is paralleled by another interpretation of the role of the historian—one which to us is more appealing—whereby the historian is seen as an active participant in history, creating stories and writing messages. All products of writing are unique accomplishments, and there is no such thing as an independent discussant. As such, it is advisable for writers to clarify the aspects and aims of their research at the beginning of their texts. The aim of this book is to present the origins and relativity of discourse on the Gypsies in Hungary.

On the sources of Gypsy/Roma history

In their 1993 publication János Báthory and László Pomogyi stated that “to this point Hungarian historical science has not dealt substantially with Gypsies.” In the meantime, a number of Hungarian-language works have been published. These include: Pál Nagy on the feudal period, László Pomogyi on the history of the Gypsies in the so-called bourgeois decades in Hungary, and Csaba Dupcsik’s monograph on the history of the Gypsy-research projects of Hungary using social science methods. Summaries of Hungarian history to this day neglect or merely mention Hungary’s largest minority. According to the explanations of the authors listed above, Gypsies were always in a socially peripheral situation and lived outside the mainstream “majority” of Hungarian society. Despite this, they think that his-
torians who have silenced the fate of Roma have made a mistake, given “if we take historical science to be a model of historical reality, our documents would lead us to think there are no Gypsies living in Hungary.”33 (Naturally we can express similar observations with regard to the history of other groups that can be considered minorities, like women and sexual minorities.)

What is the reason that the results of research on Gypsies, despite this justified criticism, still have not, or have hardly made their way into history textbooks (which are the mainstream of history), summaries and historical visual books? How can the results of new research be synthesized into Hungarian history? The easiest answer is to state that Hungarian history writing is not self-reflexive enough, and that there is a need to sensitize and draw attention to past discourses on equality.

Hungarian history textbooks largely present the acts of politicians and statesmen who are deemed significant, and offer little information on the endeavors and experiences of other actors. Reading archival sources and documents in state offices of the era, it is obvious that we are left with the impression that Gypsies/Roma are backwards, live in a situation of disadvantage and marginality, and thus are a social group that requires assistance and direction. From time to time we see them through “situations of conflict,” in police reports or as suspects in criminal cases. These documents present them from the point of view of the power of the state, public administration and the courts, i.e., from the “majority’s” position, where the operation of the power of the state is a reflection of “majority” norms.

These sources make Hungarian history appear unified, as it has long been presented from the point of view of the power of the state and the “majority.” However, sources derived from state institutions can be reinterpreted through the critical, reflexive modes described above. New research has placed the point of view of Gypsies/Roma into this unified framework and one-sided discourse, highlighting crimes and historical injustices committed against individuals, groups and the minority. Personal recollections and individual histories have supplemented an earlier rough image.34 We must ask, however, whether wider discourses are able to maintain the memories of individuals and groups, or whether they will merely assimilate these memories and points of view into national history. According to Foucault’s well-known metaphor, “[O]ne can certainly wager that man would be erased, like a face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea.”35 The questions, thus, are largely the following: Can realities outside the discourse be depicted? Can the viewpoints of others be presented? Must we resign ourselves to the fact that we will only hear the voices of those who are close to positions of power?36

In Hungary the best known framework for the interpretation of Gypsy history is the “change in coexistence models” paradigm. According to this paradigm,
similar events and changes play out in Gypsy communities that are often independent of one another. Metamorphoses, movements and social and economic processes are results of internal regularities. External effects, according to this theory, fundamentally and uniformly rearrange the Gypsies’ relationship to “majority” society and the state from time to time. Great economic and social changes and
consecutive periods of modernization cause challenges to the lives of these communities, and as a result the models of coexistence transform. According to this logic, history has a main current to which all historical actors, individuals and groups must adapt. However, history as a linear process is but one imagining, and as such the past of minorities is more than just an illustration of this system of relationships.

In the following chapters we will present different pictures, events, and points of reference in the hope that they will refine and transform assumptions made in society and in the mainstream interpretation of history. Writing history according to new interpretations, as we have suggested, is not merely a reconstruction but a creative process that entails construction and elements of fiction, and further—not inconsequentially—a practice of forming and strengthening community. In Hungary, the primary task of those writing the history of Gypsies is to step outside the framework of the earlier anti-egalitarian and nationalist discourse, and to rethink common history by offering viewpoints that differ from that of those in power and the “majority.” By anti-egalitarian nationalism we mean the pre-modern form of nationalism that limits and does not recognize the opportunity for people to belong to the nation independent of his/her group membership (i.e., material position, place of residence, origin). This is related to a history-writing practice according to which there exists a culturally, politically, and economically unified national history—although this reflects only the points of view and the self-affirmation of those in power—to which all citizens of Hungary must or can relate.

In this volume we track stories from a historical turning point (1945, the end of the Second World War) to current times. We feel that the political regimes that replaced one another, or the historical periods of Gypsy policy and discourse, can be presented not only in terms of shifts but also in terms of continuity and persistence of legacies. The effects of continuity appearing in Gypsy policy (e.g., enduring marginalization) and turns following changes in political institutions or processes supporting such developments are worth presenting and interpreting. (In Hungary, for example, such a turn is signified—according to new sociological research—by the fact that since the regime change the “majority” opinion on Roma communities has moved toward fulfilling a view of the Roma as a “deepest evil.” In this volume we will examine the historical reasons for this phenomenon.) When analyzing discourses the term Gypsy will denote times before the regime change, while the term Roma (Romani) will denote the period after. Until the regime change the term “Gypsy” (in Hungarian: cigány) was used in discourses. As such, this term was related to the choice of minority identity. Later the term was increasingly replaced in official documents with “Roma.” In our text we follow the use of Gypsy/Roma as found in various documents. When we speak of issues unrelated to Gypsy-
Roma-policy, then we use the ethnic label that is adopted by the given organizations, researchers, or as Gypsies/Roma themselves when presented with the opportunity to take part in the discourse. However, we believe that nowadays the terms Gypsy and Roma cannot be used simply interchangeably, especially in the context of identity and “identity engineering.” In Western states, since the 1970s, and in East-Central Europe mostly since 1989/1990, Roma is meant to signify a new cohort of educated, European Roma, with positive identity markers, whereas Gypsy is still considered derogatory within society (signifying for the most part a social or ethnic group marked by outsiders). Thus, concerning recent social grouping and minority identities, we use the term Roma. The use of various labels generally, and specifically in the case of the Roma, is never neutral in terms of the creation of identity and referential knowledge related to identity.

All dialogues—at least in part—are characterized by the creation of fiction, “narrativization,” or using various formations and plot structures. Our writings are continuously formed by intertextual relations (known texts, narratives). There are archetypical schemes, which denote a basic pattern for narrativization. Hayden White, adapting Northrop Frye’s theory, distinguished four types of schemes: romantic, comic, tragic and satirical. The classic example of the tragic narrative is the discussion of Gypsy/Roma history when we approach the topic from current conflicts. Historians can, as such, speak of the breakdown of the relationship between “majority” and minority. We can create a romantic mythos when we follow the steps of Gypsy/Roma heroes who struggle against their situation but generally fail. But should we change the point of view and the self-representation of the Hungarian state and society (or its representatives), or observe its factual acts, so that historians would naturally have a comic or satirical dialogue mode available to them?

In the following we do not attempt to use dry language, strive for impartiality, or aim at a scientific writing style. We do not feel one has to be insensitive or stand pat in a conflict between a state acting on the behalf of some kind of “majority” on one side and a factually excluded minority on the other. We are aware that the Hungarian state is not personified with independent characteristics, nor can it be described as having unified characteristics. However, we still refer to it as an individual third person and independent actor. We view and picture it as akin to Mr. Smith, the grey character in The Matrix, who must be fought, although he does not exist, as his being and actions are truly real in the lives of others.

The philosophical precursor to The Matrix film is Hilary Putnam’s “Brains in a Vat” essay. In this piece Putnam imagines that someone (an evil scientist, the representative of a supreme power) has placed a brain in a vat, connects electrodes to it in the appropriate places, and then connects these to a computer. The com-
puter makes the brain believe that it is a real person in an existing and real world: it feels, moves, wants and acts. Then the philosopher asks the question: is it possible that we are all brains in a vat, that our operations are synchronized by a computer? He answers that no, this is not possible: the assumption “we are brains in a vat” cannot be true. Signals do not live up to phenomena on their own volition, but through the conceptual schemes of a community, and that community is created by individual interactions. This does not work in reverse: meaning cannot be dependent on things outside of us. The collective acts of the community or the actions of the state always reveal individual wills and actions. This must by all means be kept in mind when we search for points of reference while interpreting floating texts, abstract expressions and the statements of others. There is no secure and common point. History itself is the Matrix.

Who (what) is (was) Hungarian or Gypsy/Roma?

Roma identity can be interpreted in various contexts. We can speak of the Roma identity in general terms, or that of regions (e.g., East-Central Europe or Southern Europe), or the Roma communities of given countries, or through the examples of small local communities. This choice of perspective defines the given—historical, linguistic, anthropological, sociological—conclusions of studies. In this book, as we have emphasized, we will examine the question within one country, that is, within a national context. Before moving on to a review of literature on Roma communities in Hungary, we will outline the contexts of this issue in the country.

Unified Hungarian history—like other national histories—is obviously a construction, a post hoc creation that is an important part of the Hungarian national identity. In the Middle Ages the majority of people living in the territory of Hungary likely spoke Hungarian, but this does not mean that they were Hungarians in the sense of our time. To be Hungarian primarily meant to fill a social position. In the Middle Ages Hungarians were the subjects of the king, and social differences distinguished the Magyars (Hungarians) from the Magyar-speaking Szeklers. Later sources reveal considerably more about the Magyars, which primarily implied a social position, an exceptional feudal class, and membership in the noble nation. This concept of Hungarian nation is clearly not the same as the modern egalitarian concept of the nation. After the appearance of nationalism, all could in theory belong to the nation regardless of their social position, and the residents of the country—no matter what they thought—became members of a political nation through a construction of public law. This undoubtedly contributed to making society more egalitarian.
The anti-egalitarian social category interpretation of the pre-modern Magyars did not entirely disappear, given that over time it remained the basis of prejudice toward and exclusion of various minorities (e.g., Jews, Gypsies) and remains so to this day. According to Antal Örkény and György Csepeli, Hungarian identity as tied to social position was imposed on other groups. (Identity is not just a question of “who am I?” but also one of “who am I not?” As such it can be related to prejudices toward differentially situated social groups in “majority” society in an explicit fashion.) In the case of Jews, the basis of differentiation was success and wealth, while in the case of Gypsies the reason for differentiation was failure and poverty.48 The transformation of identifying membership in a social group into belonging to the “majority” or minority resulted in the birth of “Gypsy” as a social category distinguished from the Hungarian “majority” within society and formed the history of the Gypsy issue.

István Bibó, a definitive figure in twentieth-century Hungarian political thought, wrote the following about the failure of the assimilation of Hungarian Jews: “Hungarian society, from the very beginning, assimilated or offered the opportunity to assimilate on dishonorable, disrespectful terms,”49 given that the adoption of the Hungarian language or self-identification as a Hungarian did not result in the “majority” acknowledging one as a Hungarian.50 We feel that Bibó’s observations pertain to Roma as well: the Hungarian “majority” obstructed the masses of self-defined as Hungarian, socially marginalized, and Hungarian-speaking Roma from the opportunity to blend in. By assimilation we mean not only linguistic melting, but similarly to Rogers Brubaker, a phenomenon that necessitates the social acceptance of a group, and thus which cannot be realized through the marginalization and exclusion of a group.51 Typically, lacking social acknowledgment in contemporary Hungary, those Roma who have been successful in the labor world are challenged when trying to assimilate (Margit Feischmidt brings up the example of micro-villages in southwestern Hungary and describes how economic success of Roma does not guarantee social acknowledgment52). All questions concerning the integration of Hungarian Roma can be examined within national history, and these questions are—among other things—about the relations between members of a political community.

“There are 320.000 Gypsies living in Hungary today. … This is a very large number in terms of proportion as well (one in every thirty Hungarians is Gypsy!) and an ever-growing number as well (one in every fifteen newborns in Hungary is Gypsy, and in fifteen years one in twenty-two Hungarians will be Gypsy), but looking at proportions this is a gigantic mass: if they stood hand-in-hand in a line they would stretch from Mátrészalka to Sopron!”53—this passage is quoted by Zsolt Csalog from a letter to him by a friend in the afterword of his 1975 sociography
Kílenc cigány (Nine Gypsies). His response was as follows: “Gypsies are various. If I had to summarize the message of this book in a single sentence, it would be: there are many kinds of Gypsies. I described them as such, and then as the very opposite, and in all kinds of ways to underline this important fact: they are varied.” Csalog himself interpreted this plurality widely enough to include among his nine Gypsy speakers a “Szekler-Hungarian” woman whose husband and environment was Gypsy, meaning Csalog felt Gypsy was a social category, among other things.

To varying degrees, many authors refer to external markers that make the Gypsy/Roma population distinguishable within Hungarian society. From the point of view of Gypsies/Roma, this can be the basis for a feeling of difference and differentiation; circles of “majority” society for a long time have persistently clung to the position that Gypsies are recognizable based on visible “race markers.” Mainstream social science goes against this, and is characterized by color blindness, that is, researchers reject the view that Gypsies form a “visible minority” (neglecting for the moment cases of discrimination) and call for a (possible) debate on the question. We should note that in Canada, for example, there is a debate over the degree to which given minority groups should be considered visible minorities, within which various positions vie against one another. Assumed heritage, however, is not necessarily equal to true identity. For historians, the greater challenge is to map struggles of identity politics and identity formation such as everyday ethnic categorization or the documentation of scientific practices in relation to the definition of ethnic identities.

Power relations generally define the constitutive conditions of knowledge and scientific cognition, and without analyzing these we cannot describe the history of social groups and conflicts. On the epistemological reading, the object of criticism is primarily not documented facts and earlier scientific results, but instead the operation and mutual effects of the power spheres that define their emergence, existence and effects. According to this epistemological approach Gypsy policy, the Gypsy issue, and Gypsy (conceptual) existence can be described in this logical order. We feel that a back-to-front consideration of the “issue” is just as justified.

Many authors have shown that earlier folk names for Gypsies arose from conflicts between classifiers and the classified (i.e., “majority” institutions and the excluded), and as such negative or positive connotations about them or romantic origin myths arose. The creation and use of Roma as an ethnic identifier can be—contrary to the above—an attempt to erase social stigmas and to create a positive or neutral image. The expression and adaption of Roma identity is connected to Roma political activism, and the result of a political movement. Regarding this movement, there are those who question the legitimacy of Roma nationalism. We must emphasize that positions that relativize a common past and origin are character-
istic of history construction of other peoples and nations, and not just the diaspora, including the history of the Hungarian nation, and thus all such movements deserve the same criticism. We hold that a constructivist approach to Roma history that is sensitive to the identity struggle that the minority wields against the state power of the “majority” is preferable. External “scientific” viewpoints do not question the legitimacy of identity struggle. (In this book the quotation marks around the term “majority” and the lack of such around the term minority are meant to signify that we aim foremost to rethink identities and policies formed vis-à-vis the minority.)

Our current knowledge of Gypsies/Roma is based on the work of social scientists who had state commissions or who stood up to official state policy, but still accepted such policy and its principles. Up until the most recent decades, their writings without exception aimed to summarize knowledge from the point of view of the state or of the “majority” when writing about Gypsies/Roma. They strove to be complete and representative, and to express basic truths. In all cases of social science research we must clarify who the researchers see as Gypsy/Roma. As such, this classification problem is the starting point of every research project. Although we may reject basic stereotypes, in Hungary the majority of researchers traditionally use “majority” judgement as the basis of categorization.

For a long time the national Gypsy population did not concern statisticians and social scientists with state commissions. Estimates of the number of Gypsies living with the borders of the Hungarian state date back to only the middle of the nineteenth-century.59 In 1873 the Ministry of the Interior studied the Gypsy population and estimated its number at 214,000.60 Twenty years later the first “Gypsy census” was conducted, in which statisticians put their number at exactly 272,776 persons;61 this study was conducted under the aegis of the Royal Hungarian Statistical Office in 1893.62 The social scientists taking part in the study were in fact searching for the roots of a social problem, trying to understand the problems with integration of Gypsies living a nomadic lifestyle. Regarding the definition, they used the position of the “majority” society, and defined the group according to their opinion through anthropological markers: “Public opinion and the knowledge of the people regularly and securely kept track of those of Gypsy origin, and the criteria of such was anthropological markers.”63

Census data from the first half of the twentieth-century estimated the size of the Gypsy population based on mother tongue and language use, and as such did not assess their proportion within the population as a whole to be significant. The period between the two World Wars saw the emergence of estimates putting the Gypsy population at around 100,000, but these were not widely publicized.64 Beginning in the 1950s, officials of the Hungarian state and social scientists once again began to estimate the size of the Gypsy population and summarize knowl-
edge about them. Their estimates, which adopted the definition provided by the “majority” as the basis, were consistently similar. After some time, state officials treated the data as a social fact, and they went so far as to predict the expected demographic processes of the Gypsy population. Measurements of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party based on the estimates of county councils held that 200,000 Gypsies lived in Hungary in 1961, 220–250,000 in 1970, 235 thousand in 1978 and 350–360,000 in 1983. Based on “demographic tendencies” the 1979 proclamation of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party’s Political Committee estimated that the Gypsy population would be 400–450,000 by 1990. In 1980–81, researchers estimated that by the year 2000 their numbers would reach 600–700,000.65

Sociological research, which took place within the confines of the state-socialist ideology, started its attempt to estimate the proportion of Gypsies and to describe the population’s sociological characteristics from the 1960s. The Central Statistical Office’s 1963 income and stratification study saw statisticians estimate the Gypsy population at 222,000 persons, based on the number of homes in settlements. A representative sociological study in 1971 estimated the population to be 320,000.66 The study led by István Kemény, taking place almost a hundred years after the first “Gypsy census,” also used the opinion of “majority” society as a basis: the project considered those people who were labeled as such by their “non-Gypsy” environment to be “Gypsy.”67 Given that Gypsy origin was always a stigma in the eyes of the public, of all possible definitions this was the only designation upon which a “national representative study” could be executed. However, this definition suggested that the relationship of Gypsies with the “majority” population and their “separateness” was defined not by culture, the existence of a Gypsy nation/minority status or an identity choice, but by the exclusionary behavior of members of the “majority” society.68 (The researchers asked social workers, village teachers, council employees, police and from time to time neighbors to point out those in the given settlement they considered Gypsy.)

After the regime change, between 1993 and 2003, in representative studies about Gypsies, methods similar to those in the 1971 project were employed. This approach can be summarized as follows: “…we had the research goal of examining the social position of people deemed Gypsy by their surroundings in that well-known social stratum in which those who do not view themselves as Gypsy but as members of the “majority” society firmly and clearly differentiate themselves from people they consider to be Gypsy.”69 Based on the 1993 representative sociological study and school statistics, the number of people deemed Roma by the non-Roma environment at the beginning of the 1990s was about 455,000.70 Ten years later, in 2003, sociological studies estimated this number to be 550–570,000.
The 1990s saw a vigorous debate over the Roma/Gypsy concept used—partly through necessity—in sociological research. The question was over which ascription to use: self-ascription of interviewees, definitions of the external “majority” or the immediate environment, opinion of the interviewer, or some combination of the above. The debate was not primarily about who is a Gypsy, but the nature and difficulty of social science categorization. The sociological approaches were based on the realization that in Hungary the “majority” category could be seen as a “social fact,” given that social actions and many varieties of attitudes had a defining effect. Studies led by István Kemény reflected this phenomenon. With the goal of acquiring knowledge, social scientists sharply distinguish groups from one another, or create other entities. The question arises: how does knowledge constructed in this fashion play out in the future? Thinking back on his 1971 research, Zsolt Csalog said the following: “...the whole time we faced the research dilemma of whether we should provide data to a dictatorship, because I couldn’t know what they would use the data for... we were afraid: would things go as we had hoped once we finished the study, or were we just stupid dupes, who through our best intentions would help the executioner perfect his work?” Today, in many cases, researchers refer to the fact that research is not independent of power, that Gypsies/Roma as a group cannot be sharply “distinguished” from “majority” com-
munities and is not uniform. However, these observations seem to lose their weight when their research results are utilized. In fact, data and groupings from categorizations based on “majority” delineations are taken into account in most, if not all, policy areas.\textsuperscript{73} To a significant degree, all that we know about Gypsies/Roma is a result of research conducted with this approach and point of view.

In the second half of the twentieth-century state institutions (and hence the “majority”) began to perceive Gypsies as a significant “group” in society, one whose numbers were rapidly growing. We think there is another explanation for the perception of a mass Gypsy population of several hundred thousand—beyond demographic reasons, differences in categorization methods that made their number change and specific events (e.g., immigration)—whereby representatives of the state displayed the difference between “majority” and minority, “Hungarians” and Gypsies, on a national level and thus visibly drew a boundary between the two groups for all to see. Earlier, Gypsy communities were dealt with at the local level.

Scene from filming of \textit{Faluszéli házak} [Houses on the edge of town], 1972
by representatives of the Hungarian state (who tried to supervise the lives of these communities), but thanks to their peripheral social situation they were generally not thought of as a part of society, and as such the Gypsies did not become actors in discourses about Hungarian society. Differences and contrasts that earlier existed on the local level now were accessible for the entire society and were given a new dimension. Furthermore, this constructed community of unified Gypsy/Roma people was connected by researchers and state officials to various social phenomena, such as poverty, low levels of education or unemployment. This book seeks to clarify the social and political events of this process.

Theoretically, in any case when we attempt to answer the question of who may be a member of a given minority or ethnic group, the primary aspect and starting point should be the individual’s free choice, or whether the individual ascribes him/herself as belonging to the minority or wishes to assimilate. In Hungary, however, the adoption of Roma identity, much like assimilation, has long been made difficult by an environment of prejudice and discrimination. For this reason many feel that when we speak of Roma, we must use sociological data as a foundation. The use of the results of such research does not mean that the methods of sociological classification are beyond criticism. We must mention that this approach to categorization is not typical in the cases of other minorities. We assume that there would be widespread dismay in Hungary if the size of the German minority in Hungary, or drafting of policies toward them, designated its members based on residential or visible markers in the eyes of the “majority.”

The generalization of this starting point can serve to justify the daily practices of differentiation and can reinforce several stereotypes about the Roma as seen in circles of the “majority.” It makes free identity choice impossible and obstructs the path to assimilation. We agree with Mária Neményi’s position, who said the following: “I can accept the hard data of the national representative Gypsy study by István Kemény, Gábor Kertesi and Gábor Havas, when it comes to schooling, opportunities for employment, residential and housing situations and social service, because they draw attention to the systematic disadvantage suffered in all areas of life by the people of a group signified by their bodies, when facing the institutions of majority society. But I can’t accept that this research is about Gypsies…”

How people labeled as Roma/Gypsy see their own communities and culture, or the society and culture in contrast to which they are defined, is a fundamental question. It is our position that this separation can only be defined through changes in relations among the groups, that is, the Roma and the “majority” society. We cannot state that Roma identity awareness is independent of “majority” society or the behavior of the state. (This position is true in reverse: the self-identity of those
belonging to the “majority” contains an important aspect whereby members disassociate themselves from the minority.) The question of “who am I not?” can even precede that of “who am I?” Ethnic association is not only a question of accepting identity (or identities), but also depends on how outsiders classify the individual. As such, disassociation from the “majority” community became one of the fundamental characteristics of Gypsy identity.

Researchers have approached the “who am I not?” question in various ways. Michael Stewart tackled it while studying a Vlach Gypsy community in Hungary under state socialism. In his example Gypsies sometimes defined themselves and their communities in direct opposition to the “majority” ideology. Further, in Hungary we can observe a process whereby extreme right-wing discourses on Gypsies have become increasingly mainstream, given that an ever-wider swath of society relates to these discourses. Having conducted focus group and ethnographic research in three Hungarian villages, Feischmidt analyzed discourse on Gypsies as a discourse of otherness, and the effects of such on “majority” and minority identity. The results of this research showed that the Gypsy-Magyar relationship reflected a power hierarchy of subordination and superiority, and that the “majority” is increasingly thinking in racial terms. As a consequence of this racist point of view, even if social difference declines, racist and mobility-obstructing thought can be an obstacle to integration. The prejudiced environment obstructs social mobility, further weakening the egalitarian character of society.

Those researchers who reject definitions based on opinions formed within the “majority” seek “internal aspects” (language use, culture, identity, etc.) to define the minority. Often they too refer to “objective” characteristics. Contrary to the position that the Gypsy problem is equal to the problems of those speaking Gypsy languages, we must note that the proportion of people speaking a Gypsy language as a mother tongue is lower than the full Roma population, if by that we mean those with a Gypsy/Roma self-identity.

Hungarian census studies have traditionally estimated minority identity based on mother tongue. The 1893 Gypsy census held that only under 30 percent of Gypsies spoke a Gypsy language as their mother tongue. Census statistics on the post-Trianon territory of the country showed that up until 1930 the number of “Gypsy as mother tongue” and “speaks Gypsy among others” respondents were both under 10,000. By 1941 these numbers were 18,640 and 9,587 respectively. (Gypsies who were later labeled Boyash were likely marked as Gypsies with Romanian as their mother tongue. For most of the twentieth-century Boyash speakers were automatically lumped in with “Gypsy as mother tongue” speakers.) After the Second World War census surveys continued to record the number of
those with Gypsy as their mother tongue and those who spoke Gypsy among other languages. Between 1949 and 1980 the number of the former group was between 20-30,000, where the latter group numbered between 10-12,000.81

Within the population deemed as Gypsy, the proportion of those speaking Gypsy languages did not change significantly since the time of the first Gypsy studies. In 1971 the fact that 71 percent of Gypsies living in Hungary spoke Hungarian as their mother tongue was considered a surprising result. (Between 1971 and 1993 the rapid linguistic assimilation of Boyash and Vlach Gypsies was observable. This trend eventually reversed for the Vlach group.82) The data collected from the 2003 sociological study show that in that year the proportion of Roma who spoke Hungarian as their mother tongue was 87 percent. For Romani speakers it was 8 percent, and 5 percent for Boyash speakers.83

The census of 1941 saw the introduction of questions on ethnic identity: at this time 27,033 respondents identified themselves as part of the Gypsy minority and this happened to match the total number of people who spoke Gypsy languages. According to data on minorities, the number of respondents claiming to be Gypsy was 37,598 in 1949, the number grew to 56,121 in 1960, and fell to 6,404 in 1980. (The last figure is explained by the fact that affiliation with the “Gypsy” minority was available only within the “other” category.84) Data from the census of 1990 indicated that only 143,000 Roma lived in Hungary. The 2001 census showed 190,000 people who claimed Roma/Gypsy identity (among others).85 Incorporating other kinds of census data as well, the Central Statistical Office also made estimates on the size of the Gypsy population. They considered all those who affirmed at least one of the four non-compulsory questions on minority status to be Gypsy. (The census questions were the following: What minority do you feel you belong to? Which minority’s cultural values and traditions do you relate to? Which language is your mother tongue? Which language do you speak among family and friends?) In other words, they labeled all who provided any information indicating Gypsy heritage as Gypsy, multiple answers/affiliations allowed for a presentation of an even higher number of Roma. Even with this mode of calculating, just over 30 percent of those considered Gypsy identified themselves as such. Consequently, the method of collecting data changed for the 2011 census. Questions pertained only to minority identity, mother tongue and languages spoken with family and friends. All three questions allowed for responses entailing dual affiliation.86 The results of the census showed that the number of those identifying themselves as Gypsy (among other categories) grew to 315,000. This number, which reflected multiple identities, despite showing considerable growth, was still far below the numbers based on categorizations of the “majority.”87
The 2003 sociological survey held that self-identification of those labeled as Roma did not match the opinions of the “majority”: 37.8 percent of respondents identified themselves as Hungarian, 29.8 percent as Hungarian Gypsy, 26.8 percent as Gypsy, 4.5 percent as Boyash and 1 percent as belonging to another minority.88

Although the “majority” society traditionally view Gypsies as a unified group, those who identify themselves as Gypsies are significantly stratified. Researchers tend to identify three main linguistic groups, the “Hungarian-speaking Hungarian Gypsies or Romungro (people who see themselves as Hungarian Gypsies, Musician Gypsies or Muzsikus Gypsies), the bilingual Hungarian- and Gypsy-speaking Vlach Gypsies (who call themselves Roma or Rom), and the bilingual, Hungarian- and a pre-modernized, archaic version of Romanian-speaking Gypsies (who call themselves and their language Boyash – and accepting their self-definition, in this book we use only the Boyash designation, although they are usually called Romanian Gypsies/Roma in Hungary).”89 However, to a degree these groups are constructions and groupings designed by researchers, based on external categorization and empirical analysis of the languages and identities of small communities. At the end of the 1950s ethnographer Kamill Erdős created and published a typology that has defined the linguistic-ethnic grouping of Gypsy communities ever since, and has in turn affected the self-definition and identity of Gypsies/Roma themselves (it is worth noting that he identified no less then eleven groups or “tribes” among the Vlach Gypsies).90 The Boyash group that to this day is presented as unified speaks at least three dialects: Arđelan, Munćan and Tićan, each with its own vernacular.91

At the same time it is common for the cultural and linguistic differences between these groups to sometimes be hardly detectable in everyday life. Gábor Fleck and Tünde Virág’s case study gives the following account:

The vocabulary of the two dialects is almost uniform, in practice the Munćans and the Arđelans understand one another perfectly. However, when we asked, they stated that that is a completely different language, one they do not speak. This was well illustrated in the following story: during our field work a German priest visited the village, one who earlier has worked with Munćans and spoke the Munćan language. The locals asked for us to interpret through Hungarian, given they did not speak Munćan, only Arđelan. We encouraged them to speak with the priest on their own... They began talking and were happy to report that according to this, they speak Munćan.92

In an interview, Károly Bari referred to the following historical parallel: “In the Reform Age the Hungarian language—which was spoken in countless dialects—
was made capable of handling the communication tasks of the day. Today the Gypsy language needs to be unified, modernized.”

The largest proportion of those deemed Gypsy/Roma speak Hungarian exclusively, and the majority of ethnographic and anthropological studies show they do not maintain customs that allow for their culture to be distinguished from that of the “majority.” At the local level there are more similarities between the traditions of minorities and “majority” communities living in close proximity to one another than there are among minority (or “majority”) communities that have little or no contact with one another. There are still those who feel that Gypsy culture and identity needs to be embedded in historical roots, traditions and shared lifestyles. This approach in social science is now less emphasized, perhaps because for a long time it was adopted by only those researchers who viewed “Gypsy lifestyle” as a negative phenomenon. (It appeared that they wrote of the customs and solidarity of these communities, when in fact they characterized them as transgressors of norms and outsiders from a “majority” perspective.) Of course this does not mean that the solidarity of the various groups of Roma/Gypsies cannot be explained by ethnography or cultural anthropology. The Roma/Gypsy identity can be interpreted through culture, lifestyle and daily customs of various communities. Ethnographic studies have revealed the uniqueness of this multicolored culture, which—as Péter Szuhay has put it—is based largely on oral culture, and is “in a state before cultural unification.” In a 2014 study Ernő Kállai concluded that although the concept of a unified Gypsy minority could change in light of identity construction projects, at this point it “merely signifies a community constructed by the majority.”

There are several historical explanations for the birth of a Gypsy/Roma minority/national identity. The most common interpretation, as discussed above, presents Gypsies as a historical diaspora. Accordingly, historical roots and shared patterns of lifestyle bind them together. This approach is contradicted by those who follow the constructivist view, suggesting that the “Gypsy people” have been created by the work of those researchers who have studied the separating (categorizing) steps of governments, courts and church institutions; such scholars are also concerned with understanding the society and culture of groups that have been excluded from the given society’s system of relations, creating among these groups a kind of virtual unity. Those who ascribe to the third position focus on the identity policy struggles of the recent past. They hold the category of Roma to be a constructed category, to which no historically present entity, shared tradition or unique history can be realistically attached. According to these authors, Roma identity cannot be interpreted through common heritage, lifestyle or other group markers, but instead should be seen as a result of classification struggles fought by and between “non-Roma” and “Roma” for decades, if not centuries.
The various approaches clearly illustrate the variety of Gypsy/Roma images in social science. Naturally, it is important to name the group we are studying, but generally the various group labels are not distinct, precise descriptions, and often they do not pertain to concrete individuals or communities. The meaning of these group labels continuously changes from text to text, and they thus lose their true reference points. (In this book, where possible, we reflect on the given time, how and when, and to what extent sources treated Roma as a social or ethnic group.) The use of the Roma/Gypsy label will be developed over the course of this book: we will recreate the category several times. It is not the job of scientific research to create categorizations for daily use that are beyond reproach; however, researchers must always accept the critical and (self-)reflexive use of concepts.

Lately, history writing has accepted constantly changing, flexible and conceptually intangible formations of social groups. Individuals create for themselves images of society when they invest meaning into their own worlds and phenomena beyond those. External references for these group images are (or can be) provided by the conflux of individual ideas. All other (external) groupings transform—according to the interests of power and scientific goals—the individual (micro-level) construction of the existence (as opposed to experience) of groups. In the following chapter, in accordance with this argument, we will not aim to draw the (non-existent) boundaries of a non-existent group. Instead, we will treat the existence of the minority (minorities) as a fact and view the constructions of a homogeneous “majority” and a unified national history by modernity and the modern state as a floating and pliable image.
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“Comrades, If You Have a Heart…”
The History of the Gypsy Issue, 1945–1961

The construction and spread of the state socialist system

Like in many East-Central European countries, the brief period of parliamentary republicanism following World War II ended with the seizing of power by a communist party (the Hungarian Workers’ Party) with the support of the Soviet Union. The single-party system began to form in 1948 and aimed to reorganize society according to Marxist-Leninist principles within a framework of political internationalism. While those in power between the two World Wars established their rule on the restriction of rights (e.g., Jewish laws), the communist powers in theory declared the execution of an egalitarian society, where equality became a policy for which the working class, the co-operative peasantry and their allies in the intelligentsia would form a foundation. However, what ended up happening was that the anti-egalitarian nationalism that had gained strength between the World Wars persisted in the new political framework. State policy in Hungary based on differentiation received new content and form, and thereby a definitive role was played not by the restriction of the rights of Jews, but by prejudices and social/political passions toward the Gypsies, who were the biggest minority in the eyes of the “majority.”

The fate of Gypsies in the decades after 1945 was similar in all the countries of East-Central Europe. The new constitutions of state socialist systems, based on the Soviet model, appeared to guarantee equality to all citizens. The various Gypsy communities in these countries generally lived under poorer conditions than the average standard of living of the “majority” society, and this had a strong effect on how society judged them, even under state socialism. Consequently, from the 1950s these countries had to begin dealing with them. At the local level, the social boundaries that existed between non-Gypsies and Gypsies in the decades before
1945 began to become visible at the national level, largely as a result of discourse on Gypsies. These discourses on the one hand demarcated the borders of the “majority” that was loyal to the state, along with the advantages and higher social positions that came with membership in the “majority” vis-à-vis others, while on the other hand they practically excluded Gypsy communities from the “socialist society.”

Policy and Gypsies

“How many were lost, we still don’t know. I couldn’t find any Hungarian newspapers that figured it would be worth mentioning the decimation of the people that live among us—meaning that from centuries of hatred in the Danube Valley we haven’t reached the minimum of human solidarity”—these are the words of poet György Faludy, who was the only person to challenge Hungarian society to face up to its crimes against Gypsies.4

Generally the number of victims in the European Roma Holocaust is estimated at between 200,000 and 500,000 persons;5 since the 1990s the latter number has become the more accepted, although international Roma organizations speak of 1.5 million victims.6 Researchers on Roma began to work on the history of the Roma Holocaust in the 1970s,7 and as mentioned above, they strove to write an expressly Roma Holocaust history in contrast to works that had excluded them before.8 A similar group of historians, later, after the regime change (1989–90), began to elucidate the history of genocide9 committed against Hungarian Roma.10 One of the goals of such research was to resurrect the “forgotten” history of an “invisible” minority group in discourse on the country’s past. This would on the one hand strengthen the identity of minority communities, and on the other hand it would transform the societal perception of its own collective responsibility. In the 1950s ethnographer Kamill Erdős estimated the number of Hungarian Gypsy victims at 50,000. In the 1970s the Committee on the Victims of Nazism judged that a number of 28,000 was likely.11

In his 1992 book historian László Karsai used archival sources to estimate a total of 5,000 persons who were removed and/or executed.12 Very often no documents were prepared during the deportation of Roma because in many cases these were considered “disciplinary” acts of local authorities, and were the results of surprise and violent maneuvers. Therefore, a number of tens of thousands is more likely. Oral history research after the regime change naturally cannot produce an exact number of Roma victims. The number, compared to the tragic nature of the event, the documentation of the genocide and the need to inform non-Roma and Roma public opinion, is of secondary importance.
In the years after the Second World War and after the horrors of the Nazi death camps, Hungarian Gypsies received no reparations and no apologies for the genocide. The actual achievements after 1945 hardly affected the Gypsies. Furthermore, they were largely excluded from land redistribution programs. Democratic parties did not deal with their situation, nor did they compete for their votes. One of the reasons for this is undoubtedly that the Hungarian state had very little knowledge of Gypsies. Censuses, which collected data on the number of people speaking Gypsy as a mother tongue, did not indicate that the Gypsy people—pushed to the periphery of society—were very significant in number.

The new political elite was completely oblivious to them, and the danger of postwar epidemics served to increase prejudice. The party’s social science periodical, Társadalomtudományi Szemle (Social Science Review), published a piece by András Kálmán calling for Gypsy rights in 1946. The author, who was a communist émigré returning from the West, referred to the Soviet Union’s minority policy and argued that the question of “unassimilated” Gypsies was a national issue. In the 1930 census little more than 8,000 respondents declared themselves as native speakers of Gypsy. Conversely, András Kálmán estimated the country’s Gypsy population at 80–100,000. He felt that Gypsies, along with Slovaks, formed Hungary’s largest national minority group. He recommended a new policy: he envisioned putting Gypsies to work and integrating them into heavy industry. He thought this was the only way to fold (or essentially assimilate) them into Hungarian society.
Gypsies were hardly mentioned in public forums in the period of transition. The state socialist system for a long time did not have a Gypsy policy. As such, these issues only turned up on the desks of state administrators, county and district councils and party committees as occasional administrative issues. The Party announced the unity of a “socialist society” and used all means at its disposal to obstruct self-organization, refusing to support the foundation of minority organizations. In 1957 the Party showed nothing to indicate it would recognize Gypsies as a national minority. Reports and recommendations on the situation of Gypsies collected dust in unread piles of documents, waiting for department heads in ministries, local council presidents and party secretaries. When functionaries grew tired of the towering pile of documents, or when they were satisfied with “domestic” or “social welfare” programs, they would place these piles in archives or put them in the “finished” drawer. From the smoke-filled world of local authorities, public issues were slow to advance. As to what life was like and what really happened within the walls of administration, we have very little information.

The leading bodies of the state party, the Hungarian Workers’ Party, which had powerful decision makers, finally put the Gypsy issue on the agenda in 1956, after receiving a submission from the Ministry of People’s Education and from the National Police Headquarters. The Party’s given departments wrote a proclamation plan based on the received recommendations, which can be interpreted as an official position. Like most previous documents, this one also mentioned “Gypsy crime,” Gypsy stereotypes, the idea of dispersing Gypsies, as well as ideas for “elevating” the Gypsies. Typically, this document described the general situation of Gypsies as such: “Most of the Gypsies live on the periphery of society, or are often parasitic.” The Party’s highest directive body, the Politburo, did not accept this directive. More important issues had come to the fore. The submission was forgotten for good in the time of the restoration after the 1956 Revolution.

In 1957, staff at the Ministry of Labor conducted a study on the situation of Gypsies, which referred to several forms of exclusion. The Planning and Balance Department’s staff measured “the numbers and employment situation of Gypsies in Hungary”; they based their work on estimates provided by local councils as well as the opinions of other officials working in state administration. Through the Foreign Ministry they asked for information on how the Gypsy situation was progressing in other state socialist countries. The finished report contained recommendations on improving the living environment of the Gypsy population, all while claiming that Gypsies did not constitute a national minority.

György Pogány and Géza Bán considered Gypsies an “ethnic group.” They claimed: “[W]e do not need to artificially develop them toward nationhood or national minority status,” and “…we must not place obstacles to their assimila-
tion.” The authors of the study were bureaucrats conducting a state commission, who were executing a task and a given goal for their writing. From today’s perspective their words must be seen otherwise, unlike analyzing them in their own context and times. Characteristically, the ethnographer Kamill Erdős, who had great sympathy toward the Gypsies in his writings, had a similar view of their future. In 1960 he wrote: “The essence of the Gypsy question: there is no Gypsy question.” Gypsy national (or national minority) identity did not exist in its current state, and it cannot be assumed—even in light of knowing and analyzing Gypsy politician Mária László’s actions—that Gypsy groups or Gypsy intellectuals demanded minority rights and self-government in any unified way in the 1950s. Admittedly, given the dictatorship, there was no means of doing so.

The director of the Planning and Balance Department, Pogány and Bán’s superior, finally recommended to the Salary and Labour Force Management General Department that the task be split up among various “social organizations” and ministries, and that a special committee be set up to solve the problem. He initiated a joint submission with the Agricultural Ministry to the government, which would distribute tasks among state organizations according to spheres of competence.

Party coordinators at first put aside the social action plan. Based on the Soviet model, they proclaimed the Gypsies a national minority. In the summer of 1957 the National Minorities Department was established in the Ministry of
Culture, which would oversee national minority associations (Slovak, Romanian, German and Southern Slav). In October the leaders of the Ministry established the Cultural Association of Hungarian Gypsies, based on the example of the other national minority associations. In the initial period the association was led by Mária László, whose goals, among others, were the support of Gypsy literature and music and the care of Gypsy languages. The organization actually dealt foremost with individual complaints. Mária László, who was always proud of her Gypsy heritage, worked as a journalist before the war. In 1937 she organized a protest in the village of Pánd, and was in turn arrested for incitement. In 1945 she became a member of the Social Democratic Party. In the first half of the 1950s she wrote to ministries and the Council of Ministers, requesting permission to establish an independent Gypsy organization. In the latter part of the ’50s, as secretary general of the Association, she often tried to stand up to state authorities in the interest of Gypsies and Gypsy communities. In late 1957 Mária László learned of the Labor Ministry’s developing plans and wrote a letter to the Secretariat of the Ministry, asking them to nominate a staff member she could liaise with. On the surface, the authorities had assigned tasks related to the Gypsy issue to the Association, but in the meantime various ministries were preparing a slew of recommendations on how to “solve” the Gypsy issue.

In the early days of operation, the Association effectively tried to become a viable interest group and to help redress individual complaints and problems. This, however, was often a losing battle with authorities. Given the times, the work of the Association was not given enough publicity. It also had limited opportunities, but the interest-protection role and the activity of the secretary general were making those in power uncomfortable. In 1959 Mária László was removed as the head of the Association. The key reason for this, as indicated in Erna Sághy’s report, was the Gypsy politician’s opposition to the internment of Gypsies during the post-Revolution retaliation period. She protested at the Ministry of the Interior and the Attorney General’s office: “We suggest that there are mistakes in the current process of internments.” The letter was signed by Mária László on June 16, 1958, at the height of official retaliations following the 1956 Revolution. It was the day the revolutionary Prime Minister Imre Nagy and his fellow martyrs were executed. The leaders of the party at first placed a trustworthy bureaucrat at the head of the Association, and then in 1961 the Association was formally disbanded.

Sometimes quite openly and sometimes in a more clandestine manner, state socialist systems all executed unique nation building policies: under the cloak of vulgar Marxism they consciously sought to linguistically and culturally homogenize society. The concept of a unified nation state did not die out in Hungary either. It could no longer be an official point of reference, but as a principle of develop-
Modernization and Gypsy communities

Analysis of the phenomenon called nation building, or the relationship between the birth of the modern state and nationalism, shows that nations are not fixed and perpetual actors in history. In the age of modernization, nationalism was on the one hand a means to legitimize ruling elites, and on the other hand, and in a related fashion, a way to strengthen the state’s spatial, administrative and economic powers. Modernity or modernization can be seen as an organizing principle through which power fundamentally changed the relationship between individuals and society. All those who were left out of the reorganization or “nationalization” of society became the so-called internal outsiders. Members of excluded and marginalized groups maintained their own historical time and space, and as such created for themselves spaces for “survival” within society.

The paradigm for analysis of Western history is the theory of modernization, and some historians describe the plans of social engineering of socialist states as a top-down modernization attempt. It was in the interest of the “socialist” state to
create a social foundation for its policies and future grandiose plans. Undoubtedly, part of the propaganda of these systems was to announce that “socialism” would bring economic and social development and welfare to the countries of East-Central Europe. Thus, changes in the life of Gypsies under state socialism can be interpreted within the modernization paradigm, should we accept its validity.

In Hungary Gypsies were the only minority group given a special status—one lying outside “socialist society”—by the state power. The leaders of the party-state, besides seeking quick and violent solutions to social problems, viewed the Gypsy population as a backup labor force for extensive industrialization and rapidly developing heavy industry. For several decades state propaganda emphasized that social “integration” (or to use an older expression, fitting in) of Gypsies could not proceed because they migrated within the country’s borders and traditionally made a living from “begging.” (In official forums this was offered as an explanation for the existence of prejudice in “majority” society.) This argument served foremost to cover up the fact that no matter who was in power, the representatives of the Hungarian
state had done painfully little to improve the social situation of Gypsies, or to help along their social assimilation (which was called “pliancy”—beilleszkedés—in Hungarian in official documents, but the contemporaneous meanings of this word were a far cry from the sense of the recent term “integration”).

With the first “Gypsy study” in 1893, 13,000 Gypsy smiths were recorded, who, along with their family members (presumably 60,000 people), made up more than one-fifth of the Gypsy population at the time. The data from the study also indicated that 23 percent of smiths at the time were Gypsies.35 (In several cities smiths’ guilds were suing Gypsy smiths, but in villages, where there was no competition, the work of Gypsies was irreplaceable.) The traditional Gypsy vocations (smithing, woodworking, spoon carving, basket weaving, adobe work) were already vulnerable to modern industry’s expansion at the beginning of the century, and this was later exacerbated by extensive industrialization and nationalization.

Between 1948 and 1952 nationalization came to a boiling point, and the state virtually decimated local industry and commerce. As a result many Gypsies were stripped of their traditional means of making ends meet. Although it was always a goal to incrementally nationalize industry and trade in general, this nationalization was not supposed to affect Gypsy traders and artisans. The representatives of power declared that Gypsies could not receive craftsman licenses, and they tried to “solve” the Gypsy problem by criminalizing traditional Gypsy occupations. All this was done to speed up the forceful assimilation of Gypsies. In 1956 the Party leadership ordered “policing organizations” in order to “cooperate with the appropriate councils and economic organizations to examine migrant industries, to use appropriate full-time job provision to ensure that migrant craftsman licenses that beget unwanted begging not be granted to Gypsies… The operations of Gypsy horse traders must be stopped, and Gypsy barter commerce and rug- and tablecloth selling, which is widespread in cities and is a cover operation for thieves, be brought to an end.”36

Over modern times the representatives of the Hungarian state have viewed Gypsies as a group that stands outside of the world of modernity, and explained their outsider position by pointing to their traditional occupations. However, the work and income of village artisan Gypsies conformed to the needs of village residents for centuries. The traditional trades, from the social science point of view, were “ceded occupations.”

Hence, such work was “ceded” by local communities and handed over to Gypsies, who depended on these communities. But from another point of view, from that of local Gypsy communities, these were instead acquired trades, and being daytaler in nature afforded a higher degree of freedom to Gypsies within the local community. However, when demand for products of Gypsy masters
decreased, the village poor usually succeeded in excluding Gypsies from farm labor, and thus within local society they found themselves in a position of dependence. Later, during the period of industrialization, they were put into similar positions in factories and workers’ hostels, and had to maintain their communities under such conditions. At first these job opportunities were obviously “ceded” positions, but their meaning changed over time: in a changing world Gypsy communities had to once again experience the distance separating them from the rest of society, to reorganize their lives, and to acquire their freedom.

The situation of individuals and groups was basically defined not by survival strategies but by positions held in the local community and more generally in society. Social position was experienced by individuals and members of minorities and the “majority” in numerous ways. Though we can see and present Gypsy communities as either vassals, victims of constant oppression, or the embodiment of freedom, reality is better served by acknowledging the wide array of behaviors, adaptations and forms of resistance. This pluralism, however, can only be alluded to, but it can in no way be illustrated. Contrary to the homogenizing (majority-
building) efforts of the state—and as a result of the diction and point of view of the authors of this book—Gypsies and Gypsy communities are presented as heroic fighters in a lopsided but not hopeless struggle for freedom, those who represent the exception as opposed to the average, those who are different as opposed to the all-encompassing same, or those who are free as opposed to the powerful.

Under state socialism one of the goals of violent and forced actions was to bring all social groups under the control and supervision of the state. State interventions, however, had their limits or their “social borders.” When nationalizing small industry and small commerce the state had to make concessions because of reduced capacity. Because of increased challenges in providing for village populations certain forms of local commerce and household industry were tolerated, while others the state could never successfully eradicate. For example, nail smiths produced unique products that expansive industry could not, or could only produce at prohibitive costs. Nationalizing the work tools of Gypsy smiths would have been in vain, given that they used traditional methods, forming their heated metal with hammers on anvils. Gypsies could use almost any scrap metal to do their work. In several places, in the interest of pulling Gypsies into the state nationalized economy, nail smith collectives were formed. Naturally, the press of the time emphasized the help offered by the state. 38 From today’s point of view, the estab-
lishment of the collectives can be interpreted as successful resistance and as a sign of protecting their own interests.

Over the twentieth-century several waves of modernization swept over local societies, including those in Hungary. According to the logic of modernization theories, these changes were similar everywhere and always pointed in the same direction. Statistical data of the time appears to reflect a mass migration of the population involved in agriculture (of dirt roads and adobe shacks) to the factories, smoggy cities, sooty milieus and jungles of concrete and cranes. In reality, it was a fundamental interest of factories in the 1950s to have a large proportion of skilled laborers. Unskilled workers were generally given seasonal work in large projects. Workers themselves often migrated between various work locations. When they found other means of making a living, they “voluntarily exited” and terminated their work contracts. It was also typical for many of them to keep their previous streams of income and hence just occasionally take on work in the factory, per labor contract.

In general, the majority of Gypsies were forced to give up their traditional occupations or their main streams of income. András Faludi, the author of a book published in 1964, acknowledged the tragic situation through the example of a Gypsy community in Rákospalota, and had the following to say about the “achievements” or effects of state actions, and the dismantling of local industry and commerce: “Most of them [the members of Gypsy community of Rákospalota] had used up the horse’s value and were unable to buy a new horse. They were stuck and had to go to work. From month to month they drank away their income, or spent it, later buying a few pieces of furniture, clothing, and the only mark they’ve left is their orphaned wagons: with proper interventions, and a bit of force, migration can be stopped.”

The advance of modernization, however, did not move at a regular pace and did not bring changes as drastic as we might think today. In villages the news of large factories seeking workers was often verbally announced in the main square. Unemployment continued to be a serious problem, yet the new powers tried to keep it secret. In the 1950s local councils administered unemployment assistance. The Ministry of Labor tried to use administrative means to limit the number of beneficiaries, though investigations ordered from above generally found no breaking of the rules. In fact, the “socialist” state did not offer job opportunities for all, and the unemployed disappeared from national statistics. The writers of “labor force balance sheets” did not want to and could not track daily changes in labor trends, nor calculate proportions of permanent and temporary workers or part-time workers on collective farms. When necessary, individuals were able to procure proof of employment to show the authorities. It was in the interest of the “socialist” state to create the illusion of full employment.
Forced industrialization certainly transformed the traditional lifestyle of most Gypsies, but it did little to change their situation within society. “Socialist” industry generally viewed them as unskilled labor, and as such most Gypsies filled the lowest positions in nationalized industries, while some were able to maintain their profession in areas where difficult conditions and low pay led to labor shortages. Thus, large numbers worked in road construction, building construction and mining. Many were forced to leave their earlier homes and migrate to industrial zones, move into workers’ hostels, or commute. In the 1950s the modernization logic of so-called “industrializing principles” came into play in city planning. The first encompassing plan was prepared in 1950, calling for the development of a “unified, socialist city and community network,” with 1,291 settlements labeled as “unfit for development.” With this move the state practically defined a group of settlements and residents that would not benefit from the achievements of “socialist” modernization.

The continued existence of traditional communities caught the attention of ethnographers. In the period of industrialization the archaic lifestyle of certain Gypsy communities offered a chance to portray the remnants of the old, “pre-socialism” days. In these pieces Gypsies were portrayed as the last heralds of the time before “socialism” (or “socialist” modernity), as if they lived outside the “socialist” world. But such phenomena exist neither alongside one another, nor one after another, nor as a result of one another. They exist in their own time. They
Pál Vajda Sr., Gypsy voivod, 1961
Ethnographic research, while fitting in well with the dominant narrative of the time, speaking of the emancipation of society and “socialist” development, still worked according to the principles of getting to know groups and understanding them. Tibor Bartos’ collection of stories and histories from Gypsy nail smiths, called *Sosemvolt cigányország* (There was never a Gypsy country) was published in 1958. The afterword was written by an ethnographer who attempted to refute the image of Gypsies that had developed in Hungary: “Gypsies live in common knowledge as people who never got used to regular work, who are lazy, untrustworthy and vacuous, but who are at the same time like a dodgy and laughable but remorseful figure in a musical or a folk tale: someone who anyone can play the worst kind of trick on with the least amount of remorse.”

Today, a portion of social scientists continues to accept the value system of modernization, and in turn views the past through, at least in part, the linguistic and conceptual frameworks of the state socialist ideology and capitalism characteristic of the nation state system. As emphasized earlier, the emancipatory future vision is what the two ideologies have in common. Often states view themselves and their time as the beginning of the future and as its depositories, which is a logic echoed by principles of modernization theory. The basic phenomena associated with modernization—industrialization and urbanization—are viewed as the only possible logic for social progress. Recent historical studies, however, refute the validity of this narrative. The theory of multiple modernities and studies inspired by this theory draw our attention to the fact that modernization was not a singular phenomenon, and it affected various social groups and actors in divergent ways.

**Disciplinary state**

“Every gendarme unit has his area. When we come across Gypsy caravans in that area, we beat them up and escort them to the border of the next area. There another unit will discover them, beat them up, and escort them to the next neighboring area. And it goes on like this for eternity”—this is a quote from a Szabolcs County Gendarmes officer and printed in the pages of the social science periodical *Huszadik Század* (Twentieth Century) by Béla Bergstein in 1910. The author furthermore claimed: “Where there is an economic need for the work of Gypsies, questions of public administration seem to solve themselves. Roles reverse. The physical brutality of public administration is replaced by economic exploitation.” Starting from the point of the Gypsy residents of the town of Pelsőc, he surmised...
that “permanent job opportunities and the continuing search for laborers will bring about the settlement of the Gypsies and their continued assimilation.”

Politicians of the expanding single-party system initially treated the Gypsy issue as a public order issue, like before 1948. State socialism was also characterized by police brutality when authorities confronted Gypsies. The declared goal in such instances was to force them into salaried work, or in the case of migrant groups to settle them. When in 1956 the Hungarian Workers’ Party Administrative Department wrote a recommendation on “the solution to the Gypsy issue in Hungary” to the Politburo, the police were to be granted a significant role in carrying out public administration tasks, given their “deep knowledge of the Gypsy problem.” The recommendation declared that the police should offer help in “solving the many types of tasks that crop up for local bodies when solving the Gypsy issue.”

Voivods, or Gypsy judges, were allowed to remain active in Gypsy communities under state socialism, which they could attribute to their longstanding relationship with figures of power over time. Traditionally, these designated leaders of Gypsy communities were more representatives of local power than of their own communities. A typical case is of one city Voivod, who in May of 1947, not forgetting the months of Arrow Cross Party rule, recommended to the mayor of Győr that he send the “responsibility-evading” Gypsies “to work camps, if you please.” Local councils and party organizations in the 1950s tried to use their chosen Gypsy representatives (Voivods and Gypsy judges) to supervise and control Gypsy communities. As a result, such representatives were viewed in their own communities as informers, or people of the police, councils, or the Party.

The new and old representatives of state power and public administration found novel methods to follow Gypsies who continued to lead migrant lifestyle and to keep them under strict police surveillance. In 1953 the Minister’s Council—on the recommendation of the Politburo of the Hungarian Workers’ Party—ordered the introduction of personal identification documentation, which was to be distributed by June 30, 1955. On June 17, 1955, a meeting at the Ministry of the Interior decided “wandering Gypsies” would be granted “temporary identification documents that were different in form and content.” The so-called black IDs had to be renewed every year. They were eventually revoked in the first quarter of 1961, when all general IDs were changed. The authors of the recommendation quoted above said the following: “A large proportion of the Gypsies truly lives on the periphery of society, and is often parasitic. The large majority does not have regular work, a part of them (!) still has traditional Gypsy occupations…” In the 1950s not only the police, but also county councils kept registers of Gypsies.

Despite the public order decrees, Gypsy caravans continued to criss-cross the entire country. Court records of the time show that these caravans occasionally
had encounters with “socialist law.” The Supreme Court judged that Fardi Rostás’ Gypsy caravan had traversed the land between the Danube and Tisza rivers in the cold and snowy winter of 1959, moving an average of 10 km per day. The representatives of state authorities (councils, attorney’s office, and courts) described their life as “a typical criminal lifestyle.” They viewed the theft of wood as a characteristic crime, and Gypsies needed wood as their caravan often camped under the stars and they lit campfires. The court estimated that in two months they had burned at least two quintals of wood. “Avoiding work” and begging were similarly deemed as crimes in that time. While migrating, an infant passed away, and according to the accusation the Gypsies had taken the child to the doctor, but failed to give appropriate care afterwards. When the child died, they buried the body in a tree trunk. The defence claimed that their behavior should be measured against their own traditions, which was accepted by the court, and as such they did not commit a crime.56 It is clear that the acts of Gypsies only go against norms when
those acts are seen by the representatives of the state as harmful or dangerous to the “majority” (i.e., themselves).

Alongside the Ministry of the Interior, the staff of the Ministry of People's Welfare was also active in “solving the Gypsy issue” in the 1950s. They introduced the institution of health sanitation designated for “Gypsy settlements” in the 1950s. Along with health officers they supervised these settlements, and where they deemed it necessary they ordered “forced bathing and disinfection” (at first they used a chemical designed as a pesticide to do this). It should be noted that many Gypsy Voivods were complicit in the execution of these forced bathings.

Organizations of the Ministry of the Interior, familiar with the Gypsy issue, and their experts appear in documents from the period. Our sources—official documents of the time—present these violent acts as humane, people’s welfare interventions: “KÖJÁL’s mobile bathing and disinfection service has this year [1959] washed 2339 Gypsy persons and disinfected their clothes. There was some opposition to the bathing in the beginning, but this has ceased, and there are places where they request it. Everywhere, children are very happy about the washing.”

Recollections provide a different reading of how the “forced bathings” took place. An old man, decades after the fact, remembered the following:
We went into the tent, and we all had to strip naked. We stood in line. Someone came in and we had to show our palms, and they squirted a very smelly chemical into our hands. All they said was it would make our hair nice, it would shine, we would be nice and clean. We had to put it in our hair and rub it over our bodies... It was so strong that when the soldiers went away the grass never grew back where the tents stood, the whole area turned yellow, even the weeds died... There was one shower area with six shower heads. First they sent in the men and boys. Then the women, girls, old women... They didn’t care how inhumane this all was, that Gypsies are shy. On more than one occasion, when the women and girls were showering, someone made up some excuse and a man or two went in there, gave instructions, and asked whether “there is enough of the chemicals.”

Institutions and institutional systems are never independent of the social environment of state interventions. The disciplinary mechanisms of state power of the time
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The impossibility of self-organization

In 1958, in the village of Hernádvécse, the local shepherds established a Gypsy cultural organization. After their first show they had a difference of opinion with the local secretary of the party-state’s youth organization (the Communist Youth Alliance, known as KISZ). The secretary issued an ultimatum. They could only play shows if the income from the show was given to KISZ. The organization was not willing to do this, and thus the local council secretary and the KISZ secretary obstructed them from doing a second show. They denied the necessary police authorization and claimed that the cultural organization was not a member of any umbrella organizations. The shepherds resisted and rejected the offered KISZ membership, which would have drained their income (the leader of the group was forty-eight years old, while the oldest member was fifty-six years old). They were offended that the young Gypsies, as they put it, would be “earmarked members of KISZ.” They could have joined the Women’s Council, but the cultural group contained only one female member, while the other nine were men. They applied to the People’s Front but were rejected. They met again and decided that they would form the Pasture Company cultural group. The council president and KISZ secretary blocked this as well. Eventually, they performed in another village, where the district police captain granted authorization. Given their treatment, the shepherds turned to the Cultural Association of Hungarian Gypsies.

It was a transient time in the history of Hungarian Gypsies, when a Gypsy organization could truly defend the interests of Gypsies; this is why the documents left to us are of particular interest. These individual submissions and letters of complaint give us a snapshot of the lives of those people who apparently left only a faint print on history, but whom in reality were forgotten by the writers of history.

Besides fighting with offices and local authorities in the interest of Gypsies—and given the balance of power these fights were often hopeless—the Association did not merely seep into everyday life. Sources indicate that violent state interventions were generally acceptable in the circles of the “majority” society. We can assume that they were rooted not only in the intentions of those in power, but were at least partly rooted in the web of relations of local societies. As László Kardos stated about the local function of “extreme nationalism,” in the Horthy era its function was to compensate “for the low social prestige” of the poorest with “the principle of belonging to the Hungarian nation.” Although such extreme principles based on race theory were not given state sanction in public forums, this trend persisted under the decades of state socialism.
also dealt with individual cases and seemingly minute issues. For example, the soccer club of Alsószentmárton—which won its first match in the county championship playing barefoot—needed shoes. The Association also received letters in which the complainants wrote directly to János Kádár, the First Secretary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party, showing trust in the all-encompassing power of the state. These documents nicely characterize the period’s paternalistic style.

Some addressed Kádár as “Dear Regent” (this was the rank used by Miklós Horthy, who ruled the regime between the two World Wars), while some signed their letters as “the new Hungarians of Döge village”: “We ask Comrade Kádár to make sure that we are not denied our rights and that we may sing the song of truth, ‘Let the world sing! Long live! Long live Comrade Kádár!’”

The appropriate authorities regularly forwarded to the Gypsy Association those problems they did not want to deal with, and a peculiar situation developed—which, considering the period, was quite surprising—whereby complaints arriving from members of the “majority” society were directed to the Gypsy association. The authors of these kinds of submissions generally requested the expulsion of Gypsies from their towns. In the town of Pácin, Hungarian residents asked the Minister of Health to move the village Gypsies to another town.

In this period Gypsies did not have many opportunities to protect their interests or organize themselves at the local level. Democracies that were emerging after the Second World War, as shown by Kymlicka, were nation-building states in the sense that their citizens were tied to institutions that projected the vision of a unified nation state. Given the nature of dictatorship, it was not a stretch for state socialist regimes to also aim for the homogenization of society. State socialism continued to institutionalize identities, with the main difference that these were exclusive, and citizens had no public recourse to communicate their separateness. Individuals were stripped of the opportunity to act as a collective.

Characteristic of the time, nail smith collectives—given that the state had acknowledged them, for reasons explained above—often took action in the interest of local Gypsy communities. Complaints clearly show that the members of small industry production collectives (Ktsz) were consistently harassed as soon as they left the area where the authorities knew them. The Nail Smith Ktsz of Rákospalota held a get-together in a pub in 1959. Their complaint claims that the workers of the collective behaved according to the “rules of socialist coexistence,” but they were beaten by police in the pub. Mária László took the collective’s letter addressed to the Budapest Police Precinct, and forwarded it to the Attorney General and the Secretariat of the Ministers’ Council of the People’s Republic of Hungary. The authorities did not bother to respond.
“At the beginning, the Association’s work, for a long time, was based on an erroneous principled position. Gypsies were viewed as a national minority, and the Association as an interest organization, and given this malformed starting point we took malformed measures”71—responding to pressure described above, the leaders of the Gypsy Association wrote these thoughts into their work plan for 1960.

In the 1950s Mária László took several steps to support the use of Gypsy languages as official languages, to teach them in kindergartens and schools, and to establish a Gypsy-language press. She requested support for Gypsy culture and worked for official recognition of its existence. In August of 1954 she turned to the Budapest Party Committee, while on January 9, 1956, she turned to the Ministers’ Council (i.e., the executive body) to seek support for Gypsy culture and the Gypsy people. In the latter case she attached letters from famous Gypsy musicians (Sándor Járóka, Kálmán Oláh, Vince Lakatos, Gyula Toki Horváth, József Pécsi), as well as a submission written in the name of Gypsies of the village of Pánd. In this submission the Gypsies of Pánd asked to be taught to read and write, and learn trades (most of the forty-two signatories, instead of signing their names, wrote three “x”-s): “We would like to be citizens with equal rights, and we feel it is our duty to become so. Our lives are dark and sad, and we are excluded and scorned. We ask for help to rise up as persons.”72

Mária László, as the general secretary of the Gypsy Association, urged that Gypsy communities be able to form “artist groups” and that they perform the works of Gypsy writers. She used all means possible to support Gypsy musicians who had lost their work thanks to the nationalization of the hospitality industry, and planned the establishment of a “Hungarian Gypsy folk troupe.” She sought to popularize Gypsy culture in Hungarian villages alongside the “ancient, original culture” of the Hungarian people, in order to show the connections and common themes among them.73

Even later on, she saw national minority culture as the road to the “elevating” of Gypsies, which could increase solidarity within society. When she died, she left notes behind for a Gypsy language textbook and dictionary, a manuscript on Hungarian Gypsy musicians, and notes for a book on Gypsy history. The attitude of Kádár’s state to these efforts, however, is characterized by the fact that the Gypsy politician, having fallen out of favor, was put to work at the Post Office, and retired as a head cashier.74

The granting of minority status in the 1950s was naturally just window dressing. When the leaders of the Association took steps to protect the interests
of Gypsies, they were consistently rejected. In 1960, after Mária László had been removed, the Gypsy Association wrote about a role in its work plan, whereby the Association would write an “informative situation report” for the Party and would work out the “principled theses of the Gypsy issue.” Before the work plan was accepted, it was debated at a meeting with the representatives of various ministries. The Ministry of Education warned the leaders of the Association not to work on reports without the involvement of the Party bodies and Ministries, and to refrain from making public any material on principles. They also recommended studying the Gypsy policies of “friendly countries” (with the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia serving as models).75

Discourses on social policy and equality

"Rise, Hungarians / With the flag high / So the people of the world / May see, may see / Who is Lord on earth / With the flag on high / So everyone will know / The red flag has won. / The Party and the people are victorious / Let the world see / All peoples, may they read / The word of liberty / Long live the people / Long live the Party”—this poem was sent by the distressed young man István P. to the Ministry of Labor in 1958. He sent another poem, which began as follows: “The question of going to a party or the Party, is not an indifferent one.”76 A question was included with the poems: “I would like to know if the comrades would take me to music school or acting school.” In his short letter he wrote that his father had “died a heroic death on the Russian front” (the lad was clearly not aware of the rules of political correctness at the time), his mother had grave heart disease, he had two siblings and no opportunity to study. “I am as orphaned as an oak leaf,” he wrote to close his letter. He asked the “comrades,” “if you have a heart, help me.”77

We know nothing about what followed for the author of the letter. All we know about the letter itself is that the Ministry forwarded it to the Cultural Association of Hungarian Gypsies, even though nothing—neither the Party-patriotic poems nor anything else for that matter (like the boy’s name)—indicated that the boy was a Gypsy or of Gypsy descent. The question is, what inspired the authorities, or what was it in the poor social situation or spelling and grammatical errors that led the bureaucrats at the time to label someone as Gypsy? The question of whether we should be serious about finding an answer, despite the poetic introduction, is not rhetorical. Why was social policy made under an ethnic marker at the time? Why and how did the “Gypsy question” become social policy in the discourse of the time? How did these discourses become tools for discrimination and segregation?
In the 1950s social policy was hardly regulated centrally. Under state socialism working class equality was supposed to emerge, and thus, in principle, underclasses could not have existed. In 1949–50, despite the political changes, the charitable institutions (caring for the poor) of the Horthy era were still in operation. In the Rákosi era local authorities defined social policy through ad hoc decisions. The decisions of the councils followed the old patterns, which were based on personal networks and acknowledgment of local hierarchy. Surviving council documents show that the authorities still had to deal with phenomena that had in theory disappeared, like unemployment and begging.

City workers often equated Gypsies with begging, and prejudice toward Gypsies and official behaviors of bureaucrats were embodied in how beggars were dealt with. Consequently, when local authorities asked for reports on beggars, these texts attributed the root of the problem to Gypsies. Their texts and interventions were subdued by the authors of summary reports. In Szombathely, for example, the city’s local council’s social committee’s leader reported that the Gypsies could not be given lunch at the soup kitchen. He laid out his concept concerning Gypsies as follows: “The only way we can reach a solution here is to put their children in
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state care and put their parents into forced labor. However, forced labor, as such, does not exist here.80 This enthusiastic bureaucrat was commended for his work.

In principle the Party’s social policy was to serve nothing but to assure the equality of workers within the “socialist society.” However, a rather wide and flexible interpretation of the whole concept formed, which excluded certain groups. In other words, while public discourse maintained the equality of given social groups, below the surface earlier differences, Hungarian society’s traditional relations and old conflicts—for example deeply rooted ethnic animosities—persisted. For the state it became increasingly urgent to somehow care—or at least present the illusion of caring—for individuals and groups pushed to the periphery of society in the interest of quelling tensions. In 1961 the Party leadership of the Kádár era issued a decree on the “situation of the Gypsy population.” (This document, which defined a new era in Gypsy policy in Hungary, will be discussed in the next chapter.) According to surviving documents, the primary model for this decree was the Gypsy policy of Czechoslovakia, where in 1958 the “socialist” state had begun the forced assimilation of Gypsies. Those in power declared that Gypsies had no ethnic culture and no traditions.81 The authorities forced those still migrating to settle, and it appeared that the Gypsy population was led *en masse* into industrial labor.82
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the Collective. Our membership spent the evening in a relaxed environment, with no disturbances and in accordance with the rules of socialist coexistence until the incident described below took place. A drunk police officer provoked them in the pub, and then seven or eight other policemen appeared. The letter continues: "One of the members of the group of police saw our group, immediately used his billy stick and began beating the president of our collective’s oversight committee, Mihály D. At the same time the police present began to push and tousle the members of our collective, our women workers, and used reprehensible language: 'damn slut Gypsies, trash tramp hooligans, just wait, you’ll be exterminated, just come on into the precinct, you’ll get what you deserve.' The letter writers claimed that the police had lined up several people and harassed them later. "We must note that our collective was formed in March of 1957 with the goal of providing a proper, humane solution to our Party and Government on the minority, or say Gypsy issue. Our collective is a 'Gypsy collective' and serves to integrate into socialist production work the large numbers in Rákospalota who do not yet have full time work." HNA 2153 2. c. 925.
comrade from Hajdu-Bihar recommended melting in or separation. We do not use this terminology. We must assist the social assimilation of the Gypsy population. This is not an easy thing to do, but the goal is clear.” HNA P 2153 4. d. For a general overview of the Gypsy policy of state socialist countries: Apor, “Cigányok tere: kísérlet a kommunista cigánypolitika közép-európai összehasonlító értelmezésére, 1945–1961” [The Space of the Gypsies: An Interpretation of the Birth of the Communist Roma Policy in East-European Comparison, 1945–1961], 69–86.
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“Life Goes On…”
The Hungarian Party-State and Policies of Assimilation

“It is clear that the Gypsies cannot be regarded as a national minority,” noted János Kádár, the First Secretary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party (MSZMP)\(^1\) when offering his opinion on the submission on “improving the lives of the Gypsy population.” The first time the highest echelon of Party leadership meaningfully dealt with the situation of the Gypsy population was June of 1961.

In this chapter we will continue to interpret the history of Hungarian Gypsies in the context of Hungarian national history. But as indicated above, this history is connected at points to other East-Central European countries, like Czechoslovakia, for example. Of course this history could also be interpreted through the lens of or in light of the history of the international Roma movement, which emerged in the 1950s in Western Europe, but this additional interpretation is beyond the scope of this book.\(^2\) In this period state socialist power continued to use all means necessary to obstruct the self-organization of minorities, including Roma.

In Hungary the MSZMP’s Central Committee’s Politburo released a decree, which for a long time defined state policy toward Gypsies. The document declared that Gypsies “...despite having some ethnographic uniqueness, do not constitute a national minority,” and dealt with the “Gypsy issue” as a social policy question. The decree also stated the following: “Work and settlement have a definitive role in the development of the situation of the Gypsy population.”\(^3\) The execution of both these aspects meant the further spread of state control. The decree aimed to execute the assimilation of the “Gypsy population” from above through social policy. The stated goal was total assimilation, and the starting point of the document was the acknowledgment that without “the improvement of the situation of
the Gypsy population” the assimilation strategy could not be successful. The dictatorial system—given the nature and ideology of the regime—did not attempt to acknowledge or consider the positions of individuals and groups in terms of their desire to assimilate or their choice to live as a national minority.

Historians tend to read party decrees and resulting actions as a reflection of the good will of the Hungarian state, Party leaders and the charismatic leader, János Kádár himself. Contrary to this, we must emphasize that given their social situation in Hungary, it was Gypsy communities who were able to maintain the greatest independence from centralizing state powers, independent of whether the Gypsies themselves interpreted their actions as a kind of resistance or not. The dictatorial power viewed separateness and independence in any form as an act of rebellion. Everything that happened after the 1961 party decree is similar to the second wave of collectivization.

One of the main goals of the state power was to break the remaining independence of the peasant population through collectivization of agriculture. Collectives were first organized based on the Soviet model during the Rákosi years, when peasants were forced into collective farms through violent means. Between 1959 and 1961 the full collectivization of agriculture took place, when members were given various benefits, such as farming machinery. The circle of social security beneficiaries was extended to include collective farm members. Historians have long claimed that the Kádár system won over the previously resistant peasantry by offering compromises. Micro-level research, however, indicates that the new wave of actions was violent in nature. This was previously covered up by a propaganda-laden language of slogans, which was characteristic of documents produced at the highest levels of Party leadership.4

Based on the reports of local party committees, the party decree briefly described the situation of the Gypsy population in Hungary. The summary was put together based on reports of local councils and party organizations, along with data they provided. The document referred to 200,000 Gypsies; the Gypsy population was broken into subgroups according to the viewpoints of the single-party state, thereby based on their living conditions and how they had adapted to the nationalized economy. The proportion of Gypsies who had assimilated was estimated at thirty percent of the total Gypsy population. According to the party decree, it was they who had “attained the average economic and cultural level of the population, left behind the Gypsy lifestyle and have become more scattered (in terms of place of residence).” The next group was made up of “Gypsies who are undergoing assimilation,” and their proportion was the same as the previous group’s. Those labelled as such were actually members of the Gypsy population who were residentially segregated: “They live in separate settlements, at the edge
of villages or cities, in slums, most of them have only state jobs, and their cultural level is very low.” According to this logic, though, increase of “cultural level” was marked by moving away and accepting industrial work. The authors of the document estimated there were 2,100 Gypsy settlements in the country at the time. They also estimated that 40 percent of Gypsies continued a migratory lifestyle. There is no reason to believe this number was backed up by facts, but it shows that even after thirteen years of constructing a “socialist” system in Hungary, numerous local groups lived almost completely independently and outside of the state and the entire system of power. This report in and of itself should make us suspicious of the efficacy of state interventions, as well as the success and rapid spread of successful “socialist” modernity.

The party decree of 1961 mapped out those social policy interventions that would help to “solve” the situation. According to the system’s propaganda, the new type of job opportunities, or assimilation into “socialist” heavy industry, would in itself make it possible for Gypsies to “blend” into the “socialist society.” Michael Stewart described the desired model of assimilation in the period as “the following simple equation”: “(Gypsy) + (socialist wage work + housing) = (Hungarian
worker) + (Gypsy folklore)." The question becomes the following: What was the real goal of those in power? Was it the assimilation of the Gypsies or an emphasis on the “added value” in the equation? During the debate on the party decree, János Kádár laconically stated the following when discussing the model interventions: “Life goes on and will move things in the direction of the solution.”

Social policy and the Gypsies

According to the propaganda of the time, “assimilation” of the Gypsies would be solved through providing them with work in “socialist” large-scale industry. There is a position among some scholars on the issue, which maintains that Roma
(Gypsy) identity is tightly connected to the practice of “independent trades.” Consequently, further consideration of this thesis can lead us to believe that giving up traditional occupations (by force) would lead to a loss of Gypsy identity.

Wage work

The largely untrained Gypsies who moved into the industrial sphere in factories or construction sites were generally given the hardest and lowest-paying work. Their applications to collective farms were often voted down by members. Following the party decree, the dismantling of Gypsy small-scale industry collectives was undertaken. These interventions were at best symbolic, given that estimates of the time held that Gypsy collectives had a total of 1500–1800 members. For example, most nail-smith collectives were folded into a larger metalworker collective. One or two collectives remained intact until the time of the regime change. A large number of Gypsies were employed by the state corporation that operated garbage dump sites (Residual and Waste Collective, or MÉH), and as such the state attempted to force metal and feather collectors to come under its control.

The Colari Gypsy (traders) communities of metal traders and traders survived the “socialist” transformation of the economy. After nationalization, most Colari Gypsies became feather collectors under MÉH. Although they had labor papers
that authorized their place in the “socialist” system, feather collection was still conducted by going from house to house and trading in garments, which did not change after the 1961 decree. The state intervened in their lives on several occasions, sometimes forcibly moving entire communities, sometimes accusing individuals of profiteering or embezzlement, and sometimes, when individuals did not have registered jobs, punishing them as “work-avoiders,” who posed a threat to the public. The Colari Gypsies, though, moved with the times; they adapted to the changing conditions. In the 1960s they switched from horse carriages to hackney carriages, and in the 1980s they moved to using their own cars. They adapted to constantly changing circumstances, and maintained their separateness despite waves of state interventions. The autonomy of Gypsy communities is also characterized by the fact that a group of Boyash in the Great Hungarian Plain region called their Voivods “entrepreneurs,” given that their role was to garner work and orders for their communities, and to sell their products.

The total assimilation experiment of the Kádár regime did bring about visible results, confirmed by the fact that great majority of the society was forced into the control of state companies and state institutions. However, this happened without fully breaking the autonomy of social groups, or their opposition and separateness. Michael Stewart, who between 1984 and 1986 studied and lived among a Vlach Gypsy community in Hungary, stated that based on the examples he knew,
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the Gypsy community was able to maintain its identity even after having been forced into wage labor. They always reformulated their “Gypsiness” to adapt to the circumstances at hand.14 In the case of other communities, the ties that kept groups together could be torn apart by migration, but co-dependence in workplaces created new communities. Thus, as one explanation for the survival of marginality and exclusion in the workplace, Roma recreated solidarity again and again in ways that adapted to quickly changing environments. Representatives of the state at the time spoke of “assimilation” in public forums, but in reality they blamed the failure of assimilation on Gypsies, claiming that they did not want to take advantage of new opportunities.

Housing

The execution of the social policy goal stated in the party decree, namely the improvement of the social situation of Gypsies, or their “assimilation,” implying the conditions for assimilation, did not bring about quick results. This was first discussed by the Politburo in 1963. The writer of the report claimed that given that the opportunity to acquire free housing had ceased, and the conditions for credit from
the state’s financial institutions (National Savings Bank, or OTP) could not be met by a significant portion of the Gypsy population, “…community councils do not see how to go about with dispersion.” The Ministry for Construction and Finance took on the task of working out conditions to enable “the construction of simpler homes with better credit conditions.”

There were two types of settlement dismantling: “state authority moves,” or housing trades based partly on own resources. “Dispersal” in this period was seen as one of the key tools of assimilation. However, change of residence interventions led by public administration bodies were mostly violent acts and did not lead to a decrease in segregation: old Gypsy settlements were replaced with new ones. Moreover, Gypsy families were often moved into groups of barracks or old agricultural buildings.

A number of government decrees were passed that tried to dismantle Gypsy settlements through schemes of “supported home construction.” Gypsies could get discounted credit from OTP to construct “cs” homes, where “cs” meant lower-value (the Hungarian for reduced, csökkentett, begins with the letter cs). Thanks to the limited material resources available to the Gypsy population, fewer made use of the credit than was hoped. The discounts were defined in a way that those with the most pressing needs could not become beneficiaries. Initially, discounted credit
could be given to those residents of settlements who had two or three years of continuous work, and a monthly income of 1000 forints, or to those collective farm members who had attained the “prescribed labor unit” for the given year and who could prove “long-term” employment. Entitlement was determined by the executive committees of councils: applicants had to provide 10 percent of their own resources, and the maximum credit was 65,000 forints.¹⁸ (The prescribed level of income was a little more than half the average income at the time, and as such it was not the main obstacle to credit. The main obstacles were the 10 percent own resources, permanent job, and a lack of access to information.) The residents of Gypsy settlements generally could not meet the conditions. As such, the bureaucrats of local councils truly controlled who could receive credit, as they decided who was worthy.

Most of the time “cs” houses were constructed on plots suggested by the councils (i.e., the local branches of public administration) that were out of the way, of poor quality, and unsuitable for gardening. Generally, the councils parceled out such construction lots in bundles, and as a result we can interpret the “cs” in several council document stacks as reading “c” (for “cigány,” or Gypsy) instead. The terminology used by such authorities also indicated that forced moves and new construction did not decrease residential segregation.¹⁹ In fact, from the mid-1970s a Council of Ministers decree allowed for the discounted purchase of empty Gypsy homes in villages with OTP credit. This was an option primarily in those villages where “socialist” modernization effects were disadvantageous, and where outward migration was significant as a result.²⁰

The number of families living in segregated settlements in 1961 was estimated at 33,828 and according to the plans 946 of them, or less than 3 percent, would receive new homes through moves or construction.²¹ Council reports show that in the first year (1961–1962) new Gypsy settlements had formed²² and traditional pise shacks were still being built in villages.²³

Gypsy settlements were to be eradicated in the period of the “fifteen-year housing development plan,” or by 1975. The luminaries in power, however, wanted a quicker way to present an impressive sight of “socialist development.” The original 1964 vision stated that the first Gypsy settlements to be bulldozed should be the ones that were most visible: “among the settlements the priority should be to eradicate those that are alongside key transportation and railway routes, and further those in exceptional areas, in the centers of settlements, or those in areas that have touristic value.”²⁴

In 1970 state authorities prepared a report on “settlements that do not reach adequate social conditions,” or on the dismantling of slums. The bureaucrats established that the entirety of Gypsy settlements could not be eradicated within the
foreseeable future during the fourth, fifth, or even sixth economic plan. According to the study, the country contained 755 Gypsy settlements and 435 “mixed” settlements. The authorities labelled everything from cave dwellings to tenement buildings in Budapest to shacks at the edge of villages as “settlements.” The authorities essentially viewed the social issues of people living in segregated settlements or districts as Gypsy issues, just as they viewed social issues generally. However, to the Party, the Ministries and officials in councils it was clear that it was not only Gypsies who lived in poor social conditions in Hungary. However, due to reasons explained above, state interventions were planned for the demolition of “Gypsy settlements” only. Consequently, to solve the Gypsy issue several other social interventions that were deemed necessary were carried out under the banner of eliminating Gypsy settlements.

In the 1960s and 1970s, city and village planning was defined by hierarchical categories, and there were minute villages that were deemed unfit for development. The National Settlement Network Development Concept (OTK), accepted in 1971, earmarked 2,037 settlements for atrophying. In the meantime, significant investments were directed toward large cities and industrialized regions. The development of collective farm centers and the reorganization of agriculture followed a similar path. A number of village collectives would be agglomerated into a larger one, thus giving certain settlements a greater role. Furthermore, local councils were transformed into districts and then amalgamated, which denied small villages the opportunity to protect their own interests. As a result of these processes, migration out of such villages sped up or rapid population exchange occurred. Industrialization and commuting on the surface seemed to decrease the differences in terms of living standards between village and urban populations, but in the reality of ordinary life such differences could also grow and become unbridgeable. Settlements in peripheral situations could offer seasonal work only: poverty remained long-term and unmanageable. As a result of these social processes and exclusion, the ethnic make-up of lagging villages began to change, with an influx of Gypsy populations. That is to say that in the eyes of the “majority” these villages were becoming Gypsy slums.

Social system

With the experience of the 1956 Revolution behind them, the Kádár regime strove to control society effectively; however, even with various tools of force and imaginative use of violence, the regime could not drive all citizens into the nationalized economy. Beginning in the 1960s the state constructed a wide system of social benefits. While this seemed to be similar to interventions typical of welfare states, due
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to the paternalistic nature of the state it did not decrease but instead strengthened social inequalities. The state’s goal in offering social benefits to the poorest was to chain them to the state and ensure dependence and control over excluded groups. The creation and spread of social security was not accompanied by a backdrop of “socialist” or “communist” principles, and was not a set of social policy aspirations, but was a means to gain power through increasing social control. This background goal not only defined the essence of the operation of the new social system, but went on to define social relations after the regime change: it sealed the fates of disadvantaged and excluded social groups for an inestimable period of time. Although in state socialism social benefits were in theory the right of all, they only ended up increasing both dependence on the state and inequality (for example, through price controls and support for housing, the state offered benefits to “privileged” persons and groups, mainly the elite of the era).
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Party and state leaders had relatively wide information on poverty. The National Planning Authority released a report in 1979, which pointed to “strata who are disadvantaged in numerous aspects” (one of the euphemistic descriptions of the poor at the time), whose bad social situation resulted from the state benefits and redistribution system permanently keeping people in a situation of disadvantage. At the end of the 1970s this segment of the population already numbered one million, or ten percent of the population, while the proportion of Gypsies in the total population was estimated as far less than this, at three to three and a half percent. Characteristically, social scientists who at the end of the 1960s and beginning of the 1970s claimed that poverty and disadvantage existed in “socialism” were severely punished (we will return to this below). To claim that inequality was not just a “remnant of the previous system” but a phenomenon that was continuously reproduced by the current social mechanisms was also taboo.

In the minds of party officials, Gypsies were seen as those who were not able to take care of themselves. In various party forums the idea of paying family support and social benefits to Gypsies not in money but in coupons was often considered. These recommendations made their way to higher official levels. The Council of Ministers, when debating the execution of “decrees affecting the Gypsy popula-
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tion” in 1976, stated the following tasks: “The Minister of Labor—in cooperation with affected Ministers and leaders of national bodies—when working out state social policy concepts, should examine how that part of social benefits designed to support children and youth, raising children, education—in the interest of making more effective use of social support and ensuring appropriate utilization—should make support conditional on the performance of certain civic duties (e.g., mandatory school attendance, permanent employment of the guardian).”

The staff of affected state institutions (Labor Ministry, National Council of Unions, Ministry of Justice, etc.) were to quickly brainstorm opportunities. The National Council of Unions and the Ministry of Justice staff pointed out that tying social benefits to job retention “would negatively affect not only the Gypsy population and other disadvantaged strata, but a wide circle of workers.” This is precisely what finally obstructed a radical denial of social benefits. Tightening the conditions for childcare support and parental support was not backed by the social policy luminaries in legal or “humanitarian” terms, and finally only a legal option to temporarily suspend family support was created.

**Education**

After the 1961 party decree, changes initiated in the education sector also led to further segregation. The decree held that as large a group of Gypsy children as possible should be schooled. In many places Gypsy classes were organized for children who had been left out of school, whereas in other areas new schools were built for them. In other locations they were simply directed into special education schools. Furthermore, in 1960 a system of educational advisors was created in Hungary. Initially, these institutions had an ideological role similar to those of youth protection supervisors, to filter and reform children who were “difficult to raise,” and later they had a declared goal of protecting children and families. In reality, with one or two exceptions, they became tools for segregation and stigmatization. Since 1971 these educational advisors have been “measuring” the ability to be educated.

Local and county-level party reports consistently reported that they had directed Gypsy students into ancillary classes. In Heves County statistics showed that in the academic year 1972–1973, 446 children were in special education programs in 19 settlements, and of them 374, or more than 80 percent, were “Gypsy students.”

The Minister of Education officially ordered the organization to separate Gypsy classes, study groups and daytime activities. Having recognized the unequivocally damaging social effects of these interventions, in the 1970s a debate began over whether such classes truly help young Gypsies assimilate, or whether they are merely tools of segregation.
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Overall, while until the 1950s Gypsies were largely seen as a group lying outside society, in the 1960s the state appeared to do much for them. It seemed as though they too would find a place in the “socialist” society. Later, however, it became clear that this integration was not real. The old situation was preserved through workplaces with the lowest prestige, long commutes (many workers had to commute between their place of residence and their workplace, and could only visit home on weekends), workers’ hostels and habitation on the perimeters of villages. Gypsies, in other words, remained Gypsies. All that really changed is what the “majority” viewed as Gypsy work, Gypsy slums, Gypsy schools and Gypsy classes. Social interventions—although somewhat improving the life conditions of Gypsies and sparking material and social differentiation within Gypsy communities—were neither able to put an end to workplace, residential and school segregation, nor change the general situation of disadvantage faced by the Gypsy population.

**Scientific approaches**

“When in 1971 we conducted the Kemény research, we knew that we were doing politically incorrect mining work. We experienced taking a stand against the system. That we were uncovering one of the shocking scandals of the system… Of course the primary goal was to help the fallen, the hungry, the impoverished. But it was also very important to be a splinter in the eye of the system”—reflected Zsolt Csalog in 1997 on his experience as one of the researchers in the first representative sociological Gypsy studies, as well as on the motives and goals of the team.

Sociology, as an institutionalized discipline, was only authorized to exist in state socialist Hungary from the sixties. The field became an independent social science discipline, which the Party leadership later often criticized for uncritically adopting “Western bourgeois sociological” methods. The work of researchers until the regime change was restricted by ideological limitations, given that the single-party state continuously tried to control the direction and conclusions of social science research. A broad understanding of the Gypsy population in Hungary was first provided by a study led by István Kemény in 1971. The researchers estimated the Gypsy population at 320,000. They also estimated that two-thirds of the Gypsy population still lived in Gypsy settlements, with more than two-thirds of them in pise or mud-brick shacks. 44 percent of their homes did not have electricity, while only 8 percent of homes had running water. Among Gypsies who were older than fourteen, the proportion of those who were illiterate was estimated at 39 percent. It was easy for all to draw the conclusion that these research results signified the total failure of the state’s Gypsy policies,
announced in 1961 through the party decree, as well as social policy generally. In 1979 a Politburo decree labelled the sociologists who conducted this research as “new leftists.”

In “socialist” Hungary the poor could not officially exist; one could not talk of groups excluded from society, especially those individuals with “multiple situations of disadvantage” or “struggling with integration difficulties.” After István Kemény gave his infamous talk at the Hungarian Academy of Science on poverty, with the euphemistic title “Study of the life conditions of the population with low income,” he was temporarily removed from the Institute of Sociology. This study practically treated Gypsy culture as a culture of poverty, given that the sociologists were not primarily interested in the ethnographic characteristics of various Gypsy groups. The final report of the study, which was written in 1972, was made secret and locked in the safe of the president of the Statistical Office. Characteristically, copies of the study made their way round social science circles of the time. Simultaneously with this research project, István Kemény led a so-called Gypsy study group. The affiliated researchers, stepping out of their spheres of familiarity, acquired shocking knowledge on how the dictatorship operated. Decades later Gábor Havas reflected on his experience:

For me the definitive experience in the research project was that wherever I went to see a Gypsy slum, the police would show up in a couple of minutes. I was checked for ID countless times. I was even arrested and taken into the border patrol barracks in Siklós, where I had to spend the night. I had a letter authorizing my research, they told me it meant nothing. The degree to which the police watch over the Gypsies, over Gypsy communities, the kind of police oppression they bear, that was a fundamental experience for me. I understood that every settlement had a *vamzer*, a built-in police assistant or informant, who made it possible to keep watch over the slum. For example, when I showed up the informer would take steps to ensure that the police would arrive within a few minutes to check on me and make sure I was authorized to be there.

It was at this time that researchers provided a precise diagnosis of the various problems and poverty faced by Gypsies, on the “reproduction” of “multiple situations of disadvantage,” all when poverty was a taboo and when the state consistently claimed it was dealing with the Gypsy situation by providing state support to them. In the article summarizing the results of the study the authors provided a general picture of the disadvantaged social situation among Gypsies, which was one and the same as a critique of the Party’s social policy. The social scientists clearly
rejected the point of view of the state, although they too characterized Gypsies through their disadvantageous social position, just following from the power- and socio-critical attitude of the research. As such, in reality they described and constructed the social status of Gypsies, as the political sphere had done before them. At the same time, in the summary report of the Gypsy research program István Kemény stated that in itself the Gypsy population does not constitute a separated social group.43

The research connected a specific social problem, that of poverty, and its associated phenomena to the Gypsy population. This was the beginning of a dialogue that would last for decades—first in front of a limited audience, and later openly between those in power and social scientists—over the Gypsy population and a set of social problems. The false messages of the state power and the sociological facts that contradicted those provided a framework for public discourse about Gypsies. Despite the appearance of answers given to questions pertaining to the living conditions of
Gypsies and the efforts of the Party to help them, which stood in stark opposition to one another almost in a true-false dichotomy (sociological research strove to show the real circumstances of the Gypsy population and at the same time to confute party propaganda) the central topic of the debate never changed. The topic remained the social situation of Gypsies. This discourse further strengthened the vision of a hierarchical relationship between “majority” society and the minority.

The poverty and Gypsy researcher István Kemény was banned from publishing in 1973. In 1977 he was coerced into immigrating to Paris, and only returned to Hungary after 1990. Many of his research topics were considered taboo in light of mainstream academic social science until the regime change: poverty could not be discussed, nor could excluded or lagging social groups. Sensitive topics covered by sociologists, as mentioned above, were often tampered with euphemistic descriptions: “situation of multiple disadvantage,” “struggle with integration difficulties,” and “deviance.” Certain literary creations were able to fill unique roles in this discursive field, as did sociographic literature describing the everyday lives of those “lagging behind” or “excluded.” Photographic, literary and sociographic depictions of Gypsies had a similar role.
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“Central European societies also created their own ‘blackness’ and ‘wildness’ in groups and individuals, through distant and nearby colonies. In the Central European panoptic regimes of modernism it was ‘Gypsies’ who became the ‘primitive’ pedants akin to Western European blacks and Asians,” claimed Éva Kovács when analyzing the Gypsy image in arts before the Second World War. Although the image of the wild and romantic Gypsy had appeared in the arts of the 1930s and ‘40s representing the world beyond civilization, sociophotographic images of the poor did not treat Gypsies as distinct. Kata Kálmán’s Tiborc and Szentől szemben (Eye to eye) volumes presented pictures of Gypsies and the poor generally as part of the same world of images. In the new system, the ideology of socialist realism dominated the image of society in the arts for a long time. As such, sociophotographic pictures were hardly taken in the 1950s and 1960s.
After the Gypsy study led by István Kemény examined and introduced the “Gypsy issue,” the Gypsy issue itself became the most general expression of reflections on poverty. Consequently, photo essays on the lives of Gypsies depicted the failure of “socialism” and poverty during the “socialist” period. For instance, this is illustrated by photographs on poverty in documentaries by Tamás Féner and Pál Schiffer.47 The photographs of everyday life in Gypsy settlements depicted them as outside of society and modernity, as an unknown “other.” As such, traditions of Gypsy depictions from before WWII were reintroduced (as it was common to represent Gypsies as the quintessential other).

Documentary film makers approached the topic with similar goals. Sándor Sára’s 1962 short film Cigányok (Gypsies) documented improvements in the lives of Gypsies, but also included images of impoverished Gypsies.48 From the beginning of the 1970s the documentaries of Pál Schiffer were the most influential, in particular, he dealt with the so-called “Gypsy issue” in Hungary. Fekete vonat (Black train) from 197049 was about the real life of industrial workers, showing images of the commuters who traveled from their villages to Budapest every week on workers’ trains, while Faluszéli házak (Houses on the edge of town) from 1972 showed the difficulties of reaching some settlements. Mit csinálnak a cigánygyerekek? (What are the Gypsy children doing?), 1973
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the Gypsy children doing?) from 1973 presented the world of schools. Director Pál Schiffer filmed the chances of breaking out of a Gypsy slum through one life story in Cséplő Gyuri (1978), and later through a second life story in A pártfogolt (On Probation) (1981) he presented the impossibility of such. These films that showed Gypsies and the life of Gypsy individuals did more than depict a topic: they became tools with which to pass on implicit criticism of the system.

Literary sociographic writings dealt with summarizing what was known about Gypsies, and by using individual life histories they tried to make Hungarian Gypsies visible. Zsolt Csalog’s literary sociography presented the situation of Gypsies through nine life histories. Later he conducted a single life history project with an elderly Gypsy woman in the volume Cigányon nem fog az átok (Curses don’t work on Gypsies) (1988). Ágnes Diósi’s Cigányút (Gypsy road) is made up of personal recollections and episodic stories mixed with presentations of information on Gypsies, which she tried to summarize with the completeness of a monograph.

These works were similar to those anthropological research projects that aimed at gathering knowledge about unknown worlds and so-called “unusual phenomena,” and today they are unquestionably historical resources that help us understand the social relations of the period. With an eye to social critique the authors would present the existence of another world outside that of modern “socialist” Hungary. They hoped to confront the “majority” population with the fact of their discovery, that the image of society created by those in power was a false one. Artists almost without exception criticized the execution of the state’s (modernization) goals. As a result, they used a widely accepted value system (akin to a middle class value system) to evaluate the situation of groups outside the mainstream society in the “socialist” world. They hardly reflected on the reality of their image of the future, which the Party outlined and according to which taking on industrial work and moving to the city would serve as a path to upward mobility.

The transformation of discourse

“Anyone who has not encountered that prejudiced opinion that would put Gypsies behind barbed wire fences, into work camps, would sterilize them in order to put an end to the ‘threat to the Hungarians’, or that among city tenement dwellers calls the police at the very sight of a begging Gypsy child, raise your hands!”—asked the president of the Red Star Collective in the town of Barcs in 1981, in front of the members of Somogy County’s Executive Committee. He then continued: “We are convinced that the only way to label Gypsies is to say that there are all kinds. We are
against all kinds of generalization, [we feel] that they can only be judged as individuals, the clean as clean, the lazy as lazy, the hungry as hungry, the criminal as criminals. It is our position, given that they are people, that they have the right to our help in order to escape the generalizing label of Gypsy or any other label that weighs them down.”53 (The president of the Red Star collective, who had great rhetorical skills, had likely read Zsolt Csalog’s volume Kilenc cigány [Nine Gypsies], the afterword of which contains the following: “They can only be judged as individuals, the clean as clean, the lazy as lazy, the hungry as hungry, the criminal as criminal, the beautiful as beautiful—because being people, they have the right to take off the letter “C” and all other labels that generalize them.”54) This well-prepared politician of the time was critical of the fact that the Party had indeed not done everything it could to help Gypsies assimilate. However, he did not question the basic assumption that Gypsies wanted to become “socialist workers” (i.e., Hungarians) through “socialist” emancipation. He viewed their situation from the outside, from the perspective of the state.

The different statements were made in official discourse to a socially and institutionally controlled audience. In fact, an integral part of the mechanism of exclusion at the time was the operation of official discourses (which also recreated and maintained the separation of the Gypsies within society by emphasizing their special social status and state support). However, it is also clear that sources from various levels of institutional hierarchy offered divergent images of the state’s attitude toward Gypsies. The study of documents from that time about various groups
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shows how this phenomenon of “censorship” worked in the Kádár era. Opinions were shut out of the public canon by the discourse of those in power, state institutions behaved in a hidden violent manner and methods of covering up the failures of Gypsy policy were employed.

After accepting the Party decree of 1961, the Party’s county, city and regional committees occasionally prepared reports on the execution of the decree, increases in employment and steps taken to improve housing. These documents, besides describing the situation of Gypsies at the time, also reflected the undying prejudice of the state’s apparatchiks: “For a long time we believed that the Gypsy issue—like a number of other social policy issues—would be automatically solved by developing toward a “socialist” society. We felt that the change initiated in 1945 would include Gypsies as participants, and that by the end they would melt into society, be redefined, and would cease to be Gypsies, thus bringing about the end of the Gypsy issue.”

Prejudiced thinking was more or less hidden in the text of reports. The writers of these reports always found ways to express their views: they used their own prejudices as a rhetorical handle while emphasizing the higher moral value of the state’s Gypsy policy, or, using accusatory language, informed the audience of the mistaken views of the population. In one report we read: “These days the biggest problem is caused by the aggression of the Gypsy population... social organiza-
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tions, despite the phenomena mentioned before, acknowledge the importance of education, public opinion formation, employment, settlement, etc. At the same time the villages inhabited by Gypsies have public sentiments that are strongly against the Gypsies, with prejudices and a wish to exclude them... The solution is seen by many in more disciplinary actions (forced labor, settlement in separate camps, intimidation by authorities). Moreover, in 1961 the daily press printed numerous articles on the Gypsy issue. A 1962 Party document judged the majority of these to be “superficial reports emphasizing positive phenomena” and concluded that “a part of the readers of articles written in this way respond with letters containing Fascist principles.”

Power propaganda hammered away at the principle of equality and tried to make a number of earlier phenomena (poverty, prejudice, exclusion) invisible. In the limited public sphere of the time, emphasizing the single-party state’s
own viewpoints along with highlighting aid provided to Gypsies, a discourse was created that to this day defines public speech and feeds the prejudices of “majority” society. The speech and writing modes used to legitimize the previous system, as well as its set of conceptual categories, thus have an effect to this day: they live on in public thinking, language, and society.

In theory the party-state was supposed to protect people from the dangers of poverty. According to the official doctrine, exclusion from society could only be the fault of the individual or group in question. By the 1980s, one of the leading explanations of the time for poverty in the public sphere—which was still ruled by official discourse—was Gypsy heritage and Gypsy culture. Given that Gypsy ethnic or national minority status or culture was not recognized, the concept of Gypsy took on a strong social content, and became synonymous with social periphery. When the Gypsy minority was discussed publically, the earlier connotations (poverty, lower levels of education, poor health situation, etc.) almost immediately took on an ethnic meaning, and certain phenomena and observations were almost automatically connected to the easily recognized “social group” by the majority of people. The ethnic content of the politics of exclusion created (or reinforced) a community on the other side of an artificially drawn border among “Gypsies.” In this community, social distance and separateness also took on an ethnic meaning.

Disciplinary power, disciplinary society

Police and agents

“At around 9 a.m. we purchased a grey horse from the Gypsy from Bácsalmás, Balázs Rostás, for 1800 forints. While negotiating and paying the deposit János Kovács said that the horse was bought together with Antal Sárközi (Guszti), who was not there at the transaction. János Kovács put down a deposit of 500 forints at the market, fifty 10-forint coins were given to Balázs Rostás, saying the rest of the money was with his partner, Antal Sárközi. Balázs Rostás saw the small coins and asked why he was being paid in small change. János Kovács did not answer. Later I saw János Kovács and Balázs Rostás leave the market. I discovered that they had gone to János Kovács’ home, where Balázs Rostás received the rest of his money.”

The methodological study on the operative procedure on “Gypsy criminals” used this case as an example of the best results of the operation of the agent network. The state socialist powers—much like the authorities in the Horthy period—viewed Gypsies as having “criminal lifestyles” and used police and state security tools to try and regulate them.
Physical violence and police brutality were characteristic of how authorities behaved toward Gypsies in the Kádár era as well. (True, official discourse hid this from the public.) The 1961 party decree had to be communicated to the police, which right away created its own “interior affairs interpretation.” The National Police Directorate wrote the following instructions to its officers: “Alongside aid and differentiated interventions you must demand that the Gypsies follow the law as well. Make sure to separate the criminal elements from individuals who are honest but live in economically and culturally deprived conditions. In the interest of doing this, reinforce your battle against criminal elements...”

After the party decree and having stated that the Gypsy population is not a national minority but a social group, the term “Gypsy” became an accepted and utilized social category in almost all fields of operation of the state. As such, various forms of social phenomena were ethnicized by authorities and armed forces. This was the beginning of the term “Gypsy crime” in public discourse, which has had an infamous history ever since. “Gypsy crime” thus clearly reflects a racist position, referring to certain forms of crime (e.g., like certain crimes against property) as if those are characteristic primarily of the Gypsy population. The Ministry of
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the Interior’s periodical Belügyi Szemle (Interior Affairs Review) published a 1963 volume in which several authors wrote about the Gypsy issue, with the majority of them accepting the dominant view of the time; according to this view, the entirety of Gypsies were not seen as criminal, but only certain groups among them, and the issue could not be solved with law enforcement methods alone. The authors generally used the term “Gypsy crime,” which for the next two decades became a recurring topic in the studies published in the Review.59

From the end of the 1970s, with varying degrees of emphasis, many legal experts, sociologists and criminologists in Hungary pointed out that empirical data proves the non-ethnic nature of criminality, but rather certain criminal behavior can be related to the social situation of individuals.60 Despite this, the category of “Gypsy crime” became a part of professional police jargon and beginning in 1974 it was used in official statistics.61 In statistics on criminals, foreign citizens and “Gypsy criminals” were listed in a separate column.62 In Békés County, for example, there was an investigation into an unknown criminal, where the police profiled the sought-after suspects using the following principles: the potential suspects are “youth with experience in stealing bicycles and motorcycles, and vandalizing vehicles, Gypsy criminals experienced in trespassing, pickpocketing, theft, cheating, and dangerous criminals with break-in and entry and burglary experience.”63 Certain types of behavior and phenomena (for example car ownership, which at the time meant social prestige) were considered non-criminal. Yet if the group defined as Gypsies engaged in such behavior, they were nevertheless criminal suspects in the eyes of the police: “I report that in the area of the county 5 Gypsies have personal cars. These were bought in person, used but in good condition, for 25,000–60,000. Despite the fact that there is no data indicating that the vehicles are being used for criminal purposes, the car owners are being kept under tight watch.”64

Division I-2 of the Second Group of the Ministry of the Interior dealt with so-called “Gypsy crime,” which could be utilized as an operative tool: “T” apartments (which were used by state security for secret operative meetings) were set up and collected data for the police and put together files on certain individuals. In addition, the Ministry of the Interior’s professional services were given unique names: an agent placed with a Gypsy music group preparing to travel abroad was called “Ildikó Barna” (translator’s note: barna means brown);65 the so-called secret investigation into Zsolt Csalog—partly inspired by his writings on Gypsies—received the code name Csalogány (Nightingale, which in Hungarian rhymes with “cigány,” meaning Gypsy); an agent with a Gypsy codename collected information about an Egyptian man.66

Another task of the police precincts was to occasionally hold educational presentations for the Gypsy population. A Red Cross worker said the following about
a Gypsy survey in Gönruka (Borsod County, district of Encs) in 1978, where a police officer and a doctor gave educational talks: “The atmosphere was ruined at the very beginning, as police used radio cars to gather Gypsies for the talk, coming in at 8:45 when the talks were to begin at 8:00. The careful, considered, and well-prepared speech style necessary for such events, that should characterize public talks, was completely missing. As such, the speech was either incomprehensible, pedantic and exaggerated (for example, ‘We are all here today to raise your level of consciousness!’) or condescending, high-minded, and often insulting. ‘You people are all the same.’”67 As part of a similar project, council health workers presented a puppet play on “anti-alcoholism topics” in Gilvánfalva, in Baranya County. 68

“Health supervisors”

“The majority of them characteristically have brown—often dark brown—skin, brown eyes and smooth and black beards. Curly hair is a sign of mixing. Their body type is short or medium, their skulls are flat at the top, their faces are narrow, their face types range from the mesoprosopia to the leleptropozopia. The have small and straight noses, full lips, but not as full as those of negroes. The listed anthropological characteristics are easily recognizable among those Gypsies living primitive lives”—despite the existence of the Party’s 1961 decree, the “scientific” authors of the periodical Antropológiai Közlemények (Papers in Anthropology) defined the key characteristics of Gypsies in Hungary in the lines above.69

The Ministry of the Interior and police were not the only bodies involved in solving the Gypsy issue: the Ministry of Health and the Red Cross were also involved. As a result, the ethnic point of view made its way into the health care sector. Period documents saw the rise of expressions like the following: “The very good news is the fact that the advance of urbanization and the gradual transformation of lifestyle will bring about a gradual decline in [Gypsy] births.”70 In 1974 in Baranya County, according to a council report, “the health organizations have worked out a 3-year plan with the goal of implementing mechanical birth control in all Gypsy women of childbearing age after having 3 children.”71

Until 1985 the state maintained the institution of forced bathing. Health supervisors would examine Gypsy settlements every two weeks (the “health supervisor” was a successor to the voivod, and was the representative or agent of the state in the settlement), with district doctors doing so once a month, and a district health team doing so every quarter year. A decree by the Minister of Health in 1955 held that the reports of the above could allow the ordering of “the shaving off of hair and body hair together with delousing,” for which the authorities could bring in the police.72 In 1962, when evaluating the execution of the party decree, the rep-
resentative of the Ministry of Health reported that they had “worked out a disinfection procedure that would be used not on the entirety of Gypsies, but only on those with lice.” In the winter of 1961/62, the Ministry organized a complex campaign of forced bathing in the interest of “defending against rash typhus.” Apparently they took precautions against the cold as well: “In wintertime group bathing can only take place in adequately heated spaces, or in heatable and heated bathing tents. Women’s bathing can be assisted only by female workers (obstetricians, health visitors, district nurses, female Red Cross activists).” However, in official state documents and archives we find reports of “abuse” and “taking advantage” of the situation. Such atrocities were regular until the regime change. The position of Gypsies within society clearly had hardly changed since the pre-War period. The behavior of those in power—whatever system they served—was characterized by the same acts, although in the Kádár period constant violence was covered over with rhetoric about helping Gypsies.

As we have emphasized, power is not only tied to state institutions, but is a part of micro-relations as well. On the local level Gypsies encountered oppression from the descendants of traditional peasant families, who were now forced into collective farms, and from the representatives of better-off worker groups at industrial sites and workers’ hostels. This is illustrated by the survival of spatial segregation in villages, which was reproduced in workers’ colonies and hostels. Further, most state institutions, such as schools, media, churches, military and police were all agents of the party-state and served the national “majority” society.

The national minority issue

“This too would lead Gypsies to separation”—claimed László Orbán when backing up his recommendation during the debate on the party decree in 1961 that the Cultural Association of Hungarian Gypsies be disbanded. The association, like those of other national minorities, was subordinate to the Ministry of Education’s National Minorities Department, and its very existence was an acknowledgment that the party-state viewed Gypsies as a national minority. However, discriminatory treatment of Gypsies continued: the rhetoric of power referred to forced assimilation as “the social assimilation of the Gypsies.” Gypsy organizations could not exist at this time. There were no institutional frameworks through which Gypsy cultural integration could take place. Moreover, there was no forum that could have decreased prejudice in the circles of the “majority” by at least informing them about the everyday life of local communities. The “channels” of social advancement were controlled by people who belonged to the “majority” society. Among circles
of apparatchiks period reports showed attitudes of “handling the issue as a race issue, impatience in education, generalization…”

In other words, Gypsies were excluded from being masters of their own fate. As such, it was the job of the Party, the state, and councils to “bring them up.” Based on previous experiences the Party leadership was not apt to put the development of Gypsy policy in the hands of Gypsy intellectuals. Instead, the Gypsy issue was to be solved within the parameters of state institutions, through the monopolization of information.

Another oppressive mechanism was that the Gypsy culture was not officially recognized, and thus all expressions of it had to be interpreted in terms of the values and norms of the “majority.” This system of norms was in reality formed by the representatives of the party-state in the interest of creating a kind of virtual unity of the society. In this social milieu it was natural that attempts to make people “fit in” would affect members of minorities more so than members of the “majority.” The conditions for acceptance were assimilation, taking on the “habits” of the “majority” and identifying with the “majority’s” (or the state power’s) norms. Yet at the same time, in the eyes of “majority” society, regardless of their acceptance of party-state norms, identity, or lifestyle, they remained “Gypsies.”

The party leaders felt that the assimilation policy was a failure, and from the end of the 1970s the question of whether to recognize Gypsies as a national
minority returned to the agenda. A 1979 report on the situation of the Gypsy population reflected the contradictions within the official position, when—trying to square the circle—the Gypsies were described as an “ethnic social stratum.” The accepted party decree at the same time reinforced the official position, whereby the Gypsies did not constitute a national minority. The representatives of power, however, continued to think of Gypsies as a unified group. What’s more, the Party supported a number of studies that took a “genetic” approach to Gypsies. From 1979 medical biology research was launched to gain knowledge of the Gypsy population. The declared goal of the researchers was to reconstruct the “original genetic makeup of the Gypsies.” They hoped that this would provide an opportunity to “analyze the differences between Hungarians and Gypsies at a deeper level.” A state initiative in 1981 assembled a research team that would aim to “become knowledgeable of the Gypsy ethnic group’s uniqueness,” among other things.

Finally an ostensible debate was launched within party-state organs over whether Gypsies should be granted national minority rights. From December 13 to 15, 1985, at the congress of the People’s Patriotic Front, Imre Pozsgay, as secretary of the Front at the time, announced the formation of the National Gypsy Council by proclaiming that in the case of Gypsies “social problems and ethnic, linguistic and cultural issues are intertwined.”

Later, in an interview in a volume on Gypsies, when asked whether Gypsies constitute a national minority, the functionary said: “this is a question that must be discussed... It is in the air. It is not a taboo.” Then, on May 30, 1985, the National Gypsy Council was formed “beside”—this practically meant “under”—the National Council of the People’s Patriotic Front. The task of the Gypsy Council was to organize county-level Gypsy councils and a national activist network that would “have an effect down to micro-communities.” This organization, which seemed to provide an opportunity to protect interests, continued to treat Gypsy issues as primarily social policy problems. The report on its first two years of operation states, among other things, that “Gypsy policy today must be primarily policy concerning masses of physical workers.”

In the 1980s the state provided more opportunities than before for the maintenance of Gypsy culture (for example, several publications appeared in Gypsy languages), and Gypsy organizations were established under the aegis of party-state organizations. A 1984 Party document gave a detailed report on the earlier situation of Gypsies, indirectly reported on the failure of the party-state’s Gypsy policy, and detailed how earlier positions were mistaken. One of the results of the report was the reintroduction of the idea of a Gypsy cultural association, as well as the need to make an effort to “preserve Gypsy cultural values.” This cultural organi-
zation, the Cultural Association of Hungarian Gypsies, was established in 1986 within the Ministry of Education (and received the same name as the association established in 1957). The association also published a newspaper with the title Romano Nyevipe (Gypsy Newspaper).\(^88\) Its main task, according to its founding document, was “to serve the social assimilation of the Hungarian Gypsy population, to acquire related national and ethnic culture, and further to protect the cultural interests of the Gypsy community and maintain its progressive traditions, all based on the policy of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party.”\(^89\)

The genie of minority rights still managed to escape the bottle, no matter how carefully it was sealed. In the 1980s Gypsy intellectuals were politically socialized in Cikobis (Gypsy Coordination Committees, which were established in the 1960s) as well as in the Gypsy club movement, established in the 1970s, and in the institutions of the People’s Patriotic Front.\(^90\) The Gypsy House (Romano Kher) institution was established by the Budapest Council. Romano Kher had a significant role in the Gypsy national movement and the establishment of Gypsy national culture, and it was led by Jenő Zsigó until its demise in 2009. All the while, the state employed state security and operative means against the formation of Gypsy intelligentsia.\(^91\)

Minority self-organizations formed at the time of the regime change in order to defend the group from the prejudice of the “majority.” A series of national, regional and local organizations were established, as were the first ethnic political parties. Péter Szuhay holds that the Gypsy minority arrived at “that social history period” in which “the Gypsy intellectuals expressed the need for integration among various Gypsy ethnic groups with great precision, and began the ‘formation’ of a national Gypsy culture.”\(^92\)

\[\text{National movement}\]

In the mid-1970s Jakab Orsós—an oil industry technician and writer—sent a letter to his friend, the poet Károly Bari, in which he included the lyrics to a Boyash song he had transcribed. He was only able to write down the consonants, because he had never learned to write in Boyash. Károly Bari translated the Boyash folk song into the following lines: “The forest is green, and so is the mountain / luck comes and goes / the knife of worries cuts our flesh / the world has become hypocritical.” The part of the song—which since has gained the status of anthem—that refers to God resembles the following line of the Hungarian anthem: “Pity, O Lord, the Hungarians / Who are tossed by waves of danger”; compared to “Lord, take mercy on us, don’t let our people suffer any longer.”\(^93\)
Despite seemingly omnipresent state control, a Gypsy intelligentsia still emerged. The national emancipation movement led by Gypsy intellectuals can be dated back to the 1970s. “Majority” or state power logic still holds that progressive nationalism did not exist in the second half of the twentieth-century. However, the meaning of the cultural and political acts of Gypsy intellectuals is different when viewed in their own context. These acts paint a picture similar to those of the well-known heroic struggles of the Hungarian national movement in the time of the Enlightenment and the Age of Reform. This epochal framework makes possible a discussion of the events of this struggle.

In 1970 Hungarian literary circles discovered young Gypsy talents. Poet Károly Bari had his first collection of poems published when he was a seventeen-year-old high school student. Critics unanimously praised his work. For political reasons, however, the young artist was slandered and imprisoned. After his release he lived in uncertainty for years. His story is evidence that embracing Gypsy artists was not a primary goal of the state. In an interview Károly Bari stated: “heritage is not an aesthetic category... I see myself as a poet with Gypsy heritage. Miklós Radnóti [an iconic figure of twentieth-century Hungarian poetry] never denied his Jewish heritage and never contributed poems to Jewish anthologies, even if they damned him for doing so.” This statement is a good illustration of the fact that the works of Gypsy writers are considered an indivisible part of Hungarian literature, and that in the realm of arts, heritage has no role in the judgment of the value of pieces of art. At most the author’s own identity—and in some cases the self-representation of minority groups within national culture—can make his/her heritage significant.

Menyhért Lakatos became a well-known literary figure unexpectedly, much like Károly Bari. His story Füstös képek (Smoky Pictures) had a significant impact when it was published in 1975, as it describes the history of the deportation of Hungarian Gypsies during the Holocaust. In the 1960s Lakatos was the director of a Gypsy brick factory. Then, from 1969 to 1973 he worked in a sociological research group in the Hungarian Academy of Science as a Gypsy expert. (Interestingly, in 1971 he participated in István Kemény’s Gypsy study. This research project can be viewed as one of the cradles of the intellectual opposition movement.) According to his account, the director of Magvető Publishing encouraged him to write “a large-scale book” about the Gypsy community.

In 1972 Ágnes Daróczi made a grand appearance on Ki mit tud? (Who can do what?, a television talent show) with her unique poetry recitals. The show was followed on television by much of the Hungarian public. Daróczi recited poems in two languages, first in Romani and then in Hungarian. One year later she became a member of the Monsoon Group (Monszun Együttes) led by János Bársyony. The
group visited workers’ hostels and presented Gypsy folk music, poems and stories. In 1976 they established the Romano Glaso Gypsy folklore ensemble, and in 1978 the band Kalyi Jag (Black Fire). Another emblematic personality of the national movement, Jenő Zsigó, worked as a Gypsy family care provider. He established a club in Rákospalota that provided an opportunity for Gypsy children to play music and dance together, and to become familiar with various Gypsy groups, that is, one another’s traditions, songs and dances. In 1984 this community gave rise to the
Ando Drom (On the Road) band. The art of Ando Drom blends various Gypsy song and dance cultures—Lovari, Colari, Gulvari, Kalderash, Romungro—into a unified Gypsy music creation.

Emphasizing the importance of establishing Gypsy fine arts, the 1970s saw the emergence of several artists. In 1972 two Gypsy artists were included in an exhibit on Hungarian naïve arts in the National Gallery: Vince Horváth, who was a wood carver, and János Balázs, who was a painter. In 1979 Ágnes Daróczi organized the First National Exhibit of Autodidactic Artists, where works of twelve Gypsy artists were exhibited. Among them, Tamás Péli could in no way be considered a “naïve artist,” but the state in its official arts policy did not acknowledge the existence of independent Gypsy arts, and thus treated all Gypsy artists as naïve artists. Péli had studied at the Amsterdam State Fine Arts Academy and had consciously striven to create a uniquely Gypsy mode of expression and theme for art. After returning to Hungary he painted a more than forty-two square meter piece called Birth (Születés). The painting portrayed the mythology, history and culture of the Gypsy people.

Besides creating a national culture, Gypsy intellectuals took steps to linguistically integrate various Gypsy groups and create a Gypsy literary language. One of the potential lingua francas was naturally Hungarian, which is the mother tongue of the Romungro. The most direct ancestor to the supposed former common Gypsy language was the Lovari dialect of Vlach Gypsies, which became the basis for the literary Gypsy language. József Choli Daróczi translated certain passages of the Bible, the Communist Manifesto and works of Hungarian literature to “Lovari”
and wrote poetry in this language. György Rostás-Farkas and Ervin Karsai edited dictionaries, grammar textbooks and readers. In 1975 József Choli Daróczi launched a Gypsy periodical: *Rom Som* was published for four consecutive years. In 1981 he edited one of the first well-known anthologies of Gypsy poetry, *Fekete Korall* (Black Coral).

The state had few qualms about having a handful of Gypsy intellectuals appear in front of the Hungarian and international public. Menyhért Lakatos along with poet József Choli Daróczi were able to participate in the first Romani World Congress in 1971 and in the Geneva congress in 1978. However, throughout, the party-state ensured that the acts of the Gypsy intellectuals were limited to a controllable sphere and obstructed real self-organization.

In the 1970s the national movement of the Gypsy intellectuals made its voice increasingly heard vis-à-vis the policies of the party-state. The nation-building movement was advanced by independent Gypsy music, fine arts, literature, a literary language, the creation of unique symbols, and national paraphernalia. However, the national solidarity encouraged by Gypsy intellectuals remained weak due to the divisive policies of the Hungarian state. While the leaders of official Gypsy organizations, established in the middle of the 1980s by the state, were for the most part representatives of the artistic intellectuals that appeared in the 1970s (József Daróczy Choli, Menyhért Lakatos, Tamás Péli), nevertheless the state took all possible steps against those young Gypsy intellectuals the state considered “radical” (e.g., Károly Bari, Ágnes Daróczi, Jenő Zsigó). In April of 1989 the Phralipe Independent Gypsy Association was established, which in its program called for an end to the party-state’s Gypsy policy and for true representation of the Gypsy community.

Besides efforts to form a national minority or a nation, it is noteworthy that Roma and non-Roma intellectuals took joint action against attempts to forcibly relocate the Gypsy population in Hungarian cities. The Anti-Ghetto Committee was established in Miskolc—a city in northeast Hungary that was known for segregation—under the leadership of Aladár Horváth on February 2, 1989. The Committee’s goal was to obstruct the establishment of a segregated housing estate, where several inner-city Gypsy families were to be removed. This very day should be considered the birth of the Roma civil rights movement.

The public sphere, according to Habermas’ discursive approach, represents not only social interests, but also executes the regulative-supervisory function of public power. This was especially the case under dictatorship. The efforts of the so-called “radical” Gypsy intellectual group received only limited publicity. They could be visible to the public through the Party’s policy, which distorted them, as if they were making statements on behalf of some kind of extremist nationalism.
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or separatist movement. Through controlling the public sphere the party-state attempted to obstruct the development of a Roma civil rights movement. Using the same method it tried to isolate movements struggling for the democratization of society.

The “ethnic interpretation” of history

The regime change can be viewed as a shift in periods at which we can review the effects of state Gypsy policy since 1945. The policy of assimilation, as evidenced by the self-organization of the Gypsy intellectuals and the changes in party-state Gypsy policy, was a clear failure. Related to this failure many emphasize the rise or birth of “ethnic consciousness” among Gypsies. 107

Overall, we can establish that the interventions arising from the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party Central Committee Politburo’s 1961 decree did not bring an end to the disadvantageous treatment of the Gypsy minority. Instead what we see is a marked continuity in Gypsy policy from the interwar period through the Rákosi and Kádár periods. Only the official discourses changed. Benefits supplied to Gypsies existed primarily in official discourse, the fundamental goal of which was to divert attention from oppression and exclusion, and in turn to strengthen the legitimacy of the system. The propaganda of the party-state continued to advocate prejudices, while emphasizing that in a “socialist” society everyone had opportunities, and all one had to do was to take advantage of them. In terms of the Gypsy issue this propaganda uninterruptedly stressed the social benefits that were offered them. Despite visible social injustices, in public consciousness Gypsies were seen as beneficiaries of social policy or even as profiteers.

To a significant degree Gypsies were the losers of the regime change. From the end of the 1980s, when the system of full employment collapsed, they were the first to lose their livelihood and end up on the street. 108 After the regime change, they had to confront the “changing faces” of poverty and new forms of exclusion. 109 Unemployment among Gypsies was higher due to their lower level of education, their habitation in regions and settlements (from urban centers to villages) that were worst-hit by unemployment, where they were overrepresented, and for many their employment in anachronistic and dying industries. Furthermore, they were hit by workplace discrimination. Subsistence could only be found in the grey and black economies, if at all. 110 Characteristically, statistical analyses showed that after 1989, of the Gypsy populations in all the former “socialist” countries in East-Central Europe, labor market exclusion was suffered worst by those in
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Hungary (given that it was here that their proportion among the unemployed was highest).\textsuperscript{111}

In the eyes of those who were “falling behind,” “failure” and a disadvantageous social position took on an ethnic meaning, and were interpreted as results of being a member of the minority. In 1971 István Kemény already warned that a one-sided change in the relationship between “majority” and minority could have dramatic consequences. The study that summarized the results of the research project referred to the consequences of forced moves and the poorly planned razing of settlements with fear of ethnic conflicts as follows: “the danger of the new emerging settlements is that thanks to their strong isolation they are threatened with becoming colorful ghettos.”\textsuperscript{112} Under state socialism, despite the mistakes and ineffectiveness of state policy, there were signs that Gypsies effectively protected their own interests. For instance, employment strategies of Gypsies adapted to economic opportunities. From the 1960s and 70s the old, traditional Gypsy occupations were replaced by occupations that were allowed under new flourishing private trade (feather collection, scrap metal collection, shipping) that also offered a more liberated lifestyle. The wealth of Gypsy traders started to increase from the 1970s.\textsuperscript{113}
Meanwhile Hungarian state policy alternately tolerated and banned the private sector. Continuous state interventions forced Gypsy entrepreneurs, who had to develop livelihood strategies in light of a hostile state power, to the edge of lawfulness. (The reordering of market relations later naturally entailed that family business be given a legal foundation.) Studying the activity structure of some settlements with Gypsy communities, Péter Szuhay claimed: “Being at the top of the hierarchy of the Gypsies, business-mindedness takes on an ethnic meaning, which is expressed more or less by claiming that the value of a person is measured in his independence, independence from the economy of others, large income gained through little work, and well-being.” According to the author, Gypsy entrepreneurs aimed to maintain their “independence and liberty” while moving above the average standard of living in Hungary. Success also meant satisfaction in the face of exclusion and collective affronts.

From the point of view of the Gypsies, these phenomena could be interpreted as seeing survival that is only possible by taking advantage of a hostile state power, or by fooling it. Gypsies were right in feeling that social institutions and the state were not protecting them. Stories reporting on family strategies likely became char-
acteristic in the eyes of the “majority” population. For the state or the “majority,” Gypsies became identifiable or visible not only when they were forced out of but also when they could step out of the conglomerate that can be called the social middle, which for the “majority” symbolized the value system, lifestyle and standard of living that was appropriate for average citizens.

The “ethnic interpretation” of Hungarian history shows that Gypsies in Hungary always had to live as a group that was excluded, weighed down by the prejudices of “majority” society, and a group that had to express its own identity in the face of the violent interventions of the state and the exclusionary behavior of the “majority” society. It is important to reiterate that Hungarian history appears quite different from the “majority” and minority points of view. There is no elaborated memory of common history, which can incorporate the history and viewpoints of minority communities. Hungarian history writing is traditionally one-sided: it communicates the point of view of those who happen to be in power.

At best, historians can seek to examine the past in itself (as removed from the present) when they feel that they are capable of breaking from the question of how the past appears in the present, or how it lives on. In this case we can assume that what we are writing is an “objective” history, or the reality of how the Gypsy issue emerged. Given the above, this book has no such ambitions. Remembrance (the recording of personal experiences), however, always establishes a connection between past and present frames of interpretation. In places of memory, as explained by Pierre Nora, we find contact points in which everyday memory, living tradition and history meet, thereby connecting a created image of the past with a truly existing tradition. The current sense of exclusion can create an image of the history of Gypsies in Hungary in which the problems of the past seem current, and in which current problems are shown to have roots in the past. We can only break from this if the personally—individual and collective—shared experiences continuously contradict occurrences. Today maybe the only possible framework for discussing Gypsy history is that of images of oppression and exclusion.
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Roma Policy after the Regime Change

In 1989–90, the countries of East-Central Europe once again embarked on the path of democratic transformation. In light of this, they rewrote their policies on minorities. After the 1989 regime change the Hungarian state recognized national identity as an individual choice. Thus, in theory, the individual was free to choose assimilation or opt for minority status, free of coercion. In practice, even in a democratic state with the rule of law, the degree to which the state intervenes in these processes, the possibility of obligation and the material tools associated with its preferences bear some impact on possible choices. As Charles Taylor stated: “Nonrecognition or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning someone in a false, distorted and reduced mode of being.” Following the title of the Charles Taylor article cited above, state policy ensuring minority status, or in better cases Roma policy ensuring minority status and minority rights, were called the coefficients of “the struggle for recognition” by Júlia Szalai. The term “the politics of recognition” applies aptly to Hungary. Roma movements in Hungary were able to reflect not only on domestic phenomena after the fall of the Iron Curtain, but since the 1970s they were also able to take part in the emerging Roma international movement, which strove to unify Roma communities from different countries on a national basis by creating a common culture.

In this chapter we will primarily analyze the policies of alternating conservative and left-wing liberal governments from the years 1990 to 2010. Since we saw continuity in these policies, we consequently did not break the period down into smaller units. Governments with divergent political commitments consistently faced the question of whether the state should transform its Roma policy into a
minority policy or treat the situation of Roma as a social (and minority) issue. As a result, the fundamental principles of such policies were never obvious. Was the goal to guarantee minority rights, support and integrate minority culture, or find solutions to social issues, entailing support for assimilation? In Hungary, after the regime change the mixing of various concepts and policies, along with the lack of political support and political will to carry them out, in many cases have led to disfunction and incomprehension in minority policy.

The expression _social integration_ is frequently used in social science research but defined in different ways; in this book we use the term to refer to one of the fundamental questions of organizing a democratic society, and specifically how various communities can be unified within a society (it is by no means a synonym for assimilation). The integration policy of liberal democracies cannot limit the free choice of identity for individuals. In theory, the state cannot interfere in the decisions of individuals and communities: the state cannot deny minority rights as happened under state socialism when the adoption of minority identity was virtually impossible, and cannot grant minority rights and yet continuously treat social situation as a criterion for membership in the minority, which also limits the possibility for free choice of identity. The effects of state socialist Gypsy policy showed that when poverty takes on an ethnic meaning, it then works against social integration and as a result reduces prospects for assimilation. It is generally true that under the rule of law, the basis of integration is the policy of recognizing the choices of individuals and communities. An improperly understood minority policy, thus, can work against social integration.

In 1990, after the democratic elections, the new government established the Office for National and Ethnic Minorities, the main task of which was to prepare the Minority Act. In 1993 the Parliament passed the act on the rights of national and ethnic minorities. The Act recognized thirteen domestic minority groups and included Roma on the list of national and ethnic minorities. The Parliament also established new institutions: minority self-governments, and later the office of the Parliamentary Commissioner on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities (with a specialized ombudsperson for national and ethnic minorities). By adopting this Act the democratic state hoped to live up to foreign expectations and wanted to set an example for neighboring countries with high Hungarians minority populations.

Indeed, Hungarian politicians thought that passing the progressive Minority Act would be a point of reference in international debates on the situation of cross-border Hungarians. Beginning in the 1990s, official documents contained numerous passages and references that confirmed this position. For example, Government Decision No. 1120 of 1995 (XII.7.), which established a Coordinating Council on Roma Issues (only of historical interest today, as it is
now defunct), appointed the chairman of the Government Office for Hungarian Minorities Abroad to be a member of the nationwide council. It is also revealing that in the course of the parliamentary debate on the Minority Act, politicians often referred to the assumed or real problems of Hungarians living abroad. In fact, the Act was intended to be a kind of “model child,” setting an example for policy makers in neighboring countries. Hungarian minority policy after the regime change—at least in part—became (ethnic) Hungarian and neighborhood policy. This perspective also demonstrates that the Roma point of view (and that of other minorities), in line with established traditions, was not truly taken into consideration, and numerous questions remained unresolved. Those showboating and demonstrative efforts that reached across the borders and diverted the attention of politicians away from the real questions indicate not only a lack of expertise but also true naiveté.

A turn against the official policies of earlier periods, which did not acknowledge the minority status of the Roma, probably played a role in recognizing the Roma minority. The securing of minority status represented (or could have meant)
a kind of compensation for historical disadvantages. But only a few years had to pass for it to become clear that the new period had not brought an essential change in the relationship between the Roma minority and the “majority.” Having recognized this, the state interpreted and reinterpreted its Roma policy from time to time. As a result the still unresolved question of assimilation cropped up again and again. Today it is difficult to strike a balance between competing concepts (assimilation and/or ensuring minority rights) in the case of the Hungarian Roma. On the one hand it is not clear which policy would be successful, and on the other hand experience does not clearly falsify or verify any of them. It is possible that the premises of the choice (principles, norms) are in order, but the concrete steps to be taken are not (should the principles be executed poorly and without care in practice).7

It is well known that after the regime change, unemployment and poverty became prevalent phenomena in society and hit Roma the hardest, leaving the group with a heavy burden to carry. Although their social integration was promised with grand statements in the Kádár era, these promises were never kept. Roma policy after the regime change appeared a failure in the eyes of the state, the “majority” and minority communities alike. The ensuing democratic governments tried to intervene in processes based on earlier experience. A government decision released in 1995 was the first to claim the government saw the Gypsy issue as both a minority and a social issue.8 Opposed to this approach, under state socialism the process of assimilation or “blending in” emphasized invisibility. Gypsies were to free themselves of all that distinguished them from the “majority,” to melt into “majority” society. On the contrary, the new integration policy in principle offered the opportunity to keep, maintain, and build traditions, or the choice to become visible.

This decision prescribed that the ministries work out some action plans. In 1996 the Coordination Council of Gypsy Affairs9 was established, its main mandate being the harmonization of Roma policy across ministries and national-competence bodies.10 However, this activity existed only on paper. The decision makers—with an eye to civil society initiatives and EU expectations—thought in terms of Roma programs.11 Then, in 1997 the government accepted the “medium-term action plan to improve the life situation of the Roma community,”12 and later released new governmental decisions announcing new Roma programs.13 From this point, cultural, social, and discrimination issues were not treated separately, but were to be solved with overarching interventions. Éva Orsós, the president of the Office on National and Ethnic Minorities, played a key role in the Roma Programme and the PHARE Programme that were worked out in 1997. The successive governments are responsible for the passing of political documents, which
were often full of inconsistencies, without following up with legal changes or concrete policy execution.\textsuperscript{14}

After the regime change, the first time the government took a concrete step to assist the social integration of those living in Gypsy settlements was in 2005. The “model program” launched at the time was meant to solve the housing and social problems of those living in situations of multiple disadvantage. Municipal governments with ideas on comprehensive programs to solve housing, employment, health, social and education could submit proposals for government support. In the first year of the program, between 2005 and 2006, nine municipalities received support for development, infrastructure and social, education and employment programs. The financial sum of the program was much less that what local needs called for and was a drop in the bucket compared to national needs.\textsuperscript{15}

In 2005 Péter Medgyessy summarized the programs of his left-liberal government in a report to Parliament suggesting that by this time, the Hungarian state had acknowledged that “[t]he severe problems of the Roma population have to be
managed within the framework of social policy. In the long term we must ensure that social and minority policy issues be clearly separated when dealing with interventions affecting the Roma minority. But this does not mean that there is no harmonization between such interventions. This position was not sustainable in the long term. Characteristically, governmental resolutions from between 1998 and 2005 most often used the term “those in disadvantaged situations, among them Roma,” while a newer governmental resolution from 2007 used the term “Roma and the disadvantageously situated” population.

The democratic system approached the social integration of the Gypsy community using the new motto “the improvement of the social situation of the Gypsy population.” These integration programs, however, brought only superficial results. The main state oversight arm for spending public funds, the State Audit Office, estimated that between 1996 and 2006 governments spent 120 billion forints on integration. From 2002 these amounts spiked thanks to accessing European Union funds. However, despite domestic and international publicity, these programs should not be seen as gigantic in scale. Their scale and extent should be compared to other types of expenditures: it is half the amount that the state spends in one year on maintaining fields, woods, fisheries and hunting grounds; the State Railways receives 190 billion forints per year from the budget. Independent of the amount spent, difficulties cropped up: according to the State Audit Office, which is the Parliament’s main body for supervising financial and economic governance in Hungary, the proportion of funds that actually reached the supposed beneficiaries could not be estimated. The Hungarian state, therefore, did not access all available European funds in this field.

Minority issue

During the preparation of the Act on National and Ethnic Minorities, the question of whether to include the Jewish minority in the list of national and ethnic communities came up. Most Hungarian Jewish organizations rejected the possibility. The recognition of the Jewish minority as a national minority would have created the illusion that Hungarian policy was trying to artificially turn back the process of assimilation. At the time of the regime change, new Roma organizations without exception demanded minority rights, unlike their Jewish counterparts and despite their experiences in the past. That is to say they demanded inclusion among Hungary’s national and ethnic minorities.

Since the passing of the Minority Act the question of whether it was wise to include Roma among national and ethnic minorities crops up from time to time,
even in expert circles, although as time passes almost all think the decision is irreversible. Consider for instance an essay by István Kemény and Béla Janky comparing the situations of the Hungarian Romungro and the Jewish minority. The authors highlight the fact that the mother tongue of both groups is Hungarian and the majority of both groups declared themselves Hungarians in the 2001 census. Comparing 1993 and 2003 sociological research data, Kemény and Janky concluded that, as an effect of separation and discrimination, the majority of the Romungro distanced themselves from assimilation during the last years. Regarding Vlach and Boyash Roma groups there was a reverse tendency, as more of them declared themselves Hungarian than before.

Belonging to a minority, or defining who belongs to a group that is burdened by prejudice, became a serious issue for lawmakers. The state is more or less compelled to define who belongs to a given minority given the nature of law. This is necessary so that positive interventions can actually be directed at the members of the given target group. The primary aspect taken into account is minority identity, that is, who declares him/herself to be a member of the given community. While everyone has a constitutional right to freely choose his/her identity, practice shows that people can take advantage of this right. In Hungary after the 1993 enactment of the Minority Act anyone could be the member of a minority self-government. In other words, one could run for office as a representative of a national or ethnic minority without even belonging to that minority. There is evidence that many did so in the hope of material gain, with an eye to taking advantage of the special rights granted to the minority. No one could debate the ethnic or national identity of the elected representative after their appointment. The misuse of minority rights as a phenomenon was dubbed ethnobusiness in Hungary. Further, given that minority self-government elections were held at the same time as municipal elections, anyone could vote in minority elections. To solve these problems, a minority voters list was introduced in 2005. From this point on minority candidates and voters could be drawn only from such lists, that is, they had to register themselves beforehand. (According to the principles of data protection, in the majority of cases conscientious and informed consent legitimates the handling of protected data, in accordance with information self-determination.)

At times, the state can take points of view into consideration. When the state uses anti-discrimination interventions to protect, or equality of opportunity actions to assist members of a disadvantaged minority, it can acknowledge the opinion, evaluations and day-to-day categorizations employed by the “majority.” The state must protect those individuals who are discriminated against or become victims of crimes based on their assumed heritage. (The reasons for differentiated treatment can be various: appearance, family name, address, social situa-
tion of disadvantage.) In all such cases the true motives of the perpetrators must be made public along with the state’s response to racism. To this day this has not been achieved in Hungary, despite the existence of appropriate legal options. Up until 2009 no one had been sentenced for a racially-motivated crime against Roma.23 However, some Roma had been charged and sentenced for attacks against “Hungarians.”24

Whereas a precise definition of the notion of minority is not absolutely necessary, the delimitation of the scope of persons belonging to a minority group is indispensable in certain cases of regulation. The category of minority is one that is beyond the scope of law. It would be difficult to find a single definition that applies to all situations and groups, and perhaps this should not even be a task for the state. It is common to argue for the necessity of coming up with a definition for the concept of minority by claiming that if we do not do so, it would be easier for the state to shirk responsibilities. Regarding this, we can claim that states—in lieu of international legal commitments and whether or not they define the minority concept—have a free hand in developing who they view as members of a minority in practice. International law is by no means unified in such cases either. United Nations documents hold that rights must be granted to all members of minorities, and this must go beyond those who hold citizenship in said states.25 Most European states grant special rights to those citizens who are members of minorities, and do not extend
these to foreigners, refugees and stateless persons. Some states that recognize minorities distinguish “old” minorities from immigrant minority groups. Those in charge of defining the concept must be aware of their responsibility, given that state delineations mark out the borders of groups and in some cases create new groups.

In international documents, definitions of the concept of minorities can only be found in soft law documents and drafts. Domestic legal systems are generally content to simply list minorities living on their territories, and similarly national regulations are satisfied with listing those minorities to whom minority special rights are granted. The Hungarian Minority Act belongs to those exceptions that define the notion of “national and ethnic minorities,” and it lists autochthonous minorities living in the country. For instance, the Act on Nationalities of 2011, which replaced the Minority Act, took a similar approach, and in the new law the label changes to national minority. The list and the definition of the concept are hardly harmonized. The criteria in the Hungarian Act include own language and a hundred-year presence in Hungary, while some of the minorities listed in the law can barely meet these requirements.30

Ethnic groups are considered in some of the social science literature pre-industrial heritage-based communities, while nations and national minorities are considered products of modernity. The text of the 1993 Minority Act differentiates between “national” and “ethnic” minorities based on the notion that ethnic minorities, unlike national ones, do not have a mother country. This legal difference was completely unnecessary, given that Hungarian law granted both types of minority the same rights. Of the thirteen groups listed as national and ethnic minorities in the Minority Act, only Ruthenians and Roma are seen as ethnic minorities. Even though they received the same rights, until 2011 the differentiated use of terms left the impression that the identity and as a result the status of minorities in Hungary was split into two levels.

Prospects for multiculturalism

In the West, after the Second World War, in the spirit of liberal nationalism, states attempted to harmonize the aspirations of minority and “majority” nationalisms. Thus, policy for this purpose can be interpreted as the project of multiculturalism. If these goals were attained, theoretically multiculturalism would be realized within a democratic state. In fact, the realization of multiculturalism—as the ideology and politics of national pluralism—can be interpreted on many levels. In this volume we approach the concept from the point of view of whether those in power recognize ethnically organized groups and open the system of institutions and state support to
them. In our view, which is admittedly somewhat contradictory, lawmakers attempted to implement multicultural policy in Hungary after the regime change. This policy was halted when the new Hungarian constitution came into force on January 1, 2012. The 1989 constitution recognized national and ethnic minorities as sub-political communities within the political community, and committed itself to the model of multiculturalism in the area of minority rights. Several scholars attempted to analyze the new policies. For instance, having mastered the topic, János Kis wrote of multinationalism and of a co-nation taking the place of the nation state. Joseph Raz characterized the phenomena as liberal multiculturalism. Generally, Will Kymlicka called the group status that arose as a result of the policy of recognition “differentiated citizenship.” The implementation of multicultural policy, however, can only be fruitful when a number of various criteria are met. A fundamental precondition is that the members of various cultures be aware of and respect one another’s cultures. It is also decidedly important that they break “the relationship between poverty, lack of education and ethnicity.” The realization of the policy of multiculturalism requires on the one hand generous support from the state, and on the other for various cultural institutions as well as the public sphere to adapt to all the cultural groups, thus securing the coexistence of tolerant groups. The politics of tolerance can only be limited in the sense that communities are kept from oppressing their own members, and this rule must apply to all groups ("majority" and minority). The state must take steps to obstruct communities from practicing intolerant behavior vis-à-vis outsiders, and to make it possible for individuals to exit from groups. In other words, in the interest of ensuring human rights, state authorities must intervene in the lives of communities, as communities cannot be fully left to their own devices.

Should politics fulfill all the criteria, multiculturalism can lead to the emergence of a new, common culture, which in turn can result in the emancipation of multi-layered identities in society. Whether multiculturalism is an appropriate model for a society like that of Hungary’s, which is more or less ethnically homogeneous—whether to execute a polycultural political community—is an open question. Joseph Raz states that multiculturalism should not be employed toward cultures that have lost their ability to sustain themselves, that is, cultures that have assimilated yet still keep traditions to some level. By the time the Minority Act of 1993 came into force, minorities in Hungary were already in an advanced stage of assimilation. Today, minorities represent a relatively small percentage of the overall population, and they are to a large degree linguistically assimilated. Moreover, minorities are thinly scattered throughout the country to the extent that they usually form minorities even at the local level. In 1989 in the Republic of Hungary, among national and ethnic minorities, only Roma faced the challenge
of true social integration, which nevertheless remained an unsolved problem. Preposterous regulations for Roma were comprised of a multicultural policy guaranteeing a framework of minority self-government that did not provide a true option for integration.

The model of a multicultural state, which was intended to be introduced in Hungary, has been greatly criticized after reflecting on the recent ethnic and religious conflicts in Western Europe. Such criticism, however, does not offer new solutions, and the majority of critics would be presumably satisfied with the adjustment of the model. Nevertheless, Hungarian multiculturalism in support of national minorities failed not because of the assumed or real deficiencies of the idea, but because of inappropriate implementation and malfunctions of legislation. To paraphrase Julius Paulus, it might be said that not the law, but its realization is in error.40 Put otherwise, in order for the undoubtedly limited means of law to be useful in protecting minorities, the legislator should apply them correctly. However, the practice of multicultural policy in Hungary did not take place in this way. This is illustrated in the operational disfunction of the key legal organization of the multiculturalism model, namely the system of minority governments.
Minority (self-)government?

A typical example of minority elections in 2002 serves to illustrate the previously discussed issues. The citizens of Jászladány voted out the members of the minority government who were protesting against segregated education. They were able to do so only because the mayor’s wife and supporters were voted into the minority self-government on the back of “majority votes.”

A necessary condition for minority autonomy and self-government is for the state to use its public authority to empower citizens who are members of minorities to democratically establish associations. Autonomy requires functioning institutions decidedly elected by the minority. Minority autonomy and self-government are deemed as expressly important because minority representatives elected this way can consequently participate in the public sphere. The central power of the government, regardless how much good will it shows toward national and ethnic minorities, cannot be seen as ethnically neutral. In fact, various representatives of states are often biased in favor of the “majority.” As a result, those who are members of minorities have a legitimate claim to establish public (state-sanctioned) institutions in certain areas of public life. This is also important because in the “public officer-client” relationship they tend to fill the latter role. Minority autonomy allows them to turn to their own organizations within public administration, which
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can be more effective in taking steps to protect the interests of the community. This can secure minority participation in state decision making and the practice of minority and “majority” association.43

In Hungary, following the establishment of minority self-governments in 1995, a theoretical possibility opened for the Roma to represent their interests in accordance with deliberative or participatory democracy—with elected, publicly empowered organizations—in the context of the democratic state. However, minority self-governments at the local level became subject to the whims of municipal governments. At the national level, the government in power easily ensured that loyal (to those in power) minority bodies be established when it was necessary.44

Bleeding from numerous wounds, the 1993 version of the minority law’s most obvious flaw was the fact that voting rights were not restricted to members of minorities, and it remained so until 2005. One cannot speak of true minority self-government if the authorities decide who the minority representatives will be, nor if the entire population can take part in minority elections. Although the minority law attempted to ensure Roma representation in the state sphere, in reality the right to delegate representatives was transferred from the hands of the state to the hands of the “majority.” Based on the number of votes cast at earlier elections, it can be safely claimed that a significant number of citizens who were not members of any minority voted for minority candidates: at the first election 1,777,299 people, at the second 2,657,722 people cast their vote for some minority candidate.45 This way, the rights of minorities as defined by the constitution were violated, given that it was not they who established their minority self-governments.

After the first minority self-government elections in 1994–1995, a total of 817 local minority self-governments were established. Of these, 477 were Roma self-governments. Of the 1,363 minority self-governments established in 1998, 771 were Roma. In 2002 the numbers were 1,841 and 1,004 respectively. Although the institution of minority self-government received well-deserved criticism, the growth in numbers is worthy of attention, as it may indicate a strong local need and interest in operating such institutions among minority groups, particularly the Roma. A questionnaire and interview research project conducted in 2000–2002 showed that Gypsy minority self-governments—departing from the identity politics and cultural mandates set out for them in the law—basically strove to solve social problems and to raise the level of education for young Roma.46 This indicates on the one hand that the minority self-government system was not functioning in accordance with its original mandate, and on the other that the operation of the state and municipal social system was ineffective, to say the least. Despite abuses incurred during their elections, besides creating infrastructure and opportunity
for interest representation, minority self-governments fulfilled functions that were important at the local level and which diverged from the spirit of legal regulations.

Thanks to the phenomenon of *ethnobusiness*, as mentioned earlier, the Minority Act was amended in 2005, and minority voter registration was established. From this point only those Hungarian citizens could vote and be elected during minority self-government elections who declared their identity, had the right to vote in municipal elections, and were included in the minority voter register.47 The modification aimed to have minority self-governments elected by the members of minority groups themselves. Its real effect was to make the establishment of municipal-level minority self-governments easier. Elections could be held if the number of names in the minority voting register reached thirty. They could even be held if in the meantime this number fell below thirty. If no one beyond the candidates themselves takes part in the election (the law demands that the candidates also be on the voters’ list), or only one among them participates who casts a ballot for every candidate, then in theory his/her vote could be enough to establish the minority self-government. The text of the modified law states the following: “the candidate who did not get any votes cannot become a representative.” This wording implies that a candidate might get into the body of representatives even with one single vote, which could be his/her own vote or the vote of any another candidate.48

In Hungary, as a result, the only candidates who could not become minority representatives were those who received no votes at all, not even from him/herself. This situation undeniably questions the foundations of the institutional system of representation. A scenario where representatives are voted in by themselves and represent themselves is unique, to say the least.

The concerns expressed in 2005 over the regulations came to the fore in the 2006 minority elections. For example, in the Ruthenian minority elections in Pomáz, altogether four persons cast votes, thereby electing five members into the minority self-government. Representatives elected in this way (with a minimal number of votes, or with their own vote) have the right to act as electors in the county, Budapest, and national-level minority self-government elections. The regulations for establishing local and national self-governments were also rather forgiving: a quorum of sixteen persons was enough to establish a minority self-government at the national level.

The basic question remains: how can Roma politics and its organizations be protected from the “majority” at the local level, or from politics-at-large at the national level? There are discussions about other institutions that could be introduced concurrently with the existing minority self-government system. One option that has been considered recently is a quota system, which would be a
kind of affirmative action procedure or a so-called “strengthening process.” With the understanding of the current practice of *ethnobusiness*, we cannot state that a quota system based on self-identification, similar to that in the United States, would work in Hungary. Consider, for example, a case where the only way to gain
an advantage in admission to a university is to proclaim that one is Roma. In theory a quota system could be introduced to function in tandem with the current self-government system, or it could work independently of it. Expressions reflecting this approach appear in contemporary official documents.

**Divide at impera — The opportunities and impossibilities of self-organization**

“When the sea no longer gives
nor the land nor the deeps of the woods
enough food, we will die
like pelicans did during the great hunger
we will die such that our last wishes
our last sorrows our own craws
will be torn up by our crack-mouthed brothers in arms
into insatiable hunger, we will die
slowly in tiny pieces
we will feed ourselves, like pelicans.”

This poem above by Hungarian Roma poet Béla Osztojkán can serve as a motto to lead into a chapter on—extremely fractured—Roma policy since the regime change. It has never been truly in the interest of the government to create unity among Gypsy organizations. However, it is indeed in the interest of the government to divide them according to the needs of the state, or to appropriate Gypsy politics. Principles of multiculturalism thus exist mostly at the level of declaration and have little effect on politics-as-usual. As a result, various organizations have been unable to take common action to serve common interests. Before the regime change the basic question was how Gypsy politicians related to the Patriotic People’s Front, and to the political and cultural organizations established under the aegis of the Ministry of Education. (The Patriotic People’s Front was a unique organization under Hungarian communism, which on paper unified and represented all elements of the political system of the time, including the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party, mass organizations and social and cultural associations.)

At the beginning of the 1990s the front that divided Gypsy politics formed in a way that split activists into two camps: one side was a collection of those who cooperated with the government of the time, while the other consisted of those who kept their distance from the government or allied with the opposition. A later fault line formed along judgments of minority self-governments.
Back in April of 1989 oppositional Roma and non-Roma, who supported the endeavours of Roma, established the Phralipe Independent Gypsy Organization at the Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE) Department of Aesthetics. Members of the first Executive Committee body were: Béla Osztojkán, secretary chargé d'affaires, who also remained the key person in the organization, Jenő Zsigó, Aladár Horváth, Antónia Hága, Attila Balogh and a number of non-Roma intellectuals, such as Gábor Havas, Gábor Havas, Guy Lázár, Ottília Solt and Sándor Révész. As a counterpoint, the government of József Antall offered indirect support to several other new organizations. Most of the politicians active in these were drafted from those who had been active in the Patriotic People’s Front, the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party, the National Gypsy Council and the Democratic Alliance of Hungarian Gypsies (MCDSZ).

The Gypsy politicians of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party were active in the final years of the party-state and attempted to form a Gypsy organization that was loyal to those in power. In November of 1988, Gyula Náday announced the formation of the MCDSZ, which was essentially a grouping of Gypsy politicians who were active in the Patriotic People’s Front. On January 16, 1989, the MCDSZ held its inaugural meeting. The MCDSZ survived the regime change and with the support of the National Gypsy Council it stated during its assembly of August 26 that it wished to operate as a “national minority association,” and would represent the Roma in national minority terms from here on in. Later, in the fall of 1990, Flórián Farkas and his group exited the organization and formed Lungo Drom. The leaders of Phralipe released a statement emphasizing that a minority can only be represented by a body democratically elected by members of that minority. Until the establishment of a self-government system, they hoped to establish a common forum and a parliament for Gypsy associations, which was essentially based on the model of the opposition coordination forum (Opposition Roundtable) in the late 1980s, a definitive institution during the regime change and the transformation of public law.

Phralipe finally managed to unify the rather divergent organizations. The establishment of the Roma Parliament was announced on January 19, 1990, at its founding congress. The leaders of Phralipe were at the fore of the forum: Aladár Horváth was the president, Béla Osztojkán was the secretary general and Jenő Zsigó was the spokesperson. The unified front they created was attractive neither to old political enemies, nor to the new government. As a response, at the beginning of 1991 there was a counter-organization established, the Gypsy Organizations’ Interest Alliance. In addition, the Roma Forum was founded at the end of the year. Finally the Coexistence Alliance of Hungarian Gypsies was established at the beginning of 1992, and the MCDSZ was expelled from the Roma Parliament.
at the beginning of the same year. The rivals to Phralipe exited from the Roma Parliament one by one, and the solidarity that kept Phralipe together also evaporated. In February of 1993, at the third Congress of the Roma Parliament, Béla Osztojkán was squeezed out of the leadership group. Afterward, Phralipe quit the Roma Parliament, and the leaders of the Roma Parliament quit Phralipe. The Roma Parliament and Phralipe became rival organizations.\textsuperscript{52}

In 1990 the democratic government appointed József Báthory as government coordinator for Gypsy policy, who was earlier partly responsible for defining Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party Gypsy policy. The goal of those in power, it seemed, was to strengthen organizations that opposed Phralipe and then the Roma Parliament. One of the possible explanations of this was that those now in power hoped to see leaders in Gypsy organizations who voluntarily accepted puppet status, were controllable and loyal, and were further incapable of real political action or defending their interests.\textsuperscript{53} In return they were offered positions and material opportunities.

The National Gypsy Minority Self-Government was first established in 1995. The victorious candidate was a Roma politician who had a subject-like relationship with the representatives of the powers that be. Of the eleven national self-governments that were elected that year, ten held their votes in the assembly hall of the Budapest Municipal Government. The National Elections Office authorized Gypsy representatives to assemble at Lungo Drom’s center in the town of Szolnok, in the local sports hall. The vote took place in a crowded hall that was impossible to supervise. Lungo Drom’s well-organized voting block controlled how events unfolded. As a result, politicians who stepped up to defend the minority in the years of state socialism were not elected to the self-government, even though these were the politicians who despite harassment from state security services still established the first independent organizations, fought for national minority status for Gypsies during the regime change, cooperated with others to ensure that minority rights were included in the constitution and assured that minority self-governments become possible. The candidate receiving the most votes was the leader of Lungo Drom, Flórián Farkas, who had numerous connections to the old regime.\textsuperscript{54}

There were many indicators that in general, political socialization and inside knowledge of closed institutions of the party-state was advantageous for a successful career in post-transition politics, more so than previous involvement in the opposition movement or democratic thinking under state socialism. Keeping this in mind, it is interesting to consider the Hungarian Parliament’s financial support decisions in 1992. The Roma Parliament was not supported at all by the politicians in office, while their political opponents received significant state funds. The largest sum was granted to the loyal Lungo Drom, led by Flórián Farkas.\textsuperscript{55} In 1993 Lungo
Drom received eight times more funding than Phralipe, and in 1994 this level was doubled. And this is not to mention indirect support and money accessed through foundations that were close to the government. Flórián Farkas stated the following in the daily *Népszabadság* before elections: “Lungo Drom was often criticized as having too close a relationship with the MDF [Hungarian Democratic Forum—a conservative party which led the first coalition government after the regime change] and the MSZP [The Hungarian Socialist Party, a left-wing social democratic party and a successor to the MSZMP] governments.” This means nothing more, Farkas continued, than the fact that “Lungo Drom seeks both expert and political relationships.”

In December of 2001, Lungo Drom signed an election agreement with the FIDESZ-MDF alliance. Flórián Farkas has been a member of Parliament with FIDESZ since 2002. As a result of this agreement three Gypsy politicians became members of Parliament in 2002, while the leader of the National Alliance of Gypsy Organizations also entered the assembly through the MSZP list. The dominance of Lungo Drom, allied with state powers, in Gypsy politics was only temporarily broken by a coalition of Gypsy politicians who formerly engaged in democratic opposition. At the electoral assembly for the election to the National Gypsy Self-Government on January 11, 2003, the Democratic Roma Coalition secured a majority, but Lungo Drom had quit the assembly beforehand, as the National Election Office had rejected its complaints. As a result, the Supreme Court ordered a new election, and of the 4,592 empowered electors only 1,347 participated in
the electoral assembly. The repeated election once again produced a victory for the Democratic Roma Coalition. Aladár Horváth became its leader, and Orbán Kolompár, the president of the Forum of Gypsy Organizations in Hungary, became the chargé d’affaires. In the same year, Aladár Horváth was removed as the head of the body, whereafter Orbán Kolompár took over.59

With this, the two key poles of post-transition Gypsy politics, which played out at both the minority self-government and Parliamentary levels, were formed. The new cleavage was drawn along organizational loyalties tied to the two biggest political parties, FIDESZ and MSZP. Aladár Horváth established the Roma Civil Rights Foundation on the African-American civil rights movement model. The civic sphere became the main area for independent Roma politics, and the struggle against the state resumed.

**Civic movement**

After the regime change many Roma organizations and their leaders were soon swept up in the tide of national politics and/or minority self-government politics. Of the civic organizations that were set up at the time, many later found it impossible to operate. Inappropriate legal frameworks led to a situation where the civic
and public (municipal, parliamentary) activity of the Roma organizations could not become independent in personal and organizational terms, even though this was true in national politics and the civic sector in general.60

Among the best known Roma civic organizations are the Hungarian Roma Parliament and the Roma Civil Rights Movement, both of which run legal aid programs. These two organizations are led by known and respected Roma leaders (Jenő Zsigó and Aladár Horváth, respectively), who participated in national politics, minority politics and civil rights movements.61 Understandably, these organizations are unable to prioritize between Roma rights violations and Roma complaints, and as such a major part of their activities focus on social issues. State agencies charged with legal protection and organizations responsible for interest representation were also forced to primarily deal with social disadvantages that weighed on the community. In other words, institutions mandated to represent Roma interests and protect them, such as minority self-governments or the minority ombudsperson (specialized ombudsperson for national and ethnic minorities), are active in social issues, even though neither has a legal mandate to do so.

The management of anti-discrimination cases that were not directly related to Roma policy and interest protection, and thus not apt to the minority self-government system, was taken up by civic organizations active in the sphere of minority legal protection. The Hungarian Helsinki Committee (established in 1989) and the National and Ethnic Minority Legal Protection Office (NEKI) became institutions for legal defense against discrimination, and both organizations run full-time legal aid programs. It has been mostly these two organizations that have taken steps to protect minorities in important, strategic anti-discrimination court cases.62 When it was established, NEKI hoped to tackle discrimination against minorities in a general sense. However, given their situation in Hungary the organization developed to where it primarily dealt with cases affecting the Roma minority. (The institution of minority ombudsperson, which was the key institution for state minority protection, followed a similar path toward a focus on Roma issues, although this was never acknowledged publicly. The institution was shut down in 2012.) Chance for Children Foundation (CFCF) is an organization established in 2003, which ensures equality of opportunity for Roma children in education. This NGO has largely been managing lawsuits against schools. Even though several Roma intellectuals have taken on significant roles in the activities of the Foundation, it has not become active in Roma politics per se. The key area for civic self-organization after the regime change took place in the field of media. Amaro Drom, a Roma newspaper connected to the Roma Parliament, was launched in 1991, and was published until 2010. Roma Press Center, an independent press agency, was founded in 1995. Radio C, a Roma radio station, began broadcasting in 2001.63
Among regionally active international non-governmental organizations, the European Roma Rights Center, which has consultative status in the Council of Europe, is of particular note. This organization was registered as a foundation in Hungary in 1996, and quickly became renowned across Europe for its rights protection activities. Other human rights NGOs that take their work seriously cannot be indifferent to Roma rights. The increasing activity of civic organizations is indicative of the severe dysfunctions in the operation of the rule of law in the field of minority rights. One of the detrimental experiences of post-socialist life lies in the fact that Roma and intellectuals allied with Roma must continue their daily struggle against the discriminatory practices of the “majority” as well as the national and local powers. The model of solidarity based on the Miskolc anti-ghetto committee (1989) had to be revisited in 1997 in Székesfehérvár and in 2002 in Paks, in order to obstruct the eviction plans of authorities there. What happened there is the municipal governments demolished homes inhabited by poorly situated Roma without having planned for new housing, or hoping to transfer them out of the city to villages.\(^{54}\)

The town of Zámoly became infamous in 1997 when the local authority illegally bulldozed the houses of Roma families and then moved the families around various temporary facilities, where the local community did not accept them. In
July of 2000, the families decided to leave the country, applied for political asylum in France and asked for legal protection from the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) of the Council of Europe. As an important gesture on March 9, 2001, thirty-eight well known public figures (including Péter Eszterházy, György Faludy, István Kemény and János Kis) thanked the Prime Minister of France and the French nation for granting the Roma of Zámoly political asylum in the midst of bigoted public dialogue.65

**National minority culture — national culture**

At the time of the regime change, Roma emancipation represented by Roma intellectuals would obviously have included Roma national culture and the establishment of a Roma nation. The development of Lovari as a literary language continued (the Romani language developed from the Lovari, the language of the Vlach community, is used as an international Gypsy language), and the same process began for Boyash.66 The first books summarizing national history in the Romani language were published.67 In short, Roma and non-Roma intellectuals made efforts to canonize Roma culture. Today, it is near impossible to grasp the breadth of academic and non-academic works, literature, fine arts and musical compositions about and for the Roma community. Several anthologies attest to the presence of Roma artists in Hungary.68 The demand for the creation of unified Roma arts appeared most forcefully in the areas of fine arts and music.69

Roma artists have been organizing joint exhibitions in Hungary since 1979, and several museums and exhibition spaces, including the Ethnography Museum and Romano Kher (Gypsy House) have significant collections of works by Roma artists.70 Works representing Roma culture to this day are deemed naive, shabby, faked or genuinely uninteresting and of little value from the external professional point of view. A related question may be whether external “majority” point of view representations are acceptable to Roma. The series of published Roma literary anthologies and rows of fine arts exhibits are testament that Roma art is not understandable in the context of “majority” culture only, but should be viewed in its own Hungarian context and in an international Roma context as well. However, no canon has developed that can establish an inner hierarchy for such works, one that can make this art valued based on a more or less accepted set of values of a single culture and common tradition. Will such art become part of a cultural system that is jointly worked out and generally accepted by the Roma community?71 To this point, the Hungarian state has not offered appropriate support for Roma intellectuals and artists to execute this kind of canon building. In 2006 the Roma Gallery
and Library opened in Budapest in the headquarters of the National Gypsy Self-Government, but to this day there is no national Roma museum, library, research center or theater.

The lack of clarity in state policy toward the Roma and uncertainty in use of terms are reflected in Hungary’s accession to the Council of Europe’s Charter for Regional or Minority Languages in 1999. Hungary accepted responsibility for only six minority languages, even though the Constitution and the Minority Act demanded equal rights for all thirteen minorities in Hungary. Another interesting point is that Hungary did not offer legal language protection to very small minori-
ties and to Roma. It is important to note that census data indicated that Roma constitute the largest linguistic minority in the country. While Roma in Hungary experienced strong linguistic assimilation, nevertheless a 2003 sociological study showed that 40–43,000 people use the Boyash language and 97–102,000 use Gypsy languages. The 2003 study holds that a significant “language resurrection” has taken place, but the main reason for the upturn may be that those speaking Gypsy or Boyash as a mother tongue respond at a higher rate than before.\textsuperscript{75} The state only accepted obligations under the Charter for Minority Languages extending to Gypsy languages in 2008.\textsuperscript{76}

Additionally, after the regime change some attempts were undertaken to create Roma national minority education. Yet, there is still no expert consensus on the legitimacy of national minority schools. Due to the general uncertainty on the minority status of Roma and confusion in legal regulations, it is not surprising to hear opinions that minority education is a tool of educational segregation. It is also not surprising that Roma students are sometime separated or “encouraged to catch up” under the aegis of minority education.\textsuperscript{77} The terms are intentionally mixed. In any case, it is worth debating whether there is a method and real need for mother tongue education in the Roma languages. We have serious reservations about whether the few existing high-quality national minority schools are in themselves tools to combat the disadvantages experienced in the sphere of education.
Mara Oláh: Cigányország [Gypsy country]
Mara Oláh: *Kifehéredve* [Whitened Out]
Questions of equal treatment and equal opportunity

Anti-discrimination

In 1999, for claimed public health reasons—namely lice—the directors of the municipal school in Tiszavasvári banned Roma students from using the gym for the duration of their studies. Their graduation ceremony was also organized separately from that of the “majority” students. The parents protested in vain. The school directors threatened the parents, saying that if the students did not take part in the separate graduation ceremony they would not receive their diplomas. The students of class 8/c—who were the plaintiffs in the lawsuit—had their graduation ceremony held on June 15, 1999 at a time separate from the rest of the students. The Supreme Court declared this unlawful in 2001.78

The recognition of segregation as a social problem first arose in the United States in the nineteenth-century. The “Plessy vs Ferguson” case, which centered on a railway company whose services could only be used by whites and blacks separately, is well known. The Supreme Court declared that segregation is only illegal if there is a difference in the quality of service offered to whites and blacks. Should
no inequality be shown in such cases, as they claimed, then the separation was constitutional. In the second half of the twentieth century the civil rights movement of African-Americans set an important goal of eliminating this type of discrimination through legal means. A milestone in this struggle was the Supreme Court’s “Brown decision” that deemed the school segregation of blacks unconstitutional. The decision stated with finality that segregation is degrading, unjust and damaging in its very nature, independent of the quality of service. With considerable delay, the victories of the African-American anti-segregation civil rights struggle made their way to Hungary with the help of the European Union regulation. The use of strategic court cases in Hungary launched by civic associations and based on the American model began in the late 1990s.

In Hungary, before the passing of Act CXXV of 2003 on Equal Treatment and Promotion of Equal Opportunities, the ban on discrimination was not uniformly regulated. (The name of the Act is misleading, as it hardly deals with equality of opportunity: it is in truth a law for anti-discrimination.) Earlier the codexes of various areas of law, such as Labor Code, Civil Code, Criminal Code, and procedural law all banned negative differentiation. These did not lose their force when the new law was passed. An important tool for the fight against discrimination can be criminal law, given that the most serious cases of racially motivated crimes can be punished through the Penal Code. However, this method was not used until 2008 in cases where Roma were the victims.

The Act was passed by the Parliament to meet commitments regarding European Union directives on Racial Equality (2000/43) and Employment Equality (2000/78), among others, along with legal system harmonization requirements. In turn, Parliament set up the Equal Treatment Authority. In accordance with principles of EU regulations the Hungarian Anti-Discrimination Act defines both direct and indirect discrimination, among other issues. Unlawful separation, as a specific form of direct discrimination, is named separately, which is presumably justified based on the segregation that burdens Roma.

An important step in the struggle against discrimination was the anti-discrimination law’s creation of actio popularis claim institution, which enables those who are not in a position of disadvantage to sue. In Hungary, this opportunity has been pursued mainly by civic associations. The Chance for Children Foundation, the European Roma Rights Center, and the Legal Protection Office for National and Ethnic Minorities have launched several strategic lawsuits. For example, the Chance for Children Foundation launched a lawsuit against the municipal government of Hajdúhadház over segregation. The vast majority of the town’s non-Roma students attended school in one of two well-equipped local schools in modern buildings. Roma students, almost exclusively, attended school in a dilapidated
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building that did not meet the minimal standards. In the interest of covering up segregation under the guise of national minority education, the children were taught Roma folklore. The first court to hear the case (the Court of Hajdú-Bihar County) established that the school had transgressed the ban on segregation, which was later reinforced by the Supreme Court in 2006.86

Less obvious cases of indirect discrimination occur when procedures that appear neutral and unbiased, which sometimes are indeed unbiased, put a definable group protected from discrimination in a situation of disadvantage. Before the birth of the anti-discrimination law, the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities, specialized ombudsperson for national and ethnic minorities, established that the local government decree of Tiszaujváros, which made “rummaging through garbage” illegal, had caused indirect discrimination on an ethnic basis. According to the ombudsperson, given that a significant portion of the area’s Roma community scavenged to make a living, this seemingly
neutral decree that applied equally to all, undoubtedly affected Roma disproportionately more than non-Roma.\textsuperscript{87} In Hungary, examples of indirect discrimination also include municipal resolutions such as the one in the town of Monok that made workfare a condition for receiving social benefits, although this decision was later revoked.\textsuperscript{88} Similarly, local authorities disproportionately burdened Roma with this step and there is little doubt that this was the goal of such provisions.

Individuals and groups can also be burdened with multiple forms of social disadvantage (intersectionality). For example, Roma women are multiply disadvantaged on the labor market. Furthermore, the UN’s committee on discrimination against women\textsuperscript{89} criticized Hungary in 2006 for the sterilization of a Roma woman.\textsuperscript{90} The case, once again, was taken up by civic associations: the European Roma Rights Center and the Legal Defense Bureau for National and Ethnic Minorities submitted a complaint in 2004. According to the papers A.S., a Roma patient, had a procedure done on her in a public health facility, where she was
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sterilized. She was made to sign the authorization for this without having been informed of its contents. Eventually, the committee established that Hungary had violated the UN agreement on “the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.” In addition, the committee also demanded that the Hungarian government pay compensation to A.S., as well as review the rights of patients and the regulation pertaining to patients’ rights in Hungary. As a result, the Hungarian law on public health was modified to ensure that patients receive orientation allowing them to make informed decisions on operations. Overall, this case is indicative of multiple disadvantages that Roma women face.

**Equal opportunity**

The legal fight against negative differentiation in itself will clearly not lead to the elimination of social inequalities, while legal tools are undeniably necessary. In other words, factual and formal equality of those citizens belonging to the minority cannot be carried out through legal means alone, but importantly necessitates a change in society’s point of view and attitude. Inequality in the case of Roma is not exclusively a problem of the present, but it has clear historical roots. Consequently, equality of treatment alone is not enough to eliminate the disadvantages of certain groups, thus anti-discrimination and equality of opportunity interventions are implemented. Essentially, the state must take responsibility in assisting those who have “unjustly fallen into a situation of disadvantage” in education, employment and business. It is the job of the Hungarian state to take real action and to use material resources in order to create the economic conditions for such groups.

According to the equality of opportunity approach accepted under the rule of law, only people in similar situations need to be given identical treatment; consequently, in certain cases those who are disadvantaged can be offered benefits and advantages. It follows that the state can offer special support to members of a disadvantaged group if it is possible this way to compensate for various inequalities. For example, a student who is a member of an ethnic minority can only speak of equality of opportunity in school if he/she can study in his/her mother tongue, as it is the case for members of the “majority.” This, however, requires positive action from the state in the interest of using minority rights to grant true equality of opportunity.

In this sense, equality of opportunity policy means the concurrent utilization of legal and policy tools that allow the members of disadvantaged groups to compete with equal chances or be treated equally in various fields of life, such as education, health care or employment. In cases where interventions are aimed at individuals and not communities, legal rules and official documents name the
beneficiaries as “those in a situation of multiple disadvantage.” If the target group is truly the Roma minority, then this is not an appropriate solution. A situation of social disadvantage in itself cannot be labeled discrimination affecting the Roma, and such solutions confuse social rights interventions.

Roma programs

Private individuals and civic associations have launched several education and employment programs since the regime change. For instance, the Foundation for Self-Reliance was established in 1991 to support local community management initiatives. The Open Society Foundation (OSF; formerly known as Soros Foundation) founded by George Soros has also advertised several tenders of a social nature under the auspices of the Roma support program that was launched in 1993. OSF Roma programs have generously supported civic initiatives93 and had an effect on government action. The first state Roma programs essentially followed or mimicked civic initiatives. In 1995 the government established the Public Foundation for Hungarian Roma (MACIKA). The Foundation on the one hand supported self-reliance and local economies, and on the other hand granted scholarships to Roma students.94 The government, however, after accepting and embracing civic initiatives, later moved to control them and in many cases distort them.

The weakness of the civic sphere meant that associations always struggled with finances and were in need of material support from the Hungarian state. In the sea of state support systems and then EU tenders, the ships of civic associations became rickety dinghies, especially in comparison with the pinnacles of the state and local authorities. State intervention essentially took the wind out of the sails of civic initiatives, which at times just slowed progress, but at other times it steered non-governmental organizations completely off course.

Education

Leaders of schools, set up through civic initiatives, struggled with financial difficulties from the very start. In 1993 civic associations and private individuals established the Gandhi Secondary School in Pécs, which was led by János Bogdán and Tibor Derdák. The founders of the school on the one hand hoped to improve the further study opportunities for Roma students, and on the other hand wanted to maintain Roma (including Boyash) identity and teach the Boyash and Lovari languages. The non-profit sector could not fund the school on its own, and they turned to the state for support. Consequently, since 1995 the Gandhi Public
The Foundation has been covering operating costs. In September of 1996, private individuals, with the financial support of Hungarian and foreign churches, founded Collegium Martineum with the goal of creating an opportunity for disadvantaged youth to participate in integrated education. Students of the Collegium studied in public (municipal) schools and staff had to be able to speak Boyash.

Beginning in 1987, Romano Kher, led by Jenő Zsigó, had started supporting Roma secondary school students along with college and university students with scholarships. In 1996 the Roma Civil Rights Foundation initiated Romaversitas as “a training and educational program for Roma youth studying in higher education.” As a first step, they organized a summer university in 1997 at the Gandhi Secondary School. The Romaversitas Invisible College launched in February of
1988. Another pioneering project was the Mentor and Scholarship program, supported by OSF, beginning in 1997. As part of this program, poor and disadvantaged Roma secondary students were given monthly support, and their studies were supplemented with mentors. Interestingly, the Ministry of Education and Culture later launched the Útravaló (For the road) Program in 2005, based on the model of the program that the OSF supported.

In 1996 the government prepared its first all-encompassing program on fighting against disadvantages encountered by Roma in education. The Ministry for Learning and Public Education released the Gypsy Education Development Program, which prescribed several concurrent steps to create equality of opportunity. The government concept included plans on building a network based on the people’s college model to assist talented students. Instead, the authors of the concept later recommended the establishment of a network of national minority secondary schools. The model institution throughout was the Gandhi Secondary School, which was the first well-functioning Roma national minority school. As a result of Roma education projects, vocational schools were transformed, whereby most of them made it possible to matriculate. Examples of this are the Roma Esély (Roma Chance) School in Szolnok that was later renamed András T. Hegedűs Secondary School, the Work School in Edelény and the Kalyi Jag Vocational School, all of which were based on a national minority model. In 1998 a Catholic and national minority kindergarten was established in Alsószentmárton.

From the end of the 1990s essentially two concepts were critical in the formation of Roma education programs: Roma public education institutions founded on national minority school models were accompanied by integrative solutions that aimed at both disadvantaged groups and Roma students, supported by an increasing number of actors.

The Arany János Program was launched in 2000. In theory, it sought to support disadvantaged students, those living in towns with a population of less than 2000, those living in crofts or peripheral areas or those who were talented and in the eighth grade. However, studies indicated that the program failed to reach the children of the poorest families. For this reason in 2002 the government established the Collegium Basic Program within the framework of the Arany János Program, with the participation of five institutions (Gandhi Secondary School, Collegium Martineum, the college in Ózd that had just been established in the Borsod region, and colleges in Baktalóránház and Ibrány). Per capita financing meant that the already functioning model institutions could work with a reliable financial background. All institutions participating in the program had to initiate a grade-zero class. For this reason, the original concept in Collegium Martineum—namely integrated education—was compromised. The institutions designed to
target model programs at the secondary school level for Roma youth are not spread evenly throughout the country. Most of them are not even in the most underdeveloped parts of the country, but in Southern Transdanubia and primarily in Pécs. Recent years have seen the establishment of the Dr. Ámbédkar School in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County or the Pista Dankó Elementary, Vocational Secondary School and High School in Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County.99

The Kis Tigris (Little Tiger) Secondary School and Trade School was opened in Alsószentmárton (a town with an all-Roma population) by Tibor Derdák with the support of the Buddhist Church in 2004. János Orsós helped establish the Dr. Ámbédkar School in Sajókazán in 2007. The founders named the school after Bhimrao Ramdzsi Ámbédkar, born a casteless pariah and untouchable in India who received a chance to go to school. He later became a lawyer, civil rights activist and then a government minister.100

Employment

After the regime change several researchers and non-governmental organizations suggested that low-skilled Roma could make a living in the agricultural sector. The social land-use programs launched in 1992 by municipal governments with the backing of the ministry served, or were meant to serve, this goal. The programs saw land, and thus the opportunity to be self-sufficient, granted to multiply disadvantaged families in the hope that this would provide extra income to supplement social benefits. However, the majority of these farming projects were not functional for internal and external (e.g., lack of funds and expertise) reasons. Then, at the beginning of the 2000s many organizations initiated Roma entrepreneurial programs. Government funds financed the National Employment Fund (OFA), the European Social Fund-PHARE, the Public Foundation for Hungarian Gypsies, or the Roma Entrepreneurial Development Program of the Széchenyi Programme. Several initiatives of the Foundation for Self-Reliance were civic parallels.101

After joining the EU, civic associations working to further Roma integration had in theory the chance to apply for funding from a pool of billions of euros. According to a report by the State Audit Office, between 2002 and 2005 “resources for improving the situation of the Gypsy community” rose from 7.6 to 21.8 billion forints “mostly thanks to the increase in annual EU support between 2003 and 2004 and the rapid increase in funds available for developing employment.”102

Following EU commitments, the right-wing government led by Viktor Orbán established the Roma Employment Program (RF Program) at the end of 2001. This framework consisted of three types of support: (1) tenders were announced for existing small and medium enterprises to encourage the employment of Roma,
(2) state compensation was offered for workfare programs in underdeveloped municipalities, and (3) investment and employment programs were announced for Roma community enterprises.

The majority of NGOs tried to adjust to the changes in opportunities. Prior to EU enlargement, Western supporters began exiting the country en masse, referring to the approaching accession. This is how the Foundation for Self-Reliance lost its earlier sources and became a transfer organization for EU support programs. The preparation of such proposals required specialized expert knowledge and a relatively large apparatus. There were some PHARE support programs with lengthy contracts of 150 pages (without appendices). The basic goal of the government was to justify successful tenders and to manipulate the distribution of funds. The primary tool for doing so was to influence employment data with superficial programs. More specifically, due to a change in regulations six- and twelve-month work contracts fell under the category of “long-term” employment. Previously, long-term employment assumed a work contract of an unspecified duration. At the time of the left-wing Medgyessy government, the RF Program advertised by the Orbán government continued in a similar vein. The 65 percent Roma unemployment rate was suddenly reduced to 15 percent, although the Hungarian government never took steps to create jobs. Despite this, the state received 47.7 million euros for the project.

The left-wing government headed by Ferenc Gyurcsány decided on a “new model public work program”: from 2005 municipal workfare programs were financed under the heading “municipal government resource supplementation.” Another unique occurrence was that between 2002 and 2006 every third municipal government in Hungary relabeled itself a “disadvantaged” settlement, and as such became qualified to receive higher state compensation for its workfare programs. Otherwise, municipal governments were on the hook for 60 percent of their workfare costs. But with the RF Program they could apply for “surplus support” after financing only 25 percent. The invested municipal funds were thus returned in four years. The number of Roma workfare participants under the duration of this program rose to 60,000, but after a six-month employment period, they once again lost their temporary jobs.

Importantly, mayors had political connections they could mobilize and an apparatus big enough to write project proposals. Compared to NGO actors, it was in addition easier for them to come up with the self-financing portion of funding. Mayors could also solve financial issues caused by post-hoc funding. In reality, the executed programs were workfare programs. In 2003–2004, PHARE support financed the “Struggle against exclusion from the world of work” program, where the vast majority of supported partners were municipal governments or public-purpose associations founded by municipalities. The recipients of funds earmarked...
for education, for instance, spent the funds on financing the training of park maintenance staff, lawn-mower operators and medicinal plant experts. Not surprisingly these professions offered little opportunity for future employment.

Overall, Hungarian governments spent billions in EU support without creating a single job. Yet at least temporarily, the roads in Hungary’s poorest villages were lined with English-quality lawns because Roma people mowed the grass and trimmed the hedges as long as workfare programs could be financed through project support.106 In reality, mayors became new landlords and distributed support according to their own whims. Later, when these temporary jobs were no longer available, the illusion that local relations could change faded away.

Social policy and the Roma

The term “project” in daily usage has taken on a “mystical” meaning, referring to something between by-the-letter religious rituals and magical passwords of yore, with which communities tried to influence their own future. László Tenigl Takács claims the word has become a “social policy mantra.” (Of course there are
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other curse-repelling magic words, like “budget,” “action plan,” “execution” and “success.”

A typical and likely accurate story has it that after the regime change, within the framework of a project, the poverty-stricken residents of a Hungarian village were given goats. The idea was that the locals could produce milk, cottage cheese and cheese, and thus a market and commerce would evolve, followed by a bit of income. However, people had been starving for some time. A few of the animals were quickly butchered, while the remainder began feeding on the village’s fruit trees, because the locals did not know that they ought to be leashed or penned in. When the goats were finally leashed, hungry dogs attacked and tore them apart at night. Finally, the few remaining animals were then butchered and consumed by the locals. Nothing remained of the goats, and the project petered out in its execution phase.107

The story is a good illustration of the general puzzlement that ensues when dealing with poverty or the poor. Jenő Zsigó calls this the “bead effect.” After the regime change, members of the elite and middle class often wondered about the social relations of those in (increasingly) underdeveloped regions, often from a position of good will. Their gestures were similar to the behavior of white travelers in the past exploring distant lands in America, Africa or Oceania, who handed out shiny but worthless beads to win over the natives.108

Aid

State socialism preserved pre-war poverty. Former servants, poor peasants, the proletariat class and their descendants became traveling unskilled workers or trained workers in collective farms and state plants.109 After the regime change they became the victims of “new poverty”: that is, unemployment. It became clear that poverty was not simply an issue of inequality, but a “disintegration problem.” In Hungary, state socialist order created a system of dependence on the state that applied to all. Those who were most at the mercy of this system were unable to connect to the market economy, which had begun appearing in the state socialist period. Now, much like during the late “socialist” period, reliance on the state persists. Although they appear to receive significant support from the state, the poor are most fettered by the relations of dependence and feudal-type ties.110

Today in Hungary social division means that equal citizenship still cannot exist. Júlia Szalai, when analyzing the social system, argued that we in fact have first- and second-rate citizens. In other words, separation means that the majority of Roma are locked into the group of second-rate citizens, and social benefits received by the poor are means of expressing and extending their exclusion. The state is eter-
nally present in their lives through its various institutions. The residents of regions undergoing ghettoization are characterized by living off benefits and a “single-pillar life situation.” Thus, the primary function of the current system of aid is to separate and maintain the society of the excluded. This system created the insular world of the poor, who have a dire need for the very institutions that exclude them and force them to the periphery.111

The result of exclusion is banishment from the social relation system of “majority” society and an almost complete denial of rights.112 In Hungary, social processes are visibly moving in a direction of a society split in two. Starting with the 1960s, the social institution system has been filled with ethnic content to a degree. Sociological measurements show that the majority of poor are not Roma, but the majority of Roma are forced into deep poverty through the practice of institutions of exclusion. What’s more, in Hungary Roma heritage (i.e., being born into a family considered Roma) has become “a factor increasing the chances and being
an explanation of exclusion. According to 2006 estimates, Roma made up about 30 percent of the poor. It should also be noted that domestic studies that were labeled “secret” in “socialist” Hungary in the 1970s came to similar conclusions. The data from a representative sociological study in 2003 showed that 56 percent of Roma households were in the lowest tenth in terms of household income, that is, among those living in deep poverty their proportion is the highest. Articles on poverty, however, do not provide a complete picture of the situation of Roma in Hungary. János Ladányi and Iván Szelényi’s research shows that at the turn of the millennium one-fourth of Roma were members of the middle class. Whether the “majority” members of the imagined middle class deem better situated Roma as members of the same group, or whether this is simply the result of sociologists describing society in “objective” terms is a different question altogether. (Comparing data from these studies is also difficult because authors use various versions of the concept Gypsy/Roma and different classification systems.)

The law on municipal government passed in 1990 once again gave local settlements the right to govern themselves. Later, the breadth of municipal rights widened again. The 1993 act on social policy decidedly decentralized the social benefits system and transferred a part of related tasks to municipal governments (i.e., aid for the poor and distribution of benefits). At the same time the financial situation of municipal governments was worsening. When transforming the distribution system, lawmakers likely did not think that local politicians and power-brokering groups would limit the rights of individuals and groups in the minority in the name of the “majority.” Probably with past failures in mind, the state delegated decisions (and problems) to the lower levels of administration. From this point on municipal governments could use local resolutions to define the practice of social aid. Local authorities were thus able to force individuals and groups into a situation of dependence. This all reinforced and further constructed the power hierarchy that had always existed at the local level—indeed of the nature of the central powers—along with client-patron relations. As such, conflicts resulting from social policy that formed along local society’s fault lines often appeared as antagonism along ethnic lines.

From 2005, since the passing of the new social policy law the state has managed benefits under various titles in a uniform manner, and has been calculating the sum of social aid according to a unified system. Still, both the state and municipal authorities are increasingly giving voice to their approach to distributing benefits, whereby social aid should be conditional to either forcing people to work, sending children to school, or the like. At the end of 2008 the government tightened up the conditions for aid under its “road to work” program. These attempts can only be interpreted as steps taken against the minority, that is, as a “gesture” to the “majority.”
Segregation

Many signs of disadvantage that Roma face are visible in the labor market, education and residential segregation. In the first few years following the regime change, 40 percent of Roma income earners lost their full-time jobs and were excluded from the labor market. In 1993 unemployment in their circle was three and a half times that of the “majority.” This unexpected and dramatically rapid process showed that superficial assimilation as created by the Kádár party-state was actually unsustainable, despite interventions designed to tackle the symptoms.

According to various studies, school and residential segregation of Roma has increased significantly in recent years. Research on Gypsies shows that between 1993 and 2003 the number of Roma children deemed mentally challenged and thus sent to a special school or class increased: a 2003 study indicated that 20 percent of Roma children attended such schools or classes. In Hungary today there are 180 segregated schools and 3,000 segregated classrooms.

International comparisons are often questionable, given that it is difficult to collect comparable data across institutions that function quite differently. However, it is important to note that in the first decade of twenty-first-century Hungary, about the same proportion of children are sent to special education institutions as were sent in Nazi Germany. In Germany, after Hitler took power, this proportion...
reached about 7 percent. In Hungary at the beginning of the 2007/2008 academic year the number of elementary school children in special education was a bit higher than this (7.1 percent), while the average for Western Europe was 2.5 percent.\textsuperscript{126} The education system trains consultants who filter the minority from the “majority,” collaborating with kindergartens and schools. A 2004 study counted 1,253 homogenous Roma classes countrywide, with 799 Roma special education classes within those. Of all special education classes about one-quarter were Roma classes. 15 percent of Roma students attended special schools.\textsuperscript{127}

Educational segregation begins in the lowest levels, but disadvantage in student body composition is most visible in secondary learning institutions. The opportunity to move from elementary school into secondary school is a sharp dividing line in today’s Hungarian society, one which separates the long-term poor, excluding them from the rest of the “majority” society.\textsuperscript{128} Studies show that currently only 10 percent of Roma children write secondary school matriculation exams.

The space we call the social periphery, but which actually denotes a kind of “outside of society” condition, is ever widening. Exclusion and segregation affect an increasing number of people. After the regime change only superficial efforts were made to stem this process, and even the executed slum-razing programs failed to strengthen social integration. A project costing 120 million forints in the Bodva Valley saw the state buying up peasant homes and moving former residents of Gypsy slums into them. The result was that the non-Roma peasant families moved away, turning the entire village into a Gypsy settlement.\textsuperscript{129}

A 2003 national study showed that about 6 percent of Roma, or 36,000 people, lived in Gypsy settlements. Official government documents estimate much higher numbers, but even the research referred to above estimates that more than 70 percent of Roma live segregated.\textsuperscript{130} Old segregated rows of Gypsy homes have not disappeared. Instead, they have outgrown their original streets and taken over entire villages. Villages undergoing ghettoization begin to form connected regions, creating ever larger ethnic ghettos. Demographic and social processes in these villages diverge from national trends: the population is growing and poverty has become inescapable and long-term. In some villages, people who had moved from the village to the city, then forced from the city back to the village, are now starting to form a majority.\textsuperscript{131} In these villages, state institutions and municipal governments continue to represent and guard the power of the “majority.” It is difficult to say on what grounds local societies more or less accept the authority of these institutions even today. Possible explanations are numerous methods of rule (e.g., punishment, reward) and personal reasons (e.g., interests, habit, apathy, or fear).

In summary, the decades of industrialization can be interpreted as the creation of “simple modernity,” a linear and uni-dimensional process of rationaliza-
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The basis for this notion is that society produces, and can produce, an ever increasing number of goods. According to Ulrich Beck, “reflexive modernization,” or the questioning of this principle, has brought about a shift in the basis of industrial modernity. This involved the birth of the “risk society”: the notion of a kind of goal-oriented rationality driving social processes has disappeared. Social inequalities have not only strengthened to a degree, but have become individualized as well. The foundations of political and social institutions have weakened to the point that what we once thought of as rock solid now flows through our hands like sand. This leads us to the question of whether new challenges can be met with the use of earlier nation-state institutions, or whether such institutions should be transformed or outright demolished. Returning to Ulrich Beck, he sees the phenomenon called “reflexive modernism” as individual-centric, and he believes there is a need for intensified social control, the humanization of institutions, a self-critical society and generally a move away from the traditional value systems of modernity.
Disciplinary society

“Roma organizations must distance themselves from criminals,” said Prime Minister Gyula Horn to an audience of Roma politicians in 1997. According to an urban legend someone in the back row retorted: “We expect the same of the Hungarian government.”

The stereotype of “Gypsy crime” in Hungary was—at least in part—created and maintained by the institutional system of law enforcement. After the regime change, the so-called Gypsy lines ceased within the police forces, although they continued to use “Gypsy background” as a unique marker in investigations. The national Chief of Police apparently put an end to this practice with an internal order in November of 1996. Researchers—taking a stand against well-known prejudices—had proven in the 1980s that crime statistics are not affected by ethnic affiliation, but that certain criminal acts are related to social situation. However, this influences neither public opinion nor the speeches of politicians. At times it seems that in Hungary ethnic affiliation of only the Roma sparks interest in the news.

Under democratic rule of law it is politically incorrect to discuss higher criminal tendencies within an ethnic group, or “unfavorable ethno-social circumstances” of various neighborhoods. If a public servant engages in such rhetoric, there are generally consequences. In Hungary, no such rule limits the speech of politicians or high-ranking state officials. Beyond being simple reflections of prejudice, discourses on “Gypsy crime” in most cases have a goal of pandering to the “majority” population in order to increase the popularity of public figures. This does not mean, however, that various ethnic groups cannot be related to certain social situations that can have an effect on criminality statistics; criminality is not ethnicity-specific, but it affects the behavior of all citizens equally, including those who are not members of the minority. It is a fact that “Gypsy crime” as such does not exist and has never existed. It must be noted, however, that the proportion of Roma perpetrators in certain crime categories does truly exceed their proportion in the population as a whole. Considering a different point of view, this can also be explained by the situation of the minority within society and the state. Namely, the incomplete and insufficient delivery of state public services, prejudice within the police (which is evident in random identity checks and backed up by empirical data) and ensuing discrimination, among other things, are all contributing to this trend.

Under state socialism thoughts that were openly hateful and racist could hardly be expressed publicly. But because the past was never properly confronted, social attitudes and patterns of racist behavior were preserved. They not only survived past the regime change, but also gained strength afterward. Sadly, extremist and
racist principles soon escaped the political quarantine that the democratic regime-changing powers had shut them in. In the history of the Third Republic, the visible advance of the minority-hating far right is tied to the success of the Hungarian Truth and Way Party (MIÉP) in the 1998 parliamentary elections. More precisely, this far-right radical party was formed by István Csurka in 1993, who had earlier been expelled from the Hungarian Democratic Forum. In 1999 mostly university students established a radical organization called the Right-Wing Youth Community, or Jobbik. In 2003 the organization became a political party, and it soon grew to challenge MIÉP. In the 2002 parliamentary election MIÉP won no mandates, at which point it established an election alliance with Jobbik and the Smallholders called “MIÉP - Jobbik the Third Way.” Even together they did not reach the parliamentary threshold. However, among the various radical organizations the increasingly radical Jobbik slowly established a leading role. The party’s 2007 Gábor Bethlen Program contained a demand to use the armed forces to combat “Gypsy crime,” which was supplemented by the idea of establishing gendarmes. This became a central element of the radical party’s rhetoric: “The establishment of an organizational unit within the police to prevent and investigate Gypsy crime in crisis-stricken counties.” (The Royal Hungarian Gendarmes was a law enforcement arm organized on military principles in the age of the Dual Monarchy and the Horthy era, and in 1944 it played an active role in collecting Hungarian Jews.)

The Jobbik barge was soon home to paramilitary organizations based on violence against minorities. These tendencies first became visible on the political stage on August 25, 2007, with the establishment of the Hungarian Guard Tradition-Keeping and Cultural Association and the related paramilitary Hungarian Guard Movement, both with organizational ties to Jobbik. Of the two organizations only the former was a legal entity, and as such the movement could not be sued in court. The president of the association was Gábor Vona, whom the association named Chief Captain of the Guard. Jobbik’s earlier founding president joined two other founding members to release a statement following the establishment of the Guard, calling the paramilitary organization “an unmeasurable and unacceptable source of risk,” and later left the party. The united Guard members did not make hide the fact that they organized to fulfill state law enforcement roles, and they developed an inner hierarchy typical of armed forces, based on ranks. The movement swore in thousands of members in various locations. To instill fear, the Guard held marches in settlements populated by Roma. For example, in December of 2007 the Guard marched in Tatárszentgyörgy to support “rural public security” but in fact to threaten the local Roma. The organizers routinely used this framework to step up against “Gypsy crime.”

With the strengthening of the extreme right and increasingly serious ethnic conflicts, the country was shocked by a series of murders of Roma. According
to one charge in the current court case, four men were involved in an armed robbery in Besenyszög, fired shots on the refugee camp in Debrecen, and attacked Roma with arms and Molotov cocktails in nine settlements: on July 21, 2008 in Galgagyörk, August 8 in Pirics, September 5 in Nyíradony, September 29 in Tarnabod, November 3 in Nagycsécs, December 15 in Alsózsolc, then February 23, 2009 in Tatárszentgyörgy, April 22 in Tiszalök and August 3 in Kisléta. The attacks in Kisléta and Tiszalök resulted in one death each, while those in Nagycsécs and Tatárszentgyörgy resulted in two deaths each. As an effect of the attacks, Roma felt more threatened. During this period, Roma “patrol groups” were established in several settlements.140 The residents of small villages were right in thinking that they could not rely on the protection of the state. In the 2009 attack in Tatárszentgyörgy, where the the Guard had been present since 2007, a 27-year old father and his 5-year old son were shot by the racist serial murderers while trying to escape their burning home. The absolute ineffectiveness of the work of the doctor, firefighters and police that arrived on the scene is illustrated by the statement of the Pest County Police District after the attack: “the initial opinion of the firefighting investigators is that an electric short caused the fire in which two lives were lost.”141 The series of Roma murders, the tangible spread of racism and the ineffectiveness of state legal protection once again led non-governmental organizations to broaden their activities to include the legal protection of the Roma minority. For instance, in 2010 the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union launched an independent program to assist the protection and execution of the rights of Roma.142

Jobbik gained 15 percent of the popular vote in the June 2009 European Parliament elections and sent three representatives to the European Parliament. One of the party’s MEP’s, Csanád Szegedi, accepted his European Parliament mandate wearing the Hungarian Guard uniform of a vest emblazoned with a lion and an Árpád crest. On July 2, 2009 the court established that the operation of the Guard was illegal and demanded it be disbanded. The court decision stated that the association’s organizational unit encompasses the Hungarian Guard, and thus its decision extends to both organizations.143 The particular reason the court ordered disbanding was the Guard’s 2007 meeting in Tatárszentgyörgy, an inciting event that used the terms “Gypsy crime” and “Gypsy terror.” However, legal disbanding did not bring the expected results. On July 25, 2009, shortly after the decision, a membership similar to that of the Guard formed the New Hungarian Guard Movement, which in its founding document stated “given that New Hungarian Guard Movement is a long name,” they would continue using the name Hungarian Guard.144 On August 22, 2009, at the first initiation event of the New Hungarian Guard, 620 members were sworn in, and a “gendarmes squadron” was established. Jobbik has held mandates in Hungarian Parliament since 2010.
The transformation of discourses

Surveys conducted in 1987 and 1992 show that approximately one-third of those questioned felt "Gypsies will never fit into Hungarian society." According to Guy Lázár’s research results, the “majority” forms its prejudices regarding Roma primarily in accordance with its own image: the “Gypsies” have become a kind of negative reference group. “Hungarians” came to define their positive characteristics vis-à-vis “the traits of the Roma.”

Since 1993, Gallup has been conducting surveys on prejudice. Since 1995 these surveys have shown that inhibitions regarding open anti-Gypsyism have disappeared, and this is clearly not independent of processes taking place in the public sphere. Although laws and official documents continue to use the term Gypsy, after the regime change the more politically correct term became Roma, given that the former name carries racist connotations when used in “majority” language. Politically correct speech, however, has not put an end to the prejudices of “majority” society but has instead exempted its users from such criticisms.

A 2006 sociological survey in Hungary showed that “Pirezians”—members of a group that in reality does not exist—are the subject of similar, if not in some cases worse, rejection in Hungary. A significant proportion of respondents would not have let Pirezians into the country, despite the fact that they could not have had any personal experiences with them. Typically, the survey showed that over the years antagonism to Pirezians—or spontaneous, unwarranted hatred of foreigners—actually increased.

The legal system to protect minorities in Hungary thus had to function in a social climate that was ever more prejudiced. This context also explains the insufficient use of laws in practice. In some cases the prejudiced environment itself may have been the primary reason for the failure of legal protection. Beyond the speeches of politicians and state officials, an analysis of the current extreme right discourse and a detailed examination of the relationship between state and far-right discourses could prove useful. We should mention that extreme right-wing political writers use literary works —works they are clearly not deeply familiar with—to describe their chosen enemies (e.g., hobbits and orcs) in order to protect themselves from being accused of hate speech.

Perhaps it is the lack of a dialogue that leads to politicians and the public believing that those social scientists and intellectuals who show solidarity with Roma are biased, out of touch with reality and elitist. Today, unlike in the Kádár era, sociology is unable to have a direct dialogue with the political sphere. When acting in the wider public sphere, politicians speak foremost to voters, keeping their
popularity in mind, while scientific and solidarity-based statements and positions are deemed unrealistic and an intense form of concession to political correctness. Questioning the credibility of experts has become commonplace, and social scientists are regularly charged with distorting reality. This phenomenon, as Csaba Dupcsik shows, forces social scientists, rights activists and civil rights defenders into a role in which the conceptual language of social science is mixed with that of political movements. Consequently, studies on the situation of Gypsies have increasingly become “activist” in nature, while chances that political decisions will be based on expert background reports is minimal, thanks to the political sphere’s apathy toward the pertinent minority and social science research.

Research methods

In the summer of 1961 a Belgian anthropology professor left Brussels. He was looking for a Kalderash Roma man called Yanko and his family, like a needle in a haystack. He found no trace of him, even though he had traveled through Hungary and Yugoslavia all the way to Istanbul, Turkey. Given that the anthropologist did not speak Romani or the languages of the countries he traveled through, he employed a guide-interpreter for the trip, one who had lived with Yanko’s family years before. It would only have taken the guide a few phone calls to discover the whereabouts of the Kalderash family, or he could have just asked in one of the Brussels cafés frequented by Roma. He did neither. Apparently, he did not want to compromise the anthropologist’s curiosity and sense of adventure, and the exciting research trip came to an end without having reached its goal. This story and the Belgian social scientist’s failure is a good illustration of the divide separating researchers from their subjects.

After the regime change, given its nature, classifications within social science began to distinguish “ethnic,” “social,” “linguistic,” “cultural,” “census,” and other categories when describing Gypsies. In the age of modernity another, considerably more uniform image of Gypsies could have been created, but public discourse about them—related to social processes—in Hungary only began in earnest at the end of the twentieth century. The postmodern fragmentation of this knowledge about Roma, or the fact that there is no narrative that is able to weave together the various types of knowledge, signifies not only that the group being studied is not unified, but also that the discourse about Roma has not consolidated into a whole. Scientific discourses further weaken the chances that Roma might be discussed as a unified group or minority, albeit Gypsy minority existence obviously contains a very real daily experience for individuals and com-
munities. Mainstream social science considers efforts of nation building by Gypsy politicians and intellectuals illusory.

Csaba Dupcsik studied “Gypsy images” in scientific discourse in his historical monograph. From the 1990s, he writes, Roma research was characterized primarily by its critical-descriptive approach, which was deviance-oriented and emancipatory. More specifically, those who were writing about deviance searched for reasons for the breaking of norms and crossing of limits. Those writing of emancipation researched opportunities for social integration. In particular, essentialist, structuralist and naïve scientific works can be distinguished from one another based on methodological and political aspects. Essentialists explain divergent systems of norms through cultural underdevelopment, situations of disadvantage and in some cases improper thinking and behavior, or by their interpretation of essential Roma characteristics (e.g., racial or ethnic). The structuralist approach—according to Dupcsik’s piece—interprets the situation of Roma through the lens of opposition and contrast between a “majority” and minority. Most of these analyses present Roma as a group defined (or potentially defined) from the outside (i.e., from the perspective of the “majority”). The naïve scientific approach is characterized by the assumption that there is a value divergence between interpretations that appear naïve and those that are strictly scientific.

There is certainly methodological knowledge—knowledge that is hard to define given the plurality of various approaches—that differentiates these works from one another. In terms of style and content, these pieces of research are often very similar to one another given that all try to create the illusion of objectivity when they write about Gypsies/Roma from their own points of view. Interestingly, the essentialists try to legitimate their work, which has the illusion of being scientific, in the same way. One of the signs of unscientific nature of such works is the complete lack of self-reflection in texts, albeit with a few exceptions.

Given the existing scientific approaches, this book has mostly followed the tradition of the emancipatory structuralist approach in a way that stays open to possibilities of other approaches and, to the degree possible, stays open to self-reflection when making claims. Our goal was to present the epistemological assumptions of mainstream social science about Roma, and to make their relativity clear. New concepts, themes and approaches always make it possible to revise earlier canons, theories and research methods. Thus, the use of any point of view that embraces scientific pluralism and multiculturalism will always have a transformative effect.

Clifford Geertz’s witty claim holds that scientific communities are as closed, and as big, as an average village. Nevertheless, sharing the inner set of relations with outsiders can do no harm, as it helps to interpret these pieces. Researchers relate not only to the world of academic life, but also to their own daily commu-
nities. While those who research Gypsies and related social groups appear to be unified in using a structuralist approach, in most cases their writings do not reveal whether they approach other groups, for example the “majority,” in the same way. In our view, in order to study people labeled Gypsy/Roma scientifically, it requires not only methodological self-reflection, but also the marking of points of reference (given the effect of research on forming reality).

It has slowly become a scientific cliché to claim “the Roma are not an ethnically homogeneous group, they cannot be defined from within or from without, but they cannot be seen as a heterogeneous group either. At the end of the day only one thing makes the Roma an ethnic group, and that is the labeling judgment of the “majority” Hungarian point of view that decides who is Roma and who is not.” While studies on Roma since the 1970s may have had a significant role in shaping the state’s view about Gypsies as a unified group, today these studies actually question even the unification efforts of the Roma, as these are deemed illusory. We feel that today, seeing Roma as a unified group is in reality not acceptable within critical social science, but it is not necessary to take a position on the unification efforts of Roma. Today’s scientific approach simultaneously and continuously creates as well as questions knowledge about Gypsies.

It seems that even the structuralist approach (which attributes the situation of the Roma to the dynamic mutual effects of Roma and “majority” societies), had a doctrinaire interpretation whereby the relativist position only applies to one minority. Some researchers reject approaches for describing the minority that are generally accepted for analyzing “majority” society. It appears as if no one has any objections to treating Hungarian culture, society or history as unified. The unified Gypsy folk has never existed, it is only a construction—claims social science in its exalted voice. But this approach is hardly used when discussing the so-called Hungarian “majority,” which, of course, also could be interpreted as an imagined community. In fact, just like Hungarian history, Gypsy history is also an invention. We are more comfortable questioning “majority identity” formed against minority identity than vice versa. If the “majority” as such does not exist, then it is impossible to act, speak or write in its name. To be even more precise: it is only such reflective comparison that makes the “majority” a real entity.

The pursuit of science is a privilege of the middle class or the elite. Thus, from the point of view of Roma living in dire poverty researchers cannot describe and interpret the characteristics of the Hungarian nation, or the social status of the “majority,” its familiar and strange customs, tribal rituals and ethnic culture of “majority” communities. The exception to this inability in Hungarian academic literature is Sándor Rácz Romano’s memoir-sociography. The author complements his own life history and personal stories with analysis of scientific questions about
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Roma, from the point of view of a Roma man. There is a clear need for articles that interpret and judge the social relations of the “majority” from the perspective of minority existence.\textsuperscript{157} An issue that arises is that research on the internal reasons for Roma separation can become a point of reference for extremist essentialist authors, or putting scientific euphemisms aside, racist authors, who blame the minority for integration failures. For example, Ian Hancock’s Roma history book, \textit{We Are the Romani People}, dedicates a whole chapter to beliefs that the minority holds about the “majority” (“Our stereotypes of non-Roma”). Indeed, prejudices are not directed at the minority only. Hancock notes: “Very many [Roma] believe that non-Roma are happy to speak openly with strangers about the most hidden aspects of their private lives; that they announce to all their intention to go to the bathroom, and that they do not wash their hands.”\textsuperscript{158}

Rogers Brubaker questions whether we are right to artificially create groups in order to understand social phenomenon; Brubaker calls this “groupism.”\textsuperscript{159} Of course all groups are artificial, yet when examining social formations, is “groupism” the only tool at hand? A careful reflection on the artificial creation of groups serves no purpose, given that social sciences by necessity categorize. Furthermore, this results in the tendency to treat national minorities and nations as if they were solid entities with their own interests and actions.

The latest social science research, for the most part, does not use the conceptual dichotomy of the nation contra national minority to study the question of ethnicity. There are groups living in marginal spaces that have flexible national boundaries, that are open in space and time, and which as such have uncertain ethnic identities in many regards. The practice of classification in modern social science leaves such groups beyond reach.\textsuperscript{160} Acknowledging this can help us understand that other ethnic categories (e.g., national minority, nation) are also constructions. As opposed to the concept of fixed ethnic identity and the primordial understanding of nationhood and belonging, social and ethnic categorization (or identity) can be situation dependent: “Ethnicity has a defined emergence but an undefinable content.”\textsuperscript{161} Nevertheless, politicians and social scientists like to interpret belonging dogmatically.
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There are many ways of conceptualizing the state: some explain it through its operations, existence and institutions. In Foucault’s writing we encounter a concept borrowed from Bentham: the metaphor for the state is the panopticon. This word is derived from ancient Greek for “all” (pan) and “view” (opticon). According to this approach institutions create a unique order in society. A massive building in the form of a ring encircles a central tower. It contains small cells, each with two windows, one looking outward and the other looking in, one letting light in from outside, the other making the prisoner visible to those in the tower. This is the modern institution of control, with the essence of cell life being full-time control. To see and to be seen in the light have different meanings, given that all are visible from the tower, which appears as scanning everyone and everything. The imprisonment is real, but the view and image created are illusions of power; it is a simple and uniform image. In other words, our view of the individual changes when he/she is locked in a health care, housing or education institution “cell.” The essence of locking people up is not the presentation of “reality” but the securing of state control, of legitimizing power. The power of the state exists in our lives as long as individuals are visible through the institutions of power. As Michel Foucault states, “The Panopticon is a marvelous machine which, whatever use one may wish to put it to, produces homogeneous effects of power.”

In this closing chapter of the book we describe and reflect on policy since 2010, which in our view is a shift in the entire political system and in Gypsy policy from the main direction of policy in the period between 1989 and 2010, which supported liberal democracy.
The Hungarian National Cooperation System

In May of 2010 the National Assembly of the Republic of Hungary accepted the government program of the Fidesz-KDNP party alliance that obtained more than two-thirds of mandates in the parliamentary election. Shortly thereafter, in June 2010, the National Assembly approved the Declaration on National Cooperation as a political document, in which it declared that “a new social contract was laid down in the April general elections through which the Hungarians decided to create a new system: the National Cooperation System.”

The Hungarian Parliament passed Hungary’s new constitution (entitled the Fundamental Law) on April 18, 2011, which entered into force on January 1, 2012 and superseded the previous constitution (Constitution of 1989). The Fundamental Law and its five amendments were passed by members of the Parliament belonging to the governing party alliance, without the support of the opposition parties.

The government has increasingly committed itself to the majoritarian conception of democracy, meaning that nobody and nothing, not even independent state institutions, can stand in the way of the will of the “majority” serving national interests. Following the restriction of powers of independent state institutions (e.g., the Constitutional Court, ombudspersons, judiciary), from August 2013 on, actions were taken by the government and state bodies against independent NGOs, including tax inspections and criminal procedures, in a manner familiar in authoritarian states. According to many, the speech of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán delivered before an ethnic Hungarian audience on July 26, 2014 in Băile Tușnad (its Hungarian name is Tusnádfürdő), Romania, clearly defines the character of the new Hungarian constitutional system, the so-called “National Cooperation system”: “We have abandoned liberal methods and principles of organizing society, as well as the liberal way to look at the world […] We are […] parting ways with Western European dogmas, making ourselves independent from them […] This is about the ongoing reorganization of the Hungarian state. Contrary to the liberal state organization logic of the past twenty years, this is a state organization originating from national interests.”

The Prime Minister presumably wished the speech to be symbolic, since it was presented in a part of Romania inhabited mostly by Hungarians. As opposed to the liberal conception of democracy, Orbán argued for an illiberal, majoritarian conception, thereby opening a new chapter in the constitutional history of Hungary after the political transition in 1989.
The anti-egalitarian character of the system

The Hungarian Constitution of 2011 is introduced by a lengthy preamble (National Avowal), which defines the national identity of the state. The preamble provides a premodern list of non-neutral cohesive values such as fidelity, faith and love, belonging to the Christian Church and belonging to the Hungarian ethnic nation, while it does not mention, for instance, the principle of equality.

The Preamble introduces an ethnic concept of the nation as a source of state power. This is made clear in the very first sentence of the preamble: “We, the members of the Hungarian nation, at the beginning of the new millennium, with a sense of responsibility for every Hungarian, hereby proclaim the following…” As János Kis points out, the Fundamental Law defines the nation “as a community, the binding fabric of which is intellectual and spiritual,” and it links the nation to Christianity, stating that “we recognize the role of Christianity in preserving nationhood.” There is not a single reference to the political nation: the phrase “we the people” and the sense of identity expressed therein do not appear. National and ethnic minorities could not participate in the creation of the constitution. Moreover, in 2010, the Hungarian Parliament adopted an amendment to the Act on Hungarian citizenship and in light of the ethnic concept of nation it introduced a new naturalization procedure for ethnic Hungarians living outside Hungary’s borders. It offered extraterritorial citizenship for ethnic Hungarians living abroad, arguing that the new citizenship policies serve symbolic “national reunification beyond borders.”

There is no facing the past in Hungary. As János Kis stated, “The Fundamental Law only recognizes the (pre-1944) glorious pages of Hungarian history, but does not acknowledge the acts and failures that give cause for self-criticism. It only holds to account the—reputed or genuine—injuries to the Hungarian people by foreign powers, and does not wish to acknowledge the wrongs committed by the Hungarian state against its own citizens and other peoples.” The discourse on history is thus a means for the struggle of identity politics, and in turn it shapes political identity. In specific, considering and emphasizing aspects of constitutionality and equality strengthens democratic political culture, while incorporating anti-egalitarian values weakens it. Historians and politicians who participate in the process of shaping national identity must be held responsible for their choice. Currently, the interpretation of national history in the Fundamental Law weakens democratic political culture.

The passages of the Fundamental Law not only anticipate the dismantling of the welfare system but also foreshadow and/or demand social processes that will
On the way to Munich. Lawyer Henrietta Dinók reads the first comments on the Fundamental Law. Budapest – München international train, 2012
lead to the exclusion of the Roma. The Fourth Amendment of the Fundamental Law contains Article XV Paragraph 4 using the term “catching up” alongside equality of opportunity: “By means of separate measures, Hungary shall promote the achievement of equality of opportunity and social catching up.” The earlier term “upgrading,” which envisions state intervention was replaced by the term “catching up” by the government, entailing a concept whereby the efforts of the individual are necessary for success. Purportedly to avoid international criticism the official English translation of the Fundamental Law, the term “catching up” was simply translated as “inclusion.”

The Fundamental Law has provisions that are explicitly against the Roma minority and support the mainstreaming of prejudiced discourse. For instance, Article V states the following: “Everyone shall have the right to repel any unlawful attack against his or her person or property, or one that poses a direct threat to the same, as provided for by an Act.” The article is denounced for protecting the ethnic Hungarian middle class from the socially excluded, among whom Roma are overrepresented. Kriszta Kovács points out, “this article is about a right to self-defense in a state of nature described by Hobbes, and not a basic right in a constitutional state.”

Changing minority legislation

The Fundamental Law addresses only Hungarians (the ethnic nation), who thus constitute the subjects of the constitution. In turn, this leads to the erosion of the theoretical basis of minority rights on which the former constitution was based, namely the fundamental principles of the multicultural model. It follows that members of recognized “nationalities” (national minorities) such as the Roma, become secondary citizens, and other, non-ethnic Hungarians who do not form a national minority, such as Jews, become third-rate citizens; they are an unequal part of constitutional power. According to the Fundamental Law, national minorities only “form part of the Hungarian political community and are constituent parts of the State.” In contrast, the former constitution also mentioned that national and ethnic minorities “participate in the sovereign power of the people.” The new text does not contain this provision. The Hungarian state is harbinger of a new national policy based on exclusion, and the preamble of the Fundamental Law cannot serve as a point of reference for policies and interventions aiming at integration.

Surprisingly, despite changes to the concept of the nation, the document leaves the minority self-government system based on the principle of personal autonomy intact. Also, restoring historical names of national minorities, the new constitution uses the term “nationalities” instead of “national and ethnic minorities.”
According to the 1989 constitution, the institution of ombudspersons is based on the conception of equality in rank, namely between specialized ombudsperson for data protection, specialized ombudsperson for future generations, 26 and specialized ombudsperson for national and ethnic minorities. The 1989 constitution specified that the Parliament can create ombudsperson positions for the protection of any fundamental right, or interrelated fundamental rights, pertaining to sensitive social issues, provided that the everyday violation of rights threatens the freedom of citizens. Furthermore, the various positions and responsibilities of ombudspersons (minority and data protection, freedom of information) also served to reinforce the implementation of relevant EU directives. This system is now replaced by the institution of one ombudsperson and his/her deputies, thereby the number of independent opponents of the government were reduced. The ombudspersons for future generations and national minorities became deputies of the general ombudsperson, and with this reshuffle they lost their right to conduct independent investigations.

Instead of being a new piece of legislation, the Nationality Act (2011) 27 adopted on December 19, 2011 is rather an amendment of the earlier Minority Act (1993), 28 with changes aimed mostly at eliminating the dysfunctions of the
minority self-government elections. Though many provisions of the new Act are
difficult to interpret, it is clear that the rules of the minority self-government elec-
tions are changing, first of all by reintroducing the preferential minority mandate
for local government elections. The name Gypsy has been changed to Roma, and
in the future census data will be used to detect abuses in minority self-govern-
ment elections. The exact method is not clear yet because of the deficiencies of
the Act, which is loaded with internal contradictions. In the case of the Roma
and the Armenian minorities, for example, the use of the Hungarian language is
accepted as a minority language, whereas the definition of nationality includes a
condition whereby every nationality should have its own language. Further, it is dif-
ficult to understand Article 158 of the Act, which lists the articles of the law that
can only be changed by a two-thirds majority in Parliament, whereas Article 158
itself does not require this two-thirds qualified majority. This means that it is pos-
sible for a simple majority to modify in ways that require a supermajority.

It is further not clear which parts of the text have already entered into force,
and which will enter later and when. Some parts of the Act entered into force with
the date of its promulgation, other parts on January 1, 2012, and again other parts
on March 31, 2012, September 1, 2012, January 1, 2013, September 1, 2013, and
some in 2014, at the time of minority and municipal elections. In general, the
reconstruction of the legal order since 2010 has led to significant legal uncertainty.
Ernő Kállai. “Last notes and we close the door” from the Ombudsman's website archive, 2011
The Nationality Act and the Act on the Election of the Members of Parliament introduced representation of nationalities in Parliament, thus allowing all thirteen nationalities acknowledged by the Nationality Act to attain representation in the Parliament at the expense of mandates from the national electoral list. Under a preferential quota, a minority mandate can be won by one-quarter of the number of votes required for mandates from the electoral list. If someone votes for the nationality list, they can of course cast their vote for an individual (district majoritarian) candidate as well. Despite the existence of the preferential quota, nationalities did not succeed in sending a representative to the Parliament in the 2014 elections. This regulation will not be able to exclude the possibility of minority rights abuse because of aforementioned problems of minority voter registration.

Clearly, there is no harmonization between the country’s domestic and international and/or EU-level policies. During its EU presidency Hungary announced that the development of the European Union Roma strategy would be a priority during its term. A new national Roma strategy focused on development policy passed in 2011, and is intended to implement profound changes in the situation of Roma by 2020. Still, this document deserves serious critique. It resembles a ministerial background report, or a collection of studies on the situation of the Roma minority in Hungary, rather than a strategic program that defines the government’s actions. The document lacks concrete ideas: legal solutions and sections on financial resources crop up only occasionally. Later, however, the government made the topic of dire poverty and child poverty taboo, and as such used a new subtitle in a 2014 document: “Long-term dependents – children living in poor families – Roma.”

New social policy?

Today, in accordance with the provisions of the Fundamental Law, state representatives envision massive public works programs and construction programs. Meanwhile, in the name of the new concept on fundamental rights, they are also dismantling the institutional system of social aid and breaking through the dyke that was constructed earlier, after the regime change, to obstruct exclusion and segregation in education.

As part of the right to work, Article XII of the Fundamental Law stipulates the obligation to work according to one’s abilities and possibilities: “Everyone shall be obliged to contribute to the enrichment of the community through his or her work, in accordance with his or her abilities and possibilities.” This provision has the potential to be directed against the Roma community, which is, as shown earlier, afflicted by unfavorable social conditions and widespread prejudices. The
provision removes those fundamental rights guarantees that prevent the introduction of measures that bind unemployment aid to work or to activity deemed to be socially useful.\textsuperscript{35}

The government has put aside the welfare state model to create a new “workfare society” in accordance with the new constitutional framework.\textsuperscript{36} This approach has a negative effect on those living in dire poverty, especially the Roma.\textsuperscript{37} Article XIX of the constitution limits the rights of the unemployed, who are only entitled to social aid if they experience “unemployment for reasons outside of his or her control.” Paragraph 3 of the same Article states the following: “The nature and extent of social measures may be determined in an Act in accordance with the usefulness to the community of the beneficiary’s activity.” In the name of the workfare society, in 2011 the workfare program entitled the National Work Plan was passed, which was later renamed the Hungarian National Work Plan. The rationale for the program was the mistaken and prejudiced idea that unemployment is caused not by external circumstances but by a situation whereby it is more advantageous for an individual to exploit social aid and perhaps work in the black market on the side. Thus, it is assumed that the only people who don’t work are those who do not want to. (A more vestigial form of the concept was found before 2010 in the 2009 “Road to Work” program, supported by the socialist-liberal government and Prime Minister Ferenc Gyurcsány.) However, those excluded from the labor market are forced to take on work that will not result in their returning to the labor market (e.g., removing ragweed, mowing grass, cleaning parks and tidying woods). If they do not perform this type of work, they will be denied the minimal benefits.

The “public purpose” program that practically forces people into physical labor and the laws that support it bear a resemblance to both state socialism and the dictatorial heritage from before World War II. On the one hand, the program echoes the state socialist desire to reach full employment and the treatment of employment as a social problem. On the other hand, the attempt to tie social rights to work is reminiscent of authoritarian times. At the same time there are differences also: the social benefits system constructed under state socialism, which served to increase dependence on the state, as we have explained above, has been dismantled. It appears that there was a need to put the poor in a submissive position, while the real goal of social policy was to create a “majority” society and win over the middle class. This was done by exploiting anti-Gypsy and anti-poor sentiments prevailing in society, as well as separating, disciplining, and excluding disadvantaged and minority groups. It is easy to see the parallel between the present program and the policies of pre-WWII authoritarian Horthy regime, given that the current program received the same name as the National Work Plan passed in 1932 under Prime Minister Gyula Gömbös, a
well-known racist. The Gömbös plan subjugated the interests of the individual to those of the nation and sought to offer support to the poor in return for work. This type of workfare tied to forced labor is denoted in legal regulation (Act CVI of 2011), where, following the principle of aid for work, it is stated that those who do not take part in the workfare program for at least thirty days in the given year can be excluded from receiving social benefits. In the same vein, those who do not send their children to school and do not keep their homes and gardens in order are to be excluded from workfare, which pays significantly less than minimum wage. Relatedly, the government lowered the mandatory education age from eighteen to sixteen and dismantled the system for retraining and adult training, making success in the labor market even more difficult and further weakening the chances of the poor to study, find meaningful employment, and attain equality of opportunity in general. Recently, lawmakers attempted to dismantle legal obstacles to segregation. The law on public education was modified in 2014, allowing the Minister of Human Capacities to authorize separated education for Roma children in certain cases.

In April of 2015 the Hungarian Supreme Court decided that the educational segregation of Roma children living in dire poverty, under the guise of religious education, was legal. This case was first pushed by the Chance for Children Foundation (CFCF) as an anti-segregation case affecting the Roma residents living in the Huszár section of the city of Nyíregyháza, which is a Gypsy settlement. Responding to pressure from CFCF the municipal authority shut down the school in 2007, but then reopened it in 2011 as a Greek Catholic institution. Minister of Human Resources Zoltán Balog, whose portfolio includes education, has consistently taken the side of the pro-segregation school.

Violence

As we stressed in the Introduction, extreme right-wing and anti-Roma discourse has lately become increasingly mainstream in Hungary, given that an ever larger part of society relates to such discourse. Constitutional provisions are an indirect form of discrimination against socially marginalized groups, and thus also contribute to a violent climate. This is all especially dangerous in this time of open ethnic conflict, when paramilitary groups “patrol” Roma-populated areas of small settlements, and extremist movements incite for action and vigilantism against “Gypsy crime.” This was all observable in an incident in 2011, which reflected the ever more overt ethnic conflict at the local level. Between March 1 and March 15,
2011 members of the Better Future Civic Association,42 the Outlaw Platoon and the Defence Force paramilitary groups, all in military-styled outfits, patrolled the streets of Gyöngyös-pata, a town of 2,500 people in northeast Hungary.43 The clothing of the Defence Force closely resembled the uniform of the Hungarian Guard, consisting of a white shirt, black vest, boots and outer layer with a coat of arms with Árpád stripes.44 (The flag with Árpád stripes was a medieval flag of Arpádázi dynasty in Hungary; in modern Hungarian history it has also become a symbol of extremist right-wing movements.) The patrolling plan was reported to the police ahead of time, who acknowledged it. At the same time the extreme right-wing Jobbik party held a party function on March 6 against “Gypsy terror,” in which local residents appeared alongside party sympathizers from across the country. The aim of the event, when it was announced, was the following: “We are demonstrating at the request of the residents of Gyöngyös-pata who are terrorized by the strata of the local Gypsy population living off of crime…we demand the investigation and sanctioning of illegal acts.”45

The village, in fact, has a long history of segregation. In 2014 the Chance for Children Foundation successfully sued the municipal council (with a Jobbik majority), the local school and the state maintaining the educational institution,
given that the local Demeter Nekcssei Elementary School had been illegally segregating Roma children based on their ethnicity between 2004 and 2012. Parliament responded to the violent events against Roma by modifying the Criminal Code, although after the conflict only Roma were taken into custody. Referring to the situation in Gyöngyöspta, the former mayor resigned and a member of Jobbik took over as mayor following a by-election. The Jobbik mayor led the town from 2011 to 2014, which in 2014 elected a new mayor, a candidate of the FIDESZ-KDNP governing coalition. At the local level it is apparent that Roma–non-Roma differentiation not only signifies social hierarchy and subject-superordinate relations, but unequivocal power relations as well, which are emblematic of exclusion and its maintenance with any tools necessary.

The shift

At the time of the regime change there was a consensus among democratic parties that the earlier state socialist system could only be left behind with the creation of a new system, based on democratic rule of law and a market economy, where individual initiative and responsibility rather than the will of the “majority” or state would drive progress forward. Today, the concept of egalitarian democratic rule of law guaranteeing human rights has been replaced with an anti-egalitarian vision of majoritarian democracy, which adopts labor, municipal and educational segregation, and builds an increasing number of obstacles to the integration of the Roma minority.

It is an oft-cited viewpoint that the archetypal liberal subject of human rights protection was the white Christian male propertied citizen, or, more generally, persons who did not belong to a vulnerable group. This was so because regulation promising equal rights to all was not capable of handling the social disadvantage of minority groups. Therefore, nowadays international and European law, as well as constitutional democracies, attempt to compensate vulnerable subjects and take measures to achieve the equality of these groups. One of the main questions is “how to take into account the position of vulnerable groups” in the framework of human rights protection, that is, how human rights protection can grapple with not only the formal but also the substantive concepts of equality. Against this trend the Hungarian illiberal constitution does not take into account the substantive, let alone the formal concepts of equality, and has a clear anti-egalitarian character.

This situation is reminiscent of underclass societies and in many ways of one-time colonial societies that were split in two (“world cut in two”). The latter par-
allel is illustrated by a quote exemplifying the divided world of a former colony: “The dividing line, the frontiers are shown by barracks and police stations. In the colonies it is the policeman and the soldier who are the official, instituted go-between, the spokesmen of the settler and his rule of oppression.”50 If we replace settler with “majority” Hungarian, and barracks with villages, then the division into two and the metaphor of frontier become appropriate to describe social relations between non-Roma and Roma in Hungary. To the excluded residents of slums (defined as Roma), the state stands for nothing more than an institution of oppression. Given this state of affairs and a society that is based on extreme exclusion and the complete rejection of integration, Hungary can no longer be described in terms of equality and the rule of law. Beyond the denial of equality and the rule of law, segregation and exclusive racial and ethnic categorization generate the risk of ethnic conflicts. In other words, racial tensions and categorization as socially excluded can turn the minority against the “majority.” If the minority group is labelled an enemy, then the minority group itself will view the “majority” as an enemy, one that, due to real segregation, appears to truly exist and be truly unified.51

Post-colonial theory suggests that the narrative of colonization created the institutions and infrastructure that maintained it.52 Later approaches hold that colonization is not necessarily tied to history, time and space of colonization.53 Oppressive and controlling technology as laid out in the stories of colonization is familiar to those who have observed how European societies have subjugated and oppressed the Roma.54 The current system in Hungary is colonial in the sense that the subjugation based on difference is a condition that seems to be unchangeable. The social practice, whereby social and cultural differences between the “majority” and minority are organized in a hierarchical system and interpreted as such, has been institutionalized.55 In the daily practice of state institutions this means the division of citizens into those who have the right to state support and those who do not: those who are “worthy” and those who are “unworthy.”56 Consequently, loyalty structures that are tied to the practice of exclusion have developed.

Today, the Hungarian state has returned to historic times, even though “majority” Hungarian history and the specific Hungarian nation they wish to see again never existed in reality and has never been real and just: it is merely a reference point for whoever is in power. The authors of the Fundamental Law, by legalizing their story-like view of history, limiting human rights, dismantling institutions for legal protection and making their functioning impossible, have closed a chapter in the history of Roma in Hungary. The story that began with the regime change has come to an end. The Hungarian state has once again moved into the central tower of the Panopticon.
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Summary: Decades of Exclusion

This book illustrated the history of the Gypsy issue in the context of Hungarian national history based on state policy documents. The many kinds of public discourses about Roma and their various interpretations shaped the relationship between the “majority” and minority, and helped in understanding the social context of the emergence of the “Gypsy issue” along with the local and national power relations that defined it. A critical analysis of official positions on Roma can create tension in the dominant discourse, which is one of the goals of the book.

Contrary to the definitive and dominant narrative on knowledge of the Gypsy/Roma minority in Hungary, this book—as we emphasized in the preface—presents a “counter-history.” One of the goals of the book is to shake the dominant discourse from its position and to critically examine earlier knowledge. In this light, we shared texts that demonstrate how the state pushed Roma communities in Hungary to the periphery, later blaming Roma for social problems and then presenting them as an antagonistic minority. We felt it was important to present the Roma not just as victims throughout history, but also—as far as the sources would allow—as active participants, for example as defenders of freedom against the dictatorial state. The argument advanced in the book is that othering of the Roma influences “majority” identity. Facing the history of Roma exclusion, considering non-dominant points of view and presenting hidden dimensions of Roma history can assist the reconstruction of “national” identity that to this point has been defined by patterns of exclusion. Based on this, the book offers not only a counter history of the official discourses, but also a comprehensive and critical assessment of Roma-related policies, with a blend of top-down and bottom-up perspectives.
Through analyzing source material, the book asked how the borders and cleavages between “majority” and minority within the Hungarian nation formed, and how power discourses created and/or strengthened those. From an ethnic standpoint, in the historical period after 1945 society largely saw itself as ethnically homogeneous, and the representatives of power in local- and then national-level discourses began to describe Gypsies/Roma as a unified minority, separable from the “majority” society. During this period ethnic boundaries within Hungarian society were redrawn, though in reality the Gypsy community, identified based on the “majority” concept of otherness, was ethnically, socially and culturally diverse, just like the “majority.” Increasingly, the idea of Gypsies as Hungary’s largest and fastest growing minority became a “social fact.” From a “majority” point of view, they were in a disadvantaged social position. To acknowledge this, local level experiences were generalized through power discourses, with wholly constructed knowledge—including a large part of social science knowledge and research on the Gypsies/Roma—tied to the prejudices of “majority” society.
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Politics, scientific discourses and social practices all reinforced one another. Not only persons belonging to the “majority” but also the self-identity of minorities was clearly influenced by the discourses about them. Discourses on Roma were consciously hiding inequality, oppression and exclusion, and aimed at covering up real social problems and constructing a new social “reality” that would legitimate those in power. In Hungary under state socialism, state power created a separated, and therefore unequal, status for the Gypsy community on a national (or all-societal) level. On the one hand, the state “socialist” system used this status to consolidate its own legitimacy, dividing society into winners and losers, thereby emphasizing to the “majority” its relatively better social position. On the other hand, the unequal status of Roma served to portray poverty and exclusion as the fault of the groups whom it affected, emphasizing an image whereby the state did everything it could for those who had not yet enjoyed the fruits of the socialist system. In reality, Roma did not become the beneficiaries of social policy, while in discourse they indeed were the key beneficiaries, despite quite visible daily injustices. From the 1960s those in
power appeared to be working toward eradicating inequality, but in truth the reproduction of social difference morphed into an intricate ethnic question.

During state socialism, the “majority” was presented as the winner of the “socialist” transition (modernization), while the minority, if it was presented at all, through its own fault was the loser of transition. After the regime change, in theory, the unifying state policy that excluded the minority came to an end, and the developing liberal democracy seemed to provide space for minority self-organization. However, the phenomenon of exclusion remained. It became clear that social practice that imagined national unity had instead split society into constructed groups of Roma and non-Roma “Hungarians” based on power hierarchy. With this, Roma became excluded from the nation and a basic fault line was drawn in Hungarian society. After 1989–90 a series of social phenomena that the “majority” automatically connected to the minority (e.g., poverty, exclusion, unemployment, homelessness) became visible. Despite the homogenizing discourse and the real social disadvantages they suffered, the Roma are made up of heterogeneous groups, much like the “majority” that was also presented as unified and opposed to Roma. The key
group-producing force in Hungary has always been the “majority” society, and consequently it is the “majority” that judges how to label who is Gypsy/Roma. As we emphasized, power discourses created the image of a unified minority that could be distinguished from the “majority” in the interest of creating the image of a unified “majority,” or a Hungarian nation that appears unified.

The colonization efforts of the Hungarian state within Roma policy further squelched initiatives of Roma self-organization, thereby obstructing the emergence of alternative interpretations of exclusion, independent of the state. The practice of exclusion to this day is related to the daily practice of the state and municipal authorities. Discourses that consolidate their legitimacy continue to maintain the image of a unified “majority” and minority, along with their separate-ness and antagonism. Since 2010, Hungary has been constructing illiberal “majoritarian” democratic institutions in which state policies and the attitudes of the representatives of the state are increasingly similar to those of the dictatorial past. The political system has become post-colonial in the sense that it treats exclusion, the hierarchical relationship between “majority” and minority, and subject status as a static foundation.

This book has attempted to reinterpret Roma history defined by official discourses that constructed Roma according to the viewpoints of state power, and which further determined scientific discourse from a perspective of equality and human rights. The main challenge was the fact that the discourses and earlier power relations analyzed had developed specific interpretive frameworks of social science dealing with Roma. The debate over the relationship between “majority” and minority involves critical examination of the representatives of power, which often means the redevelopment and rethinking of established concepts and categories. Referring to the quote from István Bibó at the beginning of his study of Jewry, our task is to create solidarity between groups in conflict and to put an end to the practice of exclusion, which has its roots in the past and has taken on a colonial nature. The concept of the nation must again encompass members of excluded groups. The authors of this volume hoped to make this more possible by putting Roma history in the context of a common past or a national history. Like all history, it is part of an identity struggle and multifold changes that go along with that struggle.
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The post-war situation of the Roma in Hungarian society has been marked by dramatic alterations, due to regime changes, transformations in the structure of the social division of labor and the place of the Roma in (and outside of) it, shifts in the mutual perception of the majority and minority populations, oscillations in government policies, and much else. But continuous through all these changes is the fact of social exclusion. The authors, Balázs and György Majtényi, are uniquely qualified to deal with the complexities of this history and to explain why the exclusion remained constant over it. A Contemporary History of Exclusion is a must read.
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